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ABSTRACT
An abstract of the dissertation of Alfonso Hernandez
Pioquinto, Jr. for the degree of Doctor of Education in
Educational Leadership: Postsecondary presented April 14,
1995.

Title:

An Assessment of the Adequacy of the Services of an
Urban Public University for International and U.S.
students: A comparative Study

This study compares the instructional, academic
support, and student services needs of international and
illnerican students at Portland State University (PSU) ,
Portland, Oregon.

Variables measured include the perceived

ilnportance of university-related services, and the level of
satisfaction with services received.
A questionnaire with 26 background questions and 41
sE~rvice-related

items for ranking and discussion was mailed

tC) 225 undergraduate international students and 225
undergraduate illnerican students, with a response rate of
52%.
Responses were tabulated to ascertain demographic
profile of PSU students, importance of university services
tC) international students at PSU, current level of

2

satisfaction of international students in regards to
university services received, importance of the various
university services to U.S. students at PSU, current level
of satisfaction of U.S. students in regards to these
university services, if U.S. and international students at
PSU differ in the importance they assign to university
services, if U.S. and international students differ in their
level of satisfaction with services at PSU, relationship
between perceived importance and level of satisfaction for
U.S. and international students, relationship between
perceived importance and level of satisfaction for
international students, perceived reasons for
dissatisfaction concerning service quality for U.S. and
international students, and any suggestions these students
have for improving the quality of services.
Respondents' descriptive characteristics were reported
and tabulated as background information.

Frequency

distribution, the chi-square test of significance, and means
were calculated using responses to queries about the
service-quality items, and responses of international and
American students were compared.
Major findings included that there are many areas of
agreement between international and American students.
However, significant differences were found:

2 "need" items

under instruction, 5 "need" items under academic support,
and 13 "need" items under student services.

3

Focus group interviews were also conducted.
Researchers can use this additional data to develop theories
about answers given; university administrators could use
this information to develop programs to ameliorate perceived
problems, or make changes in the quality or delivery of
existing student services.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The success of any institution is ultimately dependent
not only on the value of the product or service it offers,
but on the level of satisfaction experienced by those whom
it serves.

This research study examines the adequacy of

services provided to students of Portland state University
(PSU), an urban state university located in Portland,
Oregon.

The assessment was based on the perceptions of a

sample of undergraduate American and international students.
This research was completed using two designs:

the first

design was a descriptive survey (Weisberg, Krosnick, &
Bowen, 1989) using a survey questionnaire, and the second
design was a follow-up interview with a focus groups (Delene

& Bunda, 1991; Greenbaun, 1989).

The survey questionnaire

addressed students' evaluations of three broad areas of
institutional offerings: the faculty and instructional
quality, academic support services, and student services.
The interview component provided an elaboration of the
"what, why and how" of the survey findings.
Assessment of higher education in the united states has
been accomplished primarily through accrediting agencies
(Delene & Bunda, 1991).

Delene and Bunda asserted that
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accreditation has focused on technical qualities such as
faculty degrees, number of library holdings and volume of
research funds.

According to these authors, a new

assessment model is needed, one that examines student
experiences in institutions of higher learning in the same
sorts of ways that market researchers examine the
relationships between customers and the business
institutions that provide them with goods and services.
Such research provides the business sector with the data it
needs to satisfy the customer, and similar studies may help
colleges and universities increase their rates of "customer
satisfaction."
In today's competitive environment, where all students
have many educational options to choose from, all factors
that enable educational institutions to attract and retain
students take on increased importance.

Learning remains the

university's mission---but a more diverse, older and more
discriminating student body makes new demands on the system.
The satisfaction of these demands is key to "marketing" the
institution in the educational "marketplace."

Of course,

universities have always marketed themselves by way of
brochures and packets sent to guidance counselors and
prospective students.

The expansion of these efforts seems

to date from the late 1970s, when colleges that had grown
large over the past two decades found themselves competing
for students in an unprecedented way due to an influx of
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independent-minded
international

"unt~adition.l"

applicant~,

high-school graduates

w~s

students and

at the same time that the pool of
shrinking and the first

financial-aid cutbacks were beginning.

During the 1970s

college guides and rating systems proliferated, and
transferring between schools became more common.

All of

these conditions have intensified over the past 20 years,
making the market model even mote persuasive for those
charged with building up the student body.
c~llege

In this model, a

se~vice

analogous to private

industries.

pra~tice,

departure from past
new perspective on

or university is seen as

asse~sing

This view is a

but it gives the researcher a
the quality of the educational

experience--and potentiqlly provides new tools to address
deficits uncovered.
Deficits to be uncqvered are a given.
co~cerns

students bring their

Sometimes

to the immediate attention of

the administration, fac4lty members or student government.
Yet an attitude

continu~s

not be heard, or will
attitude that pervades

to exist that such complaints will

s~mply
~ome

be Ibrushed off.

It is an

campuses, is common to some

university officials anq even exists within the minds of
some students as an

int~rnalized

obsolete notion about tqe
student to the

expression of a somewhat

subse~vient

position of the

institut~onal bu~eaucracy.

complaints are not

expr~ssed

As a result, many

promptly, or do not come to the
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attention of the

administr~tian.

Whispers and moans about

class size, inattentive professors, financial-aid problems
or other concerns can undermine a school's reputation among
students or the larger cOIlUl\unilty, leading to fewer
applicants of the highest

qal~ber,

less financial support

from alumni and other difficulties.
Unless institutions pqt into practice regular "customer
satisfaction checks," this dissatisfaction tends to remain
under the surface.

without th'e opportunity to express.

dissatisfaction and see

so~e

constructive results, students

tend to express their frustration about unmet needs via
rallies, demonstrations and other forms of unrest; or they.
simply leave to find another institution that they hope will
better meet their needs.
The concept of customer satisfaction originally
emanated from, and is one of the primary concerns of, the
local and international business world.
Hundreds of companies (perhaps thousands) measure
customer satisfaction and try to integrate the
findings into product and service market
offerings, as well as their overall corporate
strategy.
(Schlossberg, cited in Delene & Bunda,
l

l

1991, p.

3)

This international

attentio~

to customer satisfaction has

led to a:
growing consensu~ that customers evaluate
service quality by comparing their service quality
expectations with thei~ perceptions of the service
quality they have expe~ienced. Customer
satisfaction is thought to occur when perceived
service quality meets (orl exceeds) service quality
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expectations. : (Brogowicz, Delene, & Lyth, 1990,
p. 34)
I
PUbli~

institutions do not have quite the freedom that

in~titutions

private

have to respond to student needs.

Public institutions exist for the pUblic; such institutions
must serve broad-based needs that may bypass narrower, more
specific

n~eds

~ndividuals

of

of this pUblic.

and groups who make up a part

In the case of visiting international

students, the group or groups whose needs exist may not even
have a particular voice in the voting constituency upon
whose

supp~)rt

the pUblic institution must rely, but the

institutiOllS remains more committed to the source of
funding--the
any other
voting.

pUblic~-than

~roup

to the international students or

of students who may not have a voice in the

HQwever, when a pUblic situation has such a

population among its student body, it behooves that
institution to respond to the population's needs in order to
maintain
to its

ope~ation

hopes to
of

i~:self.

p~ovide

guidanc~

Thus the market model is wholly applicable
and the services it offers.

This study

PSU and the state of Oregon with the kind

and data that SNAPS (Students Needs and

Priorities Survey)

(1989) provided California state

University (CSU) and the state of California.

Such data, as

comparably collected in a market model research framework,
could give PSU the chance to make itself work for its
customers qnd for i'ts state.
study

hope~

The uses of SNAPS that this

to duplicate are many.

One, is to make
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available to PSU policy makers "systematic, r.presentative,
need~,

and comparative findings on student
opinions. "

Furthermore, the findings may

priorities and
aI9~)

"help

structure the policy agenda itself," and may "serve as; an
I

early warning system to inform the develppment of system
policy."

Too, the survey data can be "upeful tools for

responding to political requests . . . fpr

in~ormation

on

institutional outcomes," and can be "ind;ispen9able for
explaining . . . [PSU] policies, programp, an4 services
designed to address unique student needs"; an4 the findings
"can provide evidence to support funding
administrative initiatives and

requ~sts

innovatio~s

advising, student services, campus

I

in such things as

socia~ liD~,

support programs and the curriculum"

and

academic

(Da:~gle,' 1989,

p.1 2).

The information that this study has genefated, then, may
contribute to a whole soul-change for PSV
more responsive to student needs and

by

tha~,

thefeforl~

ma~ing

it

more

"marketable" and financially viable, may fina.l.ly make it
more attractive as well to the state as
repository for taxpayer money.

In

~n

investment

short~ th~~

used to trumpet the likelihood of a much

I

study dan be

grea.~.er

return on

the investment.
For private institutions, be they

b~sine~ses

universities, basing service offerings

Oll whal~,

greatest profit is a simple decision.

The daqce

not bringing in enough tuition-paying

or

will rnalke the

st\,ldentl~?

prog~am

Cut ilt.

is
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But public colleges do not have the opportunity to be so
reactive.

Many of the most important decisions, from

tuition levels to the number of employees available to
assist students in the financial aid office to class size,
are largely dictated by bureaucratic and legislative
decisions beyond the institution's control.

But there are

many arenas for change even with these built-in
constrictions.
For example, the idea of customer-based assessment has
already been used on the Oregon state University (OSU)
campus.

The OSU quality and service assessment system is

called "Total Quality Management" (TQM).
The main tool used is employee teams, within which
people who actually do the work come up with
sugg~stions for improvements.
Their ideas are
based on reactions from customers--faculty
members, students and groups that use a university
service.
(McMillen, 1991, p. 27)
In other words, "quality is defined by expectations of
customers" (Delene & Bunda, 1991, p. 3).
Of course, the market model is only one way to look at
educational institutions, and it is not always the most
appropriate model for a given situation.

For public

institutions in particular, the market model can sometimes
be too fluid to deal with rigid requirements set by Boards
of Trustees, or state and federal governments.

It simply

provides another set of tools for assessment and evaluation.
As the OSU TQM program illustrates, it may be easier to use
at the departmental level, where there is greater

8

fle:,<:ibili.ty, as opposed to the level of the whole
institution.
ind~stry

In Chapter III, higher education as a service

is discussed further.

The remainder of Chapter I describes the background and
purfose of this study, provides a statement of the problem,
deftnes terms and discusses the significance and limitations
of the study.
Background of the study
I became interested in the needs and satisfaction of
stu~ent:s

after having the opportunity to serve as a member

of the legislative body of the Associated students of
Portland state University (ASPSU) for two years and as
ass~stant

for

onE~

coordinator of the Inter-Organizational Council

year.

non~academic

I became aware of some of the academic and
needs, problems and concerns of students at

Portland state University from these experiences.

In

addition, I served the international students of Portland
state University as coordinator of the Organization of
Int~rnaltional

as

~n

som~

Students (OIS) for two years.

During my years

i.nternational student myself, I have felt firsthand
of: the important concerns of this group of students.

alsq have had the opportunity to teach several courses at
Portland state University, including Introduction to
comparaltive Education, Introduction to Global Issues, and
Int~oduction

to Macintosh and Desktop Publishing;

I
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experiences that have allowed me to see the university from
the instructor's perspective as well.
with more than half a decade of experiences and
interactions with students, administrators, personnel, and
the rest of the community, I have become well acquainted
with students' interests and services at Portland state
University.

While this study involves both international

and American students, who will be included for purposes of
comparison, it focuses on international students.

The

rationale for this approach follows.
The presence of international students on university
campuses in the United states will continue, and the
universities' relationships with these constituents will
prosper by understanding and satisfying their needs.

Their

university presence contributes significantly to
international awareness and understanding, an important
consideration at a time when countries are becoming more
interdependent, economically and politically, as
demonstrated dramatically during the Persian Gulf crisis of
1991.

The education of international students can have
far-reaching importance.

The united states has long been

looked upon as a leader in international efforts, but
America's lack of preparation for economic and political
leadership in a global picture that is moving away from the
European/American axis of the past is becoming a concern.

10
This concern was articulated in the report of the Advisory
I

Council for International Educational Exchange (1988)
I

chaired by Thomas A. Bartlett, former Chancellor of the
University of Alabama and of thle Oregon state System of
Higher Education.
The role of the United states as a leader among
nations is changing raBidly. Despite our position
of international leade~ship for almost fifty
years, we are ill-prepared' for the changes in
business, manufacturing, diplomacy, science and
technology that have c~me with an intensely
interdependent world. I
I
Effectiveness in such a world requires a
citizenry whose knowle~ge is sUfficiently
international in scope Ito cope with global
interdependence.
Other countries have had to recognize the
educational implications of interdependence sooner
than we, and are ahead lof us in the international
education of their students. Our educational
system, particularly i~ colleges and universities,
must adapt in order to Idevelop new capacity in our
people. The Advisory Council on International
Educational Exchange b~lieves that if we fail to
internationalize sUffiqiently our educational
institutions, including expansion of student
opportunities for stud~ and work abroad, we will
irreversibly diminish the world status of the
United states.
(p. 1)
I
In addition to being a resource to improve
international understanding, international students are an
important source of revenue forIU.S. educational
institutions.

International students pay more than double

the amount resident students pay for tuition and other fees
at Portland State University.

In 1995, for instance, a

resident full-time undergraduate student paid $1,020 for
tuition fee while a full-time

u~dergraduate

international
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student paid $3,036 a term (PSU Catalog, 1994-95).

This

figure does not include other expenses such as food,
educational materials, travel, recreation, room and board,
etc., which indirectly provide additional contributions to
the growth of the local and state economy.
Thus, for the reasons noted above, and because of the
researcher's status and experience as an international
student, the study is particularly concerned with
international students' perceptions regarding the quality of
institutional support services.
Purpose of the study
The objectives of this research are to:

(a) assess the

needs of students and find out the extent to which they have
been satisfied,

(b) determine the extent to which

international students' satisfaction of needs differ from
those of native-born students,

(c) determine the underlying

factors behind the level of satisfaction of students using a
focus-group interview process and (d) offer recommendations
to policy-makers and program providers based on these data.
The study's broader purpose is thus to gain a better
understanding of the adequacy of higher education's
institutional policies by relying on student perceptions of
the quality of support services provided to them as
consumers.
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This study develops policy, it does not test theory.
Throughout the research and the presentation of the results,
the aim has been pragmatic and practical:

to provide

relevant information that might help university
administrators and policy-makers to formulate and develop
policies which address demonstrable areas of student
dissatisfaction.

As a result, the study is premised in

theory that the study itself does not question or try to
validate.

For instance, this study presumes and uses the

theory that the difference between the high degree of
importance a study places on a given area of concern and a
low level of satisfaction a student experiences with results
in that area of concern must yield frustration for the
student.

This, like other such premises, are taken as

givens--which in itself constitutes a limitation to this
research.
statement of the Problem
Research into the assessment of service quality in
higher education based on "customer" (student) satisfaction
is insufficient.

Few studies have been conducted to assess

the needs of students and the extent to which these needs
are being satisfied.

No recent studies have been conducted

that specifically compare the needs of American and
international students to see if indeed international
student needs are distinct and require special
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consideration, although many related studies have been
undertaken, particularly in the 1950s and 1960s, related to
foreign-student assimilation, the success rate of specific
programs for training elite students from developing
nations, and the "brain drain" of bright students from other
nations to the u.s.

This study attempts to rectify that

situation by researching the similarities and differences
between domestic and international students' needs and, in
turn, both groups' perception of how well those needs are
being met at PSU.
For the purposes of this study, I have defined
"American students" as those students born in the united
states, and those

w~9

have permanent residency in the u.s.

It is important to note that these American students do not
form a monolithic block.

There can be significant

differences in opinion about the educational experience
among American students, differences that often correlate
strongly with socioeconomic background, race, sex, age and
family obligations while attending school.

A larger study

that explores the international student population in depth
would also likely find significant differences based on the
same factors, as well as educational and national
background.
These differences among individuals may at times be
larger than those between the groups discussed here,
American students and international students.

Perception is
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a critical, yet easily overlooked, component in
needs-assessment research.

Even when people look at exactly

the same thing, "each of [them] receives, organizes and
interprets this sensory information in an individual way"
(Kotler & Armstrong, 1989, p. 132).

However, perception in

large institutions operates on the level of the group as
well as the level of the individual.

It is from this

observation and assumption that this researcher believes
significant differences in instructional, academic support,
student services, sociocultural, financial and other
individual needs can be discovered between u.s. and
international students at Portland state University.
Expectations and opinions on how needs should be met will
also differ.
Works such as that of Astin (1982), Bassis and Guskin
(1986), De Weert (1990), Ewell (1988), Hinchberger (1990),
Leslie and Conrad (1986), and Moock and Jamison (1988) "vary
significantly in their approaches to defining and measuring
quality" (Delene & Bunda, 1991, p. 2).

As we move into an

era where expectations for accountability in our educational
system are increasing and resources are tight, the lack of
knowledge about the needs satisfaction of our students,
international and domestic, regarding the service quality of
their institutions is a significant liability.
Portland state University (PSU) is one of the hundreds
of U.s. institutions of higher education that enroll
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significant numberG of intternational students.

PSU enrolled

over 800 students from mo~e than 60 different countries in
the fall of 1993.

International students represented

approximately 5% of the more than 14,000 graduate and
undergraduate students ennolled at Portland state University
in the Fall of 1993 (PSU Fall Term Fact Book, 1993).
There is a cornmon understanding that human beings have
various needs and that they tend to behave in ways that are
intended to satisfy those Ineeds (Lee, Abd-Ella, & Burks,
1981).

The literature on 'colleges reveals that students
p~oblems

have particular

and needs as they enter college.

Some of these neeps can include psychological or social
support from fellow students and faculty; child care
(Berdie, Pilapil, & 1m, 1968; Farber 1987); financial
stability, study

~kills,

career development skills, personal

s~lf-improvement,

development and

academic skill improvement

(Daigle, 1981; Iypke & Mendelsohn, 1986; Kitabchi &
Benjamin, 1984); pttention to students' individual learning
styles (Iyake &

M~ndelsohn,

1986); and availability of

referral services, and campus housing (Daigle, 1989).
Two

theoreti~al

frameworks are useful in understanding

the situation of pollege students.
interaction theories

llack~owledge

The Person-environment
the role of the

individual's envifonrnent in shaping human behavior and
development" (Pasparelle & Terenzini, 1991, p. 38) and vice
versa.

One of

th~

theories, popularized by Barker (1968,
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1978) was "physical theory," the theory of "behavior
settings."

It explains that "environments select and shape

the behavior of the people occupying the given setting,
tending to influence them in similar ways despite their
individual differences" (Pascarelle & Terenzini, 1991, p.
39) .
Another model that has attracted the most attention and
underpins a substantial body of research on college students
is Holland's (1985) "model environments."

This model

explains that:
where people congregate, they create an
environment that reflects the types they are, and
it becomes possible to assess the environment in
the same terms as we assess people individually.
(p. 4)

These theories explain that institutions, such as colleges
and universities, have significant roles in shaping
individual students' behavior and development.

In a like

manner, the students contribute significantly to creating
the characteristics of their institution.
Related to the theories mentioned above is the theory
of work adjustment or:
correspondence between an individual and his or
her environment, [which simply means] . • .
suitability of the individual to the environment,
and of the environment for the individual.
(Culha, 1974, p. 34)
Each student has expectations for the institution he or she
is in, and the institution also has expectations for the
student.

This theory posits that if the student's
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expectations are not met, the student may withdraw from the
institution and look for another more suitable environment
or the institution may push the student out.
Taken together, these frameworks suggest that the
satisfaction of needs is a two-way street, involving both
the student and the environment into which he or she enters.
Some students may present needs that the institutions should
not or can not meet due to financial, political or
procedural considerations.

Some college environments fail

to provide support for student needs that they should and
can provide.
This project solicited information from students that
can help PSU better assess the quality of its institutional
service areas, including faculty and instructional quality,
and of its current academic support and student services.
In this study, student needs were determined by the
descriptive survey and the survey results were complemented
and enhanced by interviewing focus groups.
This study sought to answer the following broad
questions:
1.

What is the demographic profile of undergraduate

students at Portland State University?
2.

What is the importance of the various [need]

service quality statements to international students at
Portland State University?

What is the current level of
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satisfaction of international students in regard to these
[need] service quality statements?
3.

What is the importance of the various [need]

service quality statements to u.s. students at Portland
state University?

What is the current level of satisfaction

of U.s. students in regard to these [need] service quality
statements?
4.

Do U.s. and international students at Portland

state University differ in the importance they assign to the
[need] service quality statements?

Do U.S. and

international students differ in their level of satisfaction
with the [need] service quality at Portland State
University?
5.

For each service quality statement, what is the

relationship between the perceived importance and level of
satisfaction for U.s. students?

For each service quality

statement, what is the relationship between the perceived
importance and level of satisfaction for international
students?
6.

What are the perceived reasons for dissatisfaction

concerning the service quality of U.s. and international
students?

What suggestions do these students have for

improving the quality of services?
The focus-group interviews sought to expand upon the
results of the descriptive survey.

The focus-group approach

is geared toward supplementing the first approach by
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explaining in greater detail why students are satisfied or
dissatisfied with student services at Portland state
University.
Significance of the Study
The assessment of the adequacy and quality of services
of an institution of higher education and the ensuing
understanding of needs of students can provide important
information that may be used to review characteristics of
the environment as experienced by students.

This study

provides staff, faculty, administration, and other persons
dealing with students on and off campus with more
comprehensive information than is currently available.
The administration's understanding of student needs and
the students' assessment of the quality of university
services may provide productive ideas for improving services
and implementing new programs.

For students themselves,

this project provided the opportunity to more clearly
understand their own needs so that they, too, can make
necessary personal adjustments.
Basic Assumptions
During the development of this study, several
assumptions were made.
1.

These assumptions include:

It is assumed that this project will provide

significant information for the appraisal of the institution
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based on the perception of student respondents,
administrators and university personnel, and that
educational leaders, policy-makers, the institution, its
staff and students, and the whole university community will
benefit from it.
2.

It is assumed that "providers" (educational

institutions) would like to provide "custome-rs" or "clil9nts"
(students) with more effective services and are seeking ways
to deliver excellent service with their limited

availab~e

resources.
3.

It is assumed that the anonymity of the

questionnaire approach will allow for honest,
straightforward responses to the questions in the survey
questionnaire.
4.

It is assumed that at least half of the students

sampled will return the survey questionnaire.
5.

It is assumed that a questionnaire and focus

g~oups

interviews would be the most comprehensive approach to
gathering data and most appropriate for this study.
Definition of Terms
For this study, the following definitions are used:
American Student:

For this research, "American

students" or "U.S. students" are those students who havE!
citizenship or permanent residency in the united States and
therefore enter U.S. universities without going through
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admissions procedures for foreign students, or paying
foreign-student tuition.

For this study only full-time

undergraduate students were used.
Assessment:
to evaluation.

Assessment in this project is equated

Popham (1988) explained:

people conceive of assessments as a e4phemism for
evaluation, believing it will be a le~s offensive
term to some people. They believe th~t teachers
will be less terrified if informed th~y are to be
assessed rather than evaluated. Thus we find
statewide projects, projects that are clearly
formal efforts to appraise the quality of the
state's educational programs, labeled as
"assessment operations.
(p. 11)
I

Educational Evaluation:

Popham defined itl as a formal

appraisal of the quality of educational phenomena.
educational phenomena that are to be appraised

~an

The
include

many things, such as the outcomes of an instructional
endeavor, the instructional programs that produced those
outcomes, educational products used in educational efforts,
or the goals to which educational efforts

a~e

amdressed (p.

7) •

Fields of study:

The fields of study usedlin this

investigation are sUbjects and areas from tpe Classification
of Instructional Programs used at Portland ptate university.
Focus Group Interview:

The focus group int:erview is a

small, in-person, group qualitative marketipg research
technique developed in the 1950s in reactiop tOlthe
limitations of large-sample polling

techniq~es,

:which

provided lots of numbers but little insight into what was
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really going on, the "'why' behind the numbers" (Bellenger,
Bernhardt, & Goldstucker, 1976).
International Students:

As defined herein, an

international student is anyone who is enrolled in courses
at institutions of higher education in the United states who
is neither a citizen nor an immigrant (permanent resident)
in this country.

The term "international students" in this

study is used interchangeably with "foreign students."

For

this study only undergraduate full-time students were used.
Institutions of Higher Education:

with respect to the

united states, "institutions of higher education" is used to
describe the group of colleges and universities listed in
the HEP 1986 Higher Education Directory (Higher Education
Publications Inc., Washington, DC ISBN 0 - 914927-04-3) or
to education beyond the secondary level.

Institutions of

higher education include colleges, universities,
professional schools, teachers' colleges, junior and
community colleges, institutes of technology, and technical
institutes (AMIDEAST, 1983, p. 1).
[Need] Service Quality statements:

[Need] service

quality statements referred to in this study are those items
under the three broad areas of concern (instruction,
academic support, and student services) found under item 27
of the survey questionnaire.

Each of these represents a

discrete issue on which students were asked to express their
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level of satisfaction by way of:a ratings scale or a longer
answer.
Needs:

Kotler and Armstrong (1989, p. 5) defined human
dep~ivation

needs as a state of felt

~otler

in a person.

and Armstrong differentiated human needs from wants by
saying that wants are descriped lin terms of objects that
will satisfy a need.
Lim~tations

This study is limited tp the assessment of the

qualit~

of the services of Portland ptate University, an urpan,
public, medium-size state
of Oregon, as perceived by
students in the
groups.

un~vensity

i~terlnational

questionnair~

northwe~t

in the

state

and Americpn

survey and interview pf focus'

While the ability tp generalize the

result~

of this

study are limited, the survey instrument devised as a basis
for this research could be

u~ed

seeking similar information.
are limited to the

Iby other

universiti~s

The findings of this

perceptio~s

of respondents only.

~esearch

The

findings of this study might or might not be indicative of
the perceptions held by the pther members of the porulation
not responding.
with these limitations in mind, it is

nonethel~ss

possible to use these survey res,ults to draw some
conclusions about ways to en+ich the educational
at PSU, and to design

progra~s

ex~erience

ilntended to benefit

~tudents
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and improve their perceptions of the university.
Administrators may also be able to use this research to
improve their understanding of the unique problems facing
international students, and to use this understanding as a
basis for decisions and problem-solving.
Additional limitations of this research in a narrative
form include:
1.

The sample size is small.

The results generated

from a small sample size may be different from what might be
found if the sample is larger or if the whole population
were used.

Therefore, the findings from this study may not

necessarily reflect the perceptions of all PSU students.
2.

Although every effort was made to have an equal

number of male and female participants, the gender
representation in the focus group of international students
was limited to male students only.

There may be cultural or

other reasons for this, and future research should attempt
to compensate for these.
3.

Because of PSU's unique urban nature, the results

of this research cannot necessarily be generalized to
reflect conditions on other campuses.
4.

Although every effort was made to avoid such

mistakes, this study may be sUbject to errors in individual
responses, reporting, calculations, tabulations, and
interpretation of findings.
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5.

~ossibility

The study's design did not cover every

-for example, it is not possible to assess the

p~rsonality

traits of each respondent, which could have a st+ong effect
on individual perception of needs and
6.

satisfacti~n.

The two procedures used in this study a+e also

limited, in that those students with limited Eng+ish
proficiency, lower interest in their educational
opportunities and experiences, or simply with

le~s

which to answer surveys or attend focus group

se~sions

not have returned the survey, might have

returne~

time .in
might

it

partially completed, or might not have given each answen the
re~ponse.

high degree of thought needed for an accurate
7.

is that all the participating students were
students.

res~arch

Another possible limitation of this

full~time
ac~ount

the

stud~nts,

nor

Thus, the study fails to take into

differences between full-time and part-time

sbudy

the extent to which certain needs and expectations peculiar
to the latter group might generate levels of
(dis)satisfaction in its members inconsistent
this study generally reflects.

wi~h

those·

In this instance, however,

the limitation was necessary, since

internationa~

students

tend to be overwhelmingly full-time in their matriculation.
Therefore, it made sense, given the central

comp~rison

study makes between American and international

the

s~udents,

restrict both pools of student participants, American an·d
international, to full-time enrollees at

psu.

to
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8.

still another limitation to this study is the fact

that it assumes an equality of satisfaction needs among
individuals.

"Satisfaction" itself is not a demand

different individuals equally have; some are more resigned
or accepting than others, either lowering their
satisfaction-level or rendering the whole concept of "being
satisfied" largely irrelevant to those individuals.
Furthermore, even for the same individual there can be a
difference in the importance of satisfaction needs depending
on the issue involved.

If a particular issue is unimportant

to a student, therefore, his or her satisfaction need in
relation to it is very different than if the issue is
critical.

Thus, for instance, if a student already has

lodging, his or her satisfaction need regarding campus
housing is very different than if the student depends on
campus housing for lodging.

Because this study assumes an

equality of satisfaction needs, the data it has generated is
not always reliable.
9.

Some focus group participants might, due to

accidents of personality and despite the researcher's best
efforts to facilitate a balanced discussion, have dominated
the proceedings and therefore received undue attention.
others might have faded into the background when, in fact,
their opinions were of equal validity.
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10.

As a study device, focus groups are sUbjective in

nature, and even objective, statistical data can also be
misconstrued.
11.

Although the sample of students was as

representative as possible, vagaries of the university's
record-keeping, the

u.s.

Mail system and individual

inclination to respond to a mailed survey had the potential
to skew this study's results.
12.

Finally, because the study group was limited to

PSU students, results or trends found may not be applicable
to all students at all institutions.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Introduction
This chapter is divided into five sections.

The first

section briefly reviews the background and development of
educational evaluation, theories and methodologies.

Section

two reviews previous work on assessing service quality in
higher education.

Section 'three reviews previous studies

related to needs of U.S. students.

Section four reviews

previous work related to ne~ds and problems of' international
students.

Section five pre:sents the implications of

previous work and estaplishes the link between previous
research and this study.
Backgrqund and Development of
of E4ucat~onal Evaluation
"Evaluation in

it~

broadest sense is appraising the

quality of something" (Popham, 1988, p. 7).
evaluation is generally formal or systematic.

In education,
Popham

defined formal systematic etlucational evaluation as "a
formal appraisal of

th~

(p. 7), which in this
appraisal of the

quality of educational phenomena"

~tudyl

servi~e

is the formal systematic

quality of three broad areas of an
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educational institution's offerings:

faculty and

instructional quality, academic support, and student
services.
To be able to effectively implement any evaluation
process, it is a prerequisite to determine the what, the
who, and the why of the program to be evaluated (Raizen &
Rossi, 1981).

This is often considered development of a

"theory" or "philosophy" to explain the context or component
and essence of the program (Bickman, 1987; Conrad & Miller,
1987).

These authors believed that developing the "theory"

and "philosophy" will guide the sUbsequent evaluation
methodology.

Once the program theory or philosophy has been

developed, evaluation activity can proceed to the next step
by specifying the purpose of the evaluation.

The most basic

question asked before an evaluation is implemented is "What
is the general purpose of the study?1I
As to its purpose, the most popular and common and
universally recognized classification of evaluations are the
formative and summative evaluation (DeRoche, 1981; Popham,
1988; Worthen & Sanders, 1987).

These concepts were

expounded by Scriven (1967) in a classic essay that first
distinguished the formative and summative roles in
educational evaluation (Harcleroad, 1980; Popham, 1988).
Both "formative and summative evaluations appraise programs
or products that are built upon theories validated by the
researcher" (Borich, 1985, p. 28).
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Formative ev~luation (also called formative quality
appraisal) and su~nmative evaluation (as summative quality
appraisal) as des~ribed by Popham (1988) have distinctive
roles in evaluati9n.
applying

Formative evaluation is the process of

quality-~ppraisal

techniques to instructional

programs that can be modified.
collects this
programs.

dat~

The formative evaluator

with the intention of improving such

Summat~ve

evaluation, on the other hand, focuses

on completed prog+am:s of education.

The summative

evaluator's goals are to gather and analyze data on such
programs and use the, results to decide on whether to retain
or adopt them.
As described by, Worthen and Sanders (1987), formative
evaluation is und,rtaken while an educational program is in
operation,

provid~ngl

on areas needing

its directors with useful information

~mprovement.

Summative evaluation, on the

other hand, is conducted after a program has ended in order
to provide consum,rs1with information on the program's worth
or merit.
The number of models and approaches to educational
evaluation by indiviauals, organizations and different
committees are

nu~erous.

However, there is agreement among

evaluators that s9me'type of organized evaluation procedures
or methodologies
evaluation

~relnecessary

activi~Y.1

to get results from the

The procedures used depend on the
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field or discipline, and on the objectives toward which the
evaluation process is aimed.
Chinapah and Miron (1990) indicated that no single
technique or method is appropriate for the many types of
evaluation in existence.

Tried-and-true methods and

techniques must be examined for applicability to the task at
hand, then altered or adapted in light of the project's
goals, the information available for evaluation and new
tools available to researchers.

They further wrote that:

. • . evaluation must not always be limited to a
single applied method. Two or more methods when
used properly together, can often prove to be
complementary and more effective. When using
methods in combination, it is perhaps better to
apply one in a more stringent manner; this allows
the evaluation study to be generalized.
(p. 41)
In accordance with this recommendation, this particular
research makes use of an interview component to supplement
and complement the results of the descriptive assessment
survey posed by this study.
The last three decades have seen tumultuous changes in
the field of evaluation.

Much of its growth has been due to

the continuing efforts, particularly among government
agencies, to better understand the ongoing process of social
change and to respond with more effective programming
(Chinapah & Miron, 1990).

Berk (1981) and Rossi and Wright

(1976) have pointed out that the impetus for much of the
growth of evaluation activities is the "evaluation research
lobby," which includes legislators, planners, program
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managers and foundation executives.

Chinapah and Miron

concluded that it is these professionals who have been the
driving force behind the growth and application of
evaluation.

In the field of education, accountability plays

a significant role for educational evaluation.

Put bluntly,

"taxpayers want the schools to deliver evidence that they
are giving the society its money's worth" (Popham, 1988, p.
9) •

Two distinct evaluation approaches, quantitative and
qualitative, have been widely used in the field of
educational evaluation.

Chinapah and Miron (1990) explained

which type to use by saying,
the decision about which type of technique
to use in the assessment will largely depend on
the design of the evaluation as well as on the
type and quality of information being sought.
Nonetheless, conscientious use of both qualitative
and quantitative research together could result in
more useful outcomes.
(p. 45)
Chinapah and Miron (1990) described the shift from a
single methodology to a combination of methodologies in
evaluation:
In the recent years it could be said that more
emphasis was being diverted from the traditional
dominance of the quantitative approach, meaning
the qualitative approach is increasingly being
considered. Traditional qualitative methods
include case-studies and participant observation.
Traditional quantitative methods include
randomized experiments and probability. Even
today there still seems to be an unfailing debate
between them as to which is the most effective.
The recent growth of evaluation and a shift from
a single to a combination of methodology has
witnessed the development of better knowledge and
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technical procedures. Sample survey procedures,
combined with other methods such as experimental
methods have proved to be a very competent and
effective means of assessing project and programs.
(p. 41)
Patton (1975) argued that the application of
qualitative evaluation designs and methods in the social
sciences can be viewed as an "alternative paradigm" to the
conventional "dominant paradigm."

His distinction between

the dominant (quantitative) and the alternative
(qualitative) paradigm is illustrated in Table 1.

"These

two paradigms can complement and supplement each other,
depending on the nature of the program under assessment"
(Chinapah & Miron, 1990, p. 41).

This particular study uses

both the quantitative and qualitative approach in an attempt
to get the most reliable and useful information available.
Table 1
Basic Paradigms of Educational Evaluation.

Dominant Paradigm

Alternate Paradigm

Quantitative

Qualitative

oconcerned about reliability
-objective
.distant from data
ofocused on impact of components
oconcerned about outcomes
ofor scientists
Cillarge samples
ointerested in generalizations
otends to ignore interactions

oconcerned about validity
osubjective
Gelose to data
oholistic analysis
oconcerned about process
ofor practitioners
ocase-studies
ointerested in uniqueness
opicks up individual
treatment interactions

Source:

Chinapah and Miron (1990, p. 46)
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Indeed, Chinapah and Miron (1990) offered a number of
suggestions regarding educational evaluation that this study'
saw fit to follow because of their fundamental soundness.
They pointed out for instance, that:
educational evaluation should neither be a
fault-finding nor a one-shot exercise
evaluation can often be used as a tool to
legitimize consensus among various interest groups
while leaving the possibility of managing
conflicting issues and situations.
(p. 23)
This study adopted this perspective as a guiding principle,
along with Chinapah and Miron's contention that:
genuine educational evaluation should utilize an
open-ended strategy. Researchers should use a
combination of different methods and techniques,
complementing each other; this methodology will
contribute to improving: (a) the quality of
information collected; (b) the choice of
evaluation instruments; and (c) information
processing, analysis and reporting.
(p. 23)
In line with this perspectives, this study is conceived:
of as a formal or systematic educational evaluation.

Poppam

(1988) defined systematic educational evaluation "as a
formal appraisal of the quality of educational phenomena"
(p.7).

This is different from informal, everyday

evaluative acts, such as appraising the quality of a car pr
a single course.

It implies the use of structured

evaluation procedures that can be repeated--as indeed is
critical, since such evaluation should be conducted
continually (Barrow, 1989).

For that reason, both U.S. and

international students were studied, in order to provide
opportunity for comparison.

~n

Demographic data were collected:
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in an attempt to uncover any underlying causes for
dissatisfaction or, indeed, for differences in the
satisfaction level of these two student groups or subgroups
within either group.

And, finally, specific information was

collected from individuals participating in the focus groups
to give human voice to the information gathered, providing
an adjunct to cold statistics, and a more "human-centered"
forum for complaint and discussion than a questionnaire.
Popham's (1988) definition of the term asserts that
systematic educational evaluation is, by nature, formal;
this definition involves an:
appraisal of quality or, in other words, a
determination of worth. The educational phenomena
that are to be appraised can include many things,
such as an outcome of an instructional endeavor,
the instructional programs that produced those
outcomes, educational products used in educational
efforts, or the goals to which educational efforts
are addressed.
(p. 7)
This particular research appraises the quality of three
educational phenomena:

faculty and instructional quality,

academic support, and student services at Portland state
University.

This research attempts to gather information

and to "use that information in reaching judgments regarding
quality" (Popham, 1988, p. 8).

statistical information from

the questionnaire is presented and analyzed according to
demographic criteria, as are the more sUbjective comments of
the focus-group participants.
There are two distinct roles of evaluation, as pointed
out by Popham (1988).

As has been discussed earlier,
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formative evaluation refers to appraisal of quality focused
on instructional programs that are still capable of being
modified.

The formative evaluator gathers information

regarding the worth of aspects of an instructional sequence
in order to make the sequence better.

While formative

evaluators attempt to appraise such programs in order to
inform the program developers on how to ameliorate
deficiencies in their instruction, the heart of formative
evaluation is to gather empirical evidence regarding the
efficacy of various components of the instructional sequence
and then to consider this evidence in order to isolate
deficits and suggest modifications.
This researcher wants to draw conclusions, not make
actual decisions.

Popham (1988) differentiates between the

educational researcher and the educational evaluator, based
on their goals.

Whereas the researcher is interested in

understanding phenomena purely to understand the phenomena
better, the evaluator has the more pragmatic aim of wanting
to understand phenomena better "in order to guide someone's
action."

Furthermore, whereas the educational researcher

hopes for findings marked by generality, the educational
evaluator is narrowly focused on a specific educational
program and "what decisions to make about it"

(p. 11).

Such

decision this researcher aims to leave to others, with the
prospect that the findings of this research will make such
decisions easier for others to make.
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The following section reviews some of the works related
to assessing the quality of higher education.
Assessment of Quality in
Higher Education
Astin (1982) presented five traditional approaches to
the assessment of the quality in American higher education:
the nihilist, the reputational, the resource measures, the
outcome measures, and the value-added approaches.

He

explained each of these approaches:
The nihilist view believes that the quality of
undergraduate education cannot be defined or
measured because the activities of the
institutions are too complex and varied, because
different institutions have different objectives
• . • Reputational measures argues that quality in
this view is whatever people think it is . • • The
resource measures equate quality with an
institution's educational resources: highly
trained and prestigious faculty members,
affluence, and bright students • . • outcome
measures argue that the ultimate test of an
institution's quality lies not in its reputation
or in its resources but rather in the quality of
its products • • • Value-added measures, another
popular assessment method, is also known as the
institutional impact approach.
(pp. 10-15)
Astin (1982) explained the difficulty of using these
traditional approaches.

The nihilist view denies that valid

quality assessment is possible at all.

The resource

approach correlates level of quality to the amount of
resources (which is, in effect, a value-added argument), but
there is little empirical evidence to support such a direct
relationship.
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In addition, Astin (1982) noted the reputational and
resource approaches limit the possibility of system quality
because resources, including the best faculty alnd students,
are finite.

Astin said:

In a highly competitive and meritocratic society,
the distribution of these resources tends ito
become highly skewed, with just a few colleges and
universities at the top and the majority of the
institutions being regarded as mediocre. I(pp.
11-12)
He added that resource-based concepts of quality tend to
cause educational institutions to expend their lenergies on
accumulating resources rather than on finding \II'ays to
utilize resources more effectively.

Value-pased concepts of

quality are also limited, Astin noted, because the data
needed is complex and potentially controverpial, and the
process of gathering it can be time-consuming.
According to Delene and Bunda (1991)
reputational, the resource-based, the

t~e

I

nihilist, the

outco~e-based,

and the

value-added approaches do not recognize that in the unique
world of education, student and parental chpices are
dominant forces in institutional selection

~nd

strongly

impact most other decisions made during matriculation.

For

that reason, although this researcher takes into account the
effect of perception (an important component of; the
reputational approach), this study attempts to move beyond
mere opinion to ferret out the motivation
opinion.

b~hind

the
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other significant work
focused on changing

in

strategi~s

of various assessment

(Ewel~,

the field

progra~s

1988):

and the funding implications
dyna~ics

within the

of I

American higher education.
1~90;

Additional work by othe+s (Hinchberger,
Conrad, 1986; Bassis & Guskin, 1986) likewise
us~,"

value-added, "fitness for

funding

Leslie &

~rticula1ted

levels~

and the

declination of standards; a +esource approach via state
an~

allocations; and research

B~nda

Overseas, Delene, and

O~1

A report

advocates an approach

focuse~

(Gilbert & Evers, 1989).

(1991, pp.

1-~)

Canadian higher

referenced

~ducatioJ:'l

on student devel9pment

A +eport on higher

Africa used descriptive data on instructional
class size to comment on

of

e~ucation~

quality in American higher

several reports.

m~asures

scholarship as

qua~ity

(Mocck &

e~ucationl

in

~aterial15

Jami~on,

and

1988).

A

report on Dutch higher education, onlthe other hand, defined
quality in terms of goals

an~

resource input

f~ctors

(De

Weert, 1990).
Both foreign and
significantly in the

domest~c

research have

approac~es

defining and measuring quality.

researchers have taken I to
Using anyone of these

studies as a strict guide for evaluating
services becomes

questionabl~

viewed as a complex service

when higher

~ndustry

Delene and Bunda argued that;

v~ried

stude~t

support

educ~tion

iSI

(Delene & Bunda, 1991).
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as a service industry, most institutions in higher
education are dependent upon customer decisions
for a significant portion of their revenue and the
attraction of new customers (students) from
word-of-mouth referrals, a classic marketing
activity.
(p. 2)
Portland state University, then, must offer such support
services and other inducements as to optimize itself to be
chosen by students as it competes for these customers with
area community colleges, business, trade and technical
schools.

Like any paying customer, students will naturally

enough want to go to a school where they feel they will be
well treated, well accommodated and appreciatively responded
to.

In short, they want "their" school to be responsive to

them.

By addressing levels of student (dis) satisfaction,

this study provides a way for PSU to gauge just how
"responsive" to them the University's students feel the
university is.

In turn, these results and revelations may

be used by the University to make itself more
"customer-ready."
"Quality is defined by the expectations of customers"
(p. 5).

Delene and Bunda supported this hypothesis by

presenting the findings from a research study on hospital
patient satisfaction conducted by Press and Garvey (1991)
involving 73,000 patients from 124 hospitals.

Reflecting

the importance for these patients of "bedside manner" over
technical skills, the findings--among them, that patients
make "judgments about their care based on how they are
treated," and that [patients'] beliefs that their medical
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care is 'good' may contribute as much qS one-third to the
actual healing process" (p. 5)--Delene and: Bunda adapted
into generalized hypotheses applicable to higher education.
th~ir

Among these are that students judge

education based on

how college personnel--faculty and staf,f--treat them, and
that students' beliefs that their
contribute as much as one-third to
process" (p. 3).

educ~tion
the~r

In short, in either

educational setting, customer

~:he

is 'good' may

educational
medical or the

satisfac~ion:is

not a

peripheral matter but one central to tl)e customer's
perception of that setting, and to the progress he or she
makes within that setting.
A student-satisfaction model of

s~rvice-quality

research has implications that go beyol\d choice of
methodology.

According to Delene and aunda (1991), this

model demands that institutions look

a~

and treat students

as customers, a change that is already occurring in numerous
for-profit and non-profit organizations.

As this change

continues to occur, it will become increasingly incumbent on
schools like PSU to address issues of student satisfaction
in order to remain competitive and enhanceltheir
competitiveness.

Countless matters will arise that will

require PSU or another school to approach uhem with a
"business mindset" in order to properly handle them.

For

example, a drop or rise in the quality of applicants could
be tied to market factors by institutional imanagers and
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~ddressed

with marketing or service changes, as business

ll\anag1ers do with customers (James, Alsalam, Conaty,
1989).

&

To,

Again, this research study, by focusing on the

satisfaction levels of student-customers, should help ease
University administrators, officials and other personnel
into just such a mindset.
In this study, a "market driven model" for the
~ssessment

of service quality in higher education and its

impli1cations for service management is presented.

This

ll\odel will be applicable to a full array of university
service offerings, including financial aid, residence halls,
~ining

services, and records and registration services.
Higher Education as a
Service Industry

lDelene and Bunda (1991) characterize higher education
as a :service industry.

The market offerings of service

industries are characterized by three primary attributes:
the intangible nature of the core offering (product or
servic:::e), the simultaneous nature of service production and
service consumption, and the customer's participation in the
production and delivery of the service.

For example, the

lecture is "produced" by the professor as it is
simul 1taneously "consumed" by the student.

It is interesting

to no 1te that the U. S. Department of Commerce has classified
educational services as service industries (p. 4).
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The products and services offered by institutions of
higher education include degrees and courses of study, which
carry varying prices and are available at many locations
from a variety of institutions.

Educational services are

presented to prospective buyers through a mix of promotional
materials, including direct mail and telephone
solicitations, campus tours, discounts (via financial aid
and scholarship offers), and the provision of a package of
institutional support services.

In addition to core service

offering, students may also receive employment and placement
assistance, housing, health services, and recreational
facilities, although degree and courses remain the core
market offering.
Prospective buyers (students) sort through the
offerings of various institutions and make their choices
based on the internal, institutionally determined offerings
and related support services, as well as on buyer-specific
external variables such as social, cultural, legal,
political, economic and technological factors.

Colleges and

universities have little or no control over these factors.
Of course, the perceived value of specific religious
affiliation makes such colleges more attractive to some
students, and federal and state statutes that limit the
portability of financial aid also affect students' choices.
Admission criteria based on parental demographics constitute
political constraints, as do institutional quotas on
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admissions to certain university departments.

These

external, uncontrollable factors may serve as an accelerator
or brake on individual choice, or restrict the courses,
degree and services (Delene & Bunda, 1991, pp. 4-6).
Figure 1 illustrates the marketing and environmental
factors which affect the institutional choice of prospective
students (and their parents).

Figure 1. Marketing and environmental factors.
Adapted from Delene and Bunda (1991, p. 15).
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This illustration applies to the instance of a
university a traditional marketing model in terms of those
factors--product (or service), price, promotion, etc., as
well as various external environments--that a non-profit
organization routinely considers when it determines market
offerings.

To be sure, regarding Portland state University,

the application of this marketing model does not result in
an exact fit; the school is obliged to account for factors
that in no way are a part of the marketing model.

For

instance, a pUblic university may have formal goals
unrelated to the model, such as increasing the number of
persons trained to fill specific occupations, such as
elementary-level educators, forestry experts or
general-practice physicians; or providing a community
service to the town or state in which it is located.

As in

the case of a private university, a pUblic one also has a
paramount goal the production of learning--not just in the
education of students but in the contributions its faculty
make to scholarship, research and invention.

Nevertheless,

the illustrated model is extremely helpful in sketching the
broad outlines of the "business mindset" PSU and other
public (and private) universities can adopt in order to
enhance the degree of student-customer satisfaction they
generate, thus in turn enhancing their competitiveness in
terms of recruiting and maintaining students, and in turn
enhancing the institution's financial viability.
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According to Delene and Bunda (1991), customer
satisfaction should be the central, radial concern of a
university, whose "customer" is the student.

This

centrality "is reinforced in market-oriented companies by
the continuous research and measurement of customer
satisfaction."

such research has revealed that customer

satisfaction is closely tied-in with customer expectations
and the degree to which the product or service the company
offers meets those expectations.

In term of a student's

expectations, this inevitable "are modified by actual
institutional experience."

It is this modified expectations

which form a student's judgment or assessment that a student
communicates to others, giving a school its word-of-mouth
reputation, upon which so much of the school's market
drawing-power depends.

Therefore, whatever about the school

inspires or instigates a student's assessment of it should
be of paramount interest to the school, which can translate
such knowledge into making the school more appealing and
conducive to its customer-students.

In sum, the

"market-driven view of education as a major service
industry" that Delene and Bunda (1991) promoted "establishes
the basis for the assessment and measurement of service
quality" (p. 8).
If colleges and universities recognize the provision of
high-quality educational service as an important competitive
advantage, they can either change their promotional
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activities to improve student (customer) expectations or,
alternatively, alter the college's services themselves to
create the desired change in expectation.

Either choice

requires costly, long-term adjustments, but the experiences
of businesses indicates that customers are most satisfied-and most likely to remain customers--when expectations and
experience are closely matched (Delene & Bunda, 1991, pp.
6'-7) •

In order to begin this process, institutions must
dletermine hpw students form their initial expectations about
the educatipnal services they are to receive, as well as
determine

w~at

institutional units provide services to

st.udents ant,] how well they do so.
Each item in Figure 2 is linked with the outside rim
path to the other items and is a two-way path of influence
on

expectat~ons

andlcontinuing institutional experience.

Additionally, each individual unit, represented by the spoke
of the

whee~l

is linked to the global service quality rating

of the institution. :
Severa~

services
9··11).
the kind

we~e

implications for the design of student support
underscored by Delene and Bunda (1991, pp.

Among them is that there should be a match between
an~

extent:of support services the institution

cl.aims to offer and:what it is capable of providing and in
fclct

provid~s.

of a

colleg~

Whene there is no such match--as in the case

bulletifn proffering photographs of a
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student-fille~

placement office and numerous on-campus job

recruiters wh.n the institution either provides no such
services or dges so in a lower capacity than the photographs
suggest--the

~tud,ent,

misled, (rightfully) feels "cheated."

r---~=~,-~---;;;;====================~

Figure 2.

B~ueprint of service quality
influenc~s.
[Adapted from Delene and Bunda,

(1991, p. 16'.]

Another

~spect

is that the relative amount of resource

allocati.on to services that the institution provides should
roughly match thel relative importance of these services to
the students
overarching

~hemselves.

m~tte:r

Furthermore, there is the

of atmospherics--the degree to which
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school faculty, staff and ,dministrators, because it has
been conveyed to that they should

~o

so, generally conduct

themselves vis-a-vis studeflts, andldecision-make regarding
students, with the needs afld interest of the students
foremost in their minds.

lUong wi1:h this, there should be a

"shift from a focus on

pro~:ess"

institution so that at

eve~y

on: the part of the

point the school is decisively
I

responsive to the needs of individmal students.

For

instance, if a student has an unresolved credit transfer
problem, this issue, as well as any other, should be
resolved--clearly, definiti.vely, with no "pass-along" of the
student to some other link in a bur.eaucratic chain--"by the
initial contact person

reg~rdless

Qf whether that contact

person is a member of the f,aculty, the record office staff
or admission personnel." Ir. sum, the school should be at the
service of the students, nqt vice versa.
Clearly, school
in the matter of so

admin~strators

radica~ly

the university mindset.

need reliable guidance

reshaping or reconstituting

A "strong Iinternal marketing

program," Delene and Bunda (1991) concluded, "should help
administrators in higher equcationldefine service quality
and support its

measuremen~

institutions" (p. 11).

in their respective

Moreover, the authors seek to

contextualize the service

~uality

assessment they advocate

even more broadly, not only by recommending that the
assessment of the service

~uality

Clf any campus unit must be
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made with reference to all other units of the campus, but by I
also

relatin~

service

such an assessment to "the global measure of

quality'~

(p. 12).

In short, no university unit

exists in iS9lation of other units of the university, and no '
c~n ~each

university

reasonable self-assessment in isolation

~[uality

of the servige

provided by other schools inside

outside the nation's borders.

a~d

Higher education is part of a

global market.
Measure~

constructed for the path analysis, rather than

taking root in historic goals or existing policies, should
be based on

~tudent

expectations regarding service quality

(Delene & Bunda,1 1991; Daigle, 1989).

The research study

conducted by Zeithaml, Parasuraman, and Berry (1990)
suggested 10 determinants in designing an instrument to
measure service Iquality:
cr~dibility,

courtesy,

access, communication, competence,

reliability, responsiveness,

security, tangibles, and understanding and knowing the
customers.
well they

~liciting
pe~ceive

information from students as to how

PSU to be "performing"

in this areas,

therefore, WqS bhe deliberate aim of the questionnaire and
interviews fqr this research study.
students

wer~

In either forum, what

asked, specifically or generally, was formed

and informed by

~this

aim.

I
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Research on Service Quality Assessment
in Higher Education
Hundreds of evaluative studies have been carried out at
higher education institutions in Ithe United states in past
two decades.

These studies vary Isignificantly in their

intent, focus, goals and perspectives.

Three representative

evaluative reports are featured in this section.
One of these reports, conducted at CSU in the 1980s,
concentrated on one state system with several campuses.

Its

main purpose was to provide the system with a wide range of
pOlicy and research data for use within the system (Daigle,
1989).

Specifically,

of these data were intended to

so~e

provide the system with pases for comparison of its several
campus units and of CSU to other institutions, survey data
about students (family bpckgrounds; employment, educational
and life goals; transfer plans, etc.), and evidence, from
SNAPS findings, "to support funding requests and
administrative

initiativ~s

advising, student

servic~s,

and innovations in such things as
campus social life, academic

support programs, and cu;criculum" (p. 2).
respect, although

somewh~t

In this last

indirectly, the collected data

suggested the kind of repponsiveness to student concerns and
sensitivities with which this present research study is more
directly concerned.
Whereas the CSU
of such studies

stu~y

conducte~

was one of an intermittent series
by the university, other internal
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evaluations e1lsewhere, occur anl)ually.
Annual Eva.luation and Report

(A~R)

0ne of these, the

undertaken at Michigan

state University, impacts planni.ng and bUdgeting at the
university (Munitz & wright, 19aO).
on self-evaluations from each

ThelAER system relies

d~partmentlassessing strengths

and weaknesses in such areas as instruction, research and
professional activities, public service, and information on
needs not otherwise addressed.
departments are then

These evaluations from all

coordinate~

office, wh.ichl provides further

at the at the dean's

~ssessment

to help the

central administration with its final qualitative
determination~

student participation,

also makes a contribution to a
that is fo,cusled on the

~econd

universi~.y's

w~ich

is encourage,

section of the AER

plans for the future

which are codlified into both "cqllege change plan" and a
"college flexibility plan," whiqh are returned to the Office
of Institu.tional Research, whicl+ then forwards to the
provost it,s own summary of deparrtmental trends and issues of
concern.

This, in turn, the prqvost discusses with the

respective deans, who in turn
department. chairs.

d~scuss

itlwith their

In the final" stage of the AER process,

the findin.gs are used to

genera~.e

bUdget recommendations by
I

the
Anot er, one-shot program

~valuatiom

was undertaken in

1975 at t e University of Houstqn's Central Campus.

This

accredita ionl self-study, which the southern Association of
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Colleges and Schools (SACS) reviewed, sought to delineate
the school's educational mission relative to that of three
other campuses in the University of Houston system, and to
formulate responses to changes in Houston's dynamic
population.
In particular, a steering committee made up of faculty,
students and administrators evaluated each degree program
and develop quality goals with a five-year timetable in an
effort to chart a viable course between enrollment demands
and funding realities.

Each college in the university

developed a mission statement and assembled standard student
and faculty data packages (student enrollments, graduation
rates, faculty and staff workloads, etc.).
These data packages were intended to address more than
a dozen criteria used in evaluating the colleges' various
programs.

Although some of the criteria, such as "program

consistency with central campus role and scope," were
structural in nature, many more reflected an interest in,
and a responsiveness to, student satisfaction.

These

included current and potential faculty quality, student
demand to major in a given program, the "demand of
non-majors for program courses," the "adequacy of library
holdings to support the program," the adequacy of program
facilities and equipment," and the "comparative advantage of
the program over others offered elsewhere" (Munitz & Wright,
1980, p.

32).
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This last criterion in particular shows the extent to which
it and other of the criteria point the college in the
direction of avowed competitive marketability.
The full steering committee reviewed preliminary
evaluations, and then interviewed each dean in order to
determine "the relative centrality of [each] program to both
its college mission and that of the institution as a whole"
(Munitz & Wright, 1980. p. 32).

The steering committee's

final report provided not only evaluations but specific
recommendations.
Unlike the California state University (Daigle,1989) ,
Michigan state University (Munitz & Wright, 1980), and
University of Houston (Munitz & Wright, 1980) studies, and
countless other similar or related studies, this present
study focuses exclusively on the needs and levels of student
satisfaction based upon "market driven model."
places this study in a small minority.

This fact

Indeed, only one

such other study (Culha, 1974) that this study has unearthed
involved a comparison made between domestic and
international students regarding student satisfaction.

As a

result, another difference emerges between this study and
those preceding it, of which the three studies that have
been summarized are representative.

Whereas those

institutional studies, tied up with the existence and future
of their respective schools, take "a long view," this study
focuses on individuals--students--who tend to be "tied up"
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to their school only so long as they are in attendance.
Theirs is a short-term view, based solely on their own
perceptions; they are not committed per se to the
institution they are attending.

However, the needs of these

students, because they will be replaced by other students
with similar needs, may be used to ascertain, in certain
aspects, the needs of the university itself.

Assessment

such as the one undertaken for this study could be made part
of similar evaluative efforts, in order to measure student
needs and satisfaction with ongoing efforts by the
institution.
Needs and satisfaction of
American Students
As students, u.s. students have varying needs, and the
degree to which each if these is satisfied may differ.
However, few research studies were conducted on the needs
and satisfactions of college students in the u.s. prior to
the campus disturbances of the 1960s.

This section

presenting related early and contemporary works on needs and
satisfaction of American students, shows how little has been
done in this area.
Roy (cited in Culha, 1974) developed a College
Satisfaction Index (CSI) in 1949, which was modified and
used by Gamelin in 1953.

Gamelin's investigation focused on

the satisfaction levels of college freshmen from 10
Minnesota colleges.

In 1968, Berdie, Pilapil, and 1m
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adapted the College satisfaction Index to study the
satisfaction of graduating seniors at the University of
Minnesota.
In 1970, Betz, Klingensmith and Menne examined the
relationships between aspects of student satisfaction and
three demographic variables:
year in college.

sex, type of residence, and

They found that the type of residence was

related to satisfaction with the academic aspects of
college, with working conditions and with social life.

The

following year, Betz, Klingensmith and Menne developed an
instrument, the College Student Satisfaction Questionnaire
(CSSQ), which consisted of 70 items representing five scales
(Working Conditions, Compensation, Quality of Education,
Social Life and Recognition)--areas of concern, in general,
far afield from the concerns of international students.
The Theory of Work Adjustment (Dawis, England, &
Lofquist, 1954) was the theory behind the investigation made
by Culha (1974).

Culha found out that both

u.s.

and

international students "had high needs on almost every
aspect of academic life studied . • . (and] that foreign
students are less satisfied with academic life, than
American students" (p. 117).

Culha also found out that the:

degree of similarity between the culture of the
native country and the host country is related to
academic satisfaction--the more similar the
cultural background is to the American culture,
the more satisfied the foreign student group with
aspects of academic life.
(p. 117)
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An interesting but not quite relevant dissertation in
education at Portland state university is Changhua Wang's
Friendship Patterns of Chinese students and Their Adjustment
in the united states (1993).

This dissertation does,

however, touch on these students' sense of cultural
dislocation, which in turn leads to the friendship patterns
they form, with Americans as well as among themselves, as
part of their adjustment to their new and strange
environment.
In 1981, Daigle summarized the results of a needs
survey for 8,564 students at 12 campuses of the California
state University system.

He reported on student needs and

priorities while attending California state University,
including life goals and educational priorities, attitudes
concerning academic and social experiences on campus, and
institutional and personal problems.

Findings varied by

age, ethnicity, sex and class level (lower and upper
division and graduate division day and evening students).
Findings included: career considerations dominated all other
educational priorities; the most pervasive student goals
focused on practical and immediate rewards; campus choice
was influenced by program availability and reputation, as
well as cost and convenience to horne and work; academic
concerns were more important to students than campus support
services or social activities; 30% gave generally negative
evaluations of instructional quality, citing poor
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communications skills and lack of interpersonal concern
among faculty; and about one-fourth expressed serious
concerns about college finances.

External factors (e.g.,

family obligations, job, finances, personal problems) were
cited by 40% as impeding the achievement of educational
objectives, while campus obstacles were noted by 25%.
Similar studies were conducted in the same state in 1984 and
1989.
Barrow (1989) suggested that mUltiple sources of
information should be used to assess student needs.
are two reasons for this.

There

One, of course, is that the

corroboration of results lends added credibility to the
information gathered.

The other is that a more complete

picture of a student needs comes about, with information
from one source completing the information gathered from
other sources.

Apart from the students themselves, there

are many number of groups of individuals whose interaction
with students make them worth listening to in assessing
student needs.

For instance, counselors have been

identified as playing an important role in students' lives.
Their role is to listen to, encourage and assist students,
and to have clear perceptions of the diversity of student
needs (Farber, 1987).

According to Farber's research,

counselors can help the administration to form a fuller
picture of student needs, including academic interests,
co-curricular activities, mental and physical health,
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economic support, and

family/soc~al

commitment, based on

their interactions with students,
Problems and Needs of International Students
in u.s. Higher Education
Few contemporary research studies have been conducted
on the problems and needs of
higher education.

int~rnational

students in u.s.

The extremely limited nature of such

research is amply suggested by tqe fact that, by telephone
(April 1995), the following individuals confirmed to me that
they also were unfamiliar with tqe existence of such
research:

Gary Althen,

Universi~y

of Iowa; Mark Mendenhall,

School of Business, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga;
Dan Landis, University of

Missis~ippi;

Tod Davis, Institute

of International Education, New York; and' Elizabeth Bell,
Field Services Program, National Association of Foreign
Student Affairs (NAFSA).

(This researcher also found no

relevant studies more recent

tha~

1970 atl the Intercultural

Communication Institute Library in Beaverton, Oregon.)

None

of these studies compare u.S. anq international students to
see if indeed international

stud~nts'

problems and needs are

distinctive and require special qonsideration.
Nevertheless, some recent studies have been useful with this
study.

For instance, this study adapted for its purpose

part of the questionnaire used by Daigle :(1989).

Moreover,

some of the questions posed to international students as
part of this study were derived from the results of other
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recent studies.

For instance, Boyer and Sedlacek (1986)

found financial expenses to be of paramount concern to
international students at the University of Maryland at
College Park.

Therefore, questions related to such

financial concerns were formulated to this study.
Several older studies, though have identified some
problems of international students that remain relevant, as
indeed this study indicates.

Kincaid (1951) found that on

seven California campuses, international students from
developing nations reported no serious problems in
communication, finance, housing or academic life.

However,

he found that a need to improve extracurricular activities
was indicated.

He emphasized the need to increase the

interactions between international students and American
families.

Opportunity for travel in the u.S. was also

emphasized.

Cannon (1959) also identified some of the major

problems of international students while attending American
institutions of higher education.

Among these were

communication, finance-related difficulties and academic
requirements.
A number of studies were conducted on the subject of
international students in the u.S. during the 1950s and
1960s; about half of these related to the "brain drain"
phenomenon that caused many international students to stay
in the U.S. rather than return to their home countries.

The

remainder include general surveys on international students,
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including research into predicting their academic
performance in the U.S. based on various tests as well as on
degrees or credentials earned in their home countries; and
studies on their cultural, academic and social assimilation
while in the U.S. and upon their return home.
While most of this data is over 30 years old, some of
it is still valid as background material for the researcher
into the education of international students.

However,

during the 1950s and 1960s the majority of international
students in the U.S. were participants in U.S.
government-sponsored programs to educate "elites" for
developing or friendly nations, such as the programs
administered by AID, or were participants in similar
programs directed by their own home countries (Spaulding,
Flack, Tate, Mahon, & Marshall, 1976).

Although such

programs still exist, the majority of international students
who attend American universities today are self-selected
rather than brought in through specific programs with goals
of indoctrination in particular political beliefs or
building a cadre of skilled professionals to fuel overseas
development.
Moore (1965) identified the problems of international
students as follows:

(a) English proficiency, (b) culture,

(c) differences between American educational system and
foreign student's "home" educational system, (d) adjustment
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period, (e) legal, (f) academic performance, (g) social
adjustment, and (h) inadequacy of financial resources.
Similar to Moore's (1965) findings were those of Rising
and Copp (1968), where English language proficiency was
identified as the major problem.

Coupled with this problem

were accommodations, American food, shopping, privacy,
transportation, etiquette and use of facilities.
Boyer and Sedlacek (1986) found that although
international students have strong academic skills, high
educational aspirations and positive attitudes towards their
school, they still face many difficulties in their
adjustment to higher education in the u.S.

The study was

conducted with 164 incoming international students at the
University of Maryland at College Park.

The results

indicated that international students took their education
quite seriously and valued it both for the intrinsic reward
of academic pursuit and for career-related reasons.
However, the students anticipate that the hardest part of
adjusting to college involved meeting financial expenses.
Schliessmann (1986) also found that criticism of the
university by international students was inhibited because
many international students corne from countries where free
speech is not a political right and where many feel it is
improper to criticize their government or its institutions.
Some students indicated privately that they feared being
reported to their government by their student colleagues if
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they spoke out in the u.s.

This can have a "chilling

effect" on international student participation in student
government or in groups attempting to put pressure on the
university to meet specific student demands.
student demands on universities in

o~her

After all,

nations have been

met with force, as in the ongoing student unrest in Korea
and France in the 1970s and 1980s, the Tiananmen Square
killings in China in 1989, and the Mexico City University
massacre in 1968.

It is important to keep student fears

such as these in mind when working with this population.
Although there appears to be growing concern about the
needs of international students, research on these needs has
been limited.

There have been studies on needs for special

counseling for international students (Altscher, 1976;
Walter, 1978), assistance in learning to bUdget their time
efficiently and achieve satisfactory grades (Molla &
Sedlacek, 1989), more relevant education (Coombs, 1961;
Jenkins, 1983; Moore, 1965; Sanders & Ward, 1970), more
extracurricular activities (Arubayi, 1979; Canter, 1967;
Kincaid 1951), more opportunities to improve their ability
to speak English (Eid & Jordan-Oomschot, 1989; Oeressa &
Beavers, 1988), work opportunities on campus (Eid &
Jordan-Oomschot, 1989; Molla & Sedlacek, 1989), and
encouraging a continuing relationship with the u.S. academic
community after returning home (Eberhard, 1970; Mackson,
1975).

However, there has been little comprehensive
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research conducted to indicate how well such needs are
satisfied under the current practices (Lee et al.,

1981).

The study by Culha (1974) is one of the few that have
focused on international student needs and satisfaction.
Culha compared the needs and satisfactions of international
students at the University of Minnesota to those of a group
of u.s. students.

He used two instruments, the Foreign

student Importance Questionnaire (FSIQ) and the Foreign
student Satisfaction Questionnaire (FSSQ).

Ninety FSIQ and

90 FSSQ questionnaires were sent to a randomly selected
sample of foreign and u.s. students.

The areas compared

included: ability utilization, achievement, social activity,
creativity, living conditions, social status, basic values,
friends, university rules and procedures, instructors,
curriculum, counseling-advising, opportunities to become
familiar with the u.s. cUlture, emotional security,
financial security, and overall satisfaction.

The only

difference between the two groups was found on the emotional
security scale, on which the u.s. student group scored
higher than the foreign student group.

This study, like

many others, has limited generalizability, because the study
was conducted on one campus (Lee et al., 1981).
In 1981, Dr. Motoko Lee of Iowa State University
conducted a nationwide survey to assess the self-perceived
needs of Agency for International Development (AID)
sponsored students and other sponsored and non-sponsored
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students.

The nearly 1,900 students who responded to the

questionnaire were composed of students from 102 nations in
30 selected universities.

The findings concluded that in

every category of needs, needs were not satisfied to the
level of students' expectations, even though most of the
needs were satisfied to a certain degree, rather than
unsatisfied.

Needs for practical experience, financial

needs, pre-return information needs and anticipated
post-return needs (to students' own country) were among the
least-met needs for international students.
In the review of this literature and consultation with
students and student personnel professionals, the following
general areas of need for students were identified and/or
implied:

(a) faculty and instruction,

and (c) student services.

(b) academic support,

These three areas of needs

delineate the three broad areas that chiefly contribute to a
student's successful academic experience.

The first,

faculty and instruction, relates directly to classroom
learning; the second, academic support, includes those
facilities and services that the university provides--such
as libraries and labs--that help students with their
learning outside the classroom; and the third, student
services, includes those facilities and services--such as
campus housing and child care--that more generally help
students, in non-academic areas.

All three contribute to an

atmosphere and an environment in which students are better
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able or less well able to function successfully as students,
depending on the degree of excellence and the amount of
support the university provides in these areas.
Implications and Conclusion
A review of the literature indicates that while there
are hundreds (even thousands) of research evaluations
carried out yearly on specific programs, very few studies
focus on students' appraisal of service quality in higher
education.

Instead, as stated by Bassis and Guskin (1986)

indicate, they base their assessments of schools and school
programs on such considerations as funding levels, the
availability of state resources to be allocated, and
research and scholarships--all of which, by ignoring them,
suggest a failure to appreciate the centrality of student
needs.

Moreover, although these studies are all

evaluations, they vary significantly in their approaches to
defining and measuring quality (Delene & Bunda, 1991).
Lee et al.'s (1981) Needs of Foreign Students from
Developing Nations at U.S. Colleges and Universities, and
Culha's (1974) Needs and satisfactions of Foreign Students
at the University of Minnesota, are both descriptive survey
assessments.

The "how's" and the "why's" of student needs

and their satisfaction have

no~

been sought by these

studies, and these studies were undertaken one and two
decades ago, respectively.

other studies referenced in this
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study show that u.s. and international students have
problems and needs that higher education needs to address.
This research-based study attempts to fill the gap
between this and previous studies by using techniques more
common to business to assess the service quality of one
institution of higher education in the United states by its
customers (students).

Findings of the descriptive

statistical assessment survey were used in a focus-group
setting to further understand and relate the propositions in
this proposal.

Demographic data were also collected in

order to make explicit at least some of the underlying
causes of student satisfaction or the lack of it.
The above strategies also identified the present
problems and needs of students attending institutions of
higher education in general and Portland state University in
particular.

Very few contemporary studies have been

conducted on the needs and satisfaction of international
students.

Almost none compare u.s. and international

students, and almost none look at potential effects of
various variables.

The world changes rapidly, and so do the

problems and the needs of students.

A study undertaken five

years ago might bring entirely different results today, even
on the same campus.

Therefore, u.s. institutions need to

keep up in their understanding of student needs brought
about by these changes.

Hopefully, this study will help

administrators, faculty and staff understand some needs that
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international and domestic students may have at Portland
state University.
Furthermore, this study may add to knowledge of
customer (student)-driven quality evaluation.

Madaus,

scriven, and Stufflebeam (1983) asserted that:
there is a need for expanded efforts to educate
researchers and evaluators to the availability of
new techniques, to tryout and report the results
using the new techniques, and to develop
additional techniques. In all of these efforts,
the emphasis must be on making methodology fit the
needs of society, its institutions, and its
citizens, rather than vice versa.
(p. 18)
This research is geared toward accomplishing this goal.
Madaus et ale (1983) further argued that:
evaluation professionals must ensure that efforts
to improve their profession are geared to the
service needs of their clients, not merely
designed to serve their private or corporate
needs. ultimately, the value of program
evaluation must be jUdged in terms of its actual
and potential contributions to improving learning,
teaching and administration, health care and
health, and in general the quality of life in our
society.
(p. 18)
This research hopes to serve that purpose as well.
And finally, as Popham (1988) pointed out,
there is a continuing drive toward educational
accountability in this country. Taxpayers want
the schools to deliver evidence that they are
giving the society its money's worth. Supplying
this evidence characteristically requires
educational evaluation. School boards, lawmake~s,
and administrators have to be provided with
evaluation reports that indicate how well the
schools have been working. The state's citizens
have to be supplied with evaluations of various
aspects of the state's educational enterprise.
(p. 9)
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This project may provide some such evidence.

It is

therefore concluded that this study is necessary and timely.
In summary, Chapter II is an attempt to bridge the gap
between theoretical and methodological prescriptions for
educational evaluation and practice.

Related studies on

educational evaluation were presented along with their
implications, to delineate the relationship of this study to
previous undertakings.

CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Introduction
This chapter explains the framework of the study by
defining the design, conceptual framework, research
questions, study propositions, samples, instruments,
procedures and data analyses.
Research Design
The design of this study is twofold:

a descriptive

survey (Weisberg et al., 1989) and a descriptive focus-group
study (Delene & Bunda, 1991; Greenbaun, 1989; Hayes &
Tatham, 1989).

These methods were determined to be most

appropriate for this type of study because they do by nature
solicit extensive information, which leads to new evidence
and adds knowledge to the field of educational research.
The first method was used to gather and describe the
subjects demographically and to discern the relationships of
the different variables and the quality of services of
Portland State University, which is the central focus of
this study.

The second method was used to further explore

the reasons behind the survey's results, and uses focusgroup sessions.
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The

integ~~at:ion

of the two methods into: one research

venture is highly recommended by
and Hoaglin

(1~82),

Chinapa~

and Miron (1990),

who posited that survey results can lead

to a new evidence for further exploratiop inla focus group
study.
Conceptual Framework
This

stud~

was developed from

sever~l

conceptual

perspectives:
1.

Evalu~tion

and assessment

theor~es,

I

person-

environment interaction theories and the theory of work
adjustment,
2.

al~

of which supplement one

Consu~ taition

'vith students and

~nother

in some way;

~tudEmt

personnel

professionals, aSlwell as the researcher's personal
experience,

wh~chlwere

information

qu~stionnaire

3.

Daigl~'s

~ackground

used to generate
items;

(1989) questionnaire items Ion needs and

satisfactions, Which, with a few

modific~tions,
study~

most appropriate and reliable for this

4.

~tate

Altho~gh

(The Daigle

~ifferent

questionnaire waslused several times on
at California

were found

campuses

University);

the primary objective

~f

this research

study is to generate descriptive information land draw
conClusions,
"formative"
1987);

t~e

generated information

pu~:poses

m~y

also be used for

(StUfflebeam, 1983; Wor1then & Sanders,
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5.

The cOJ1lcepts and procedures of gathering

information qhosen are associated with the "management" and
"consumer" approaches of evaluations (Delene & Bunda 1991;
Worthen &
6.

Sa~deDs,

The focus-group study, an additional approach to

researc~,

this

1987); and

th~

result of

was used to complement and explained the
first approach, a descriptive survey.
Research Questions

This reqeanch sought to answer the following broad
questions:
1.
Portland
2.

Wha~

is the demographic profile of students at

Sta~e
Wha~

University?

is the importance of the various [need]

service quality Istatements to international students at
Portland Stat,e University?

What is the current level of

satisfaction of ,international students in regard to these
[need] service quality statements?
3.

Wha~

is the importance of the various [need]

service quality Istatements to u.s. students at Portland
state

Universit~?

What is the current level of satisfaction

of u.s. students in regard to these [need] service quality
statements?
4.

Do U.S. and international students at Portland

State University: differ in the importance they assign to the
[need] service quality statements?

Do U.S. and
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international students differ in their level of satisfaction
with the [need] service quality at Portland state
University?
5.

For each service quality statement, what is the

relationship between the perceived importance and level of
satisfaction for U.s. students?

For each service quality

statement, what is the relationship between the perceived
importance and level of satisfaction for international
students?
6.

What are the perceived reasons for dissatisfaction

concerning the service quality of American and international
students?

What suggestions do these students have for

improving the quality of services?
Variables
The variables of importance are the adequacy of:

(a)

Instruction, (b) Academic Support, and (c) Student Services
as perceived and rated by a random sample of U.s. and
international undergraduate students at Portland state
University.

The demographic variables are:

status of

students (U.S. and international), gender, length of stay at
PSU, age, academic level and major fields of study.
Instrumentation
The first segment of this study, the descriptive
survey, contains two sets of data.

The data were gathered
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from a survey mailed to 225 international and 225 U.S. fulltime undergraduate students at Portland State University
during the spring of 1993.

(Part-time U.S. students were

not studied because foreign nationals on student visas need
to attend full-time to fulfill their legal obligations.)
The first set of data was used to generate demographic
information.

Some of these data include:

student status

(international (F-1 visa] or domestic [U.S. citizen and
permanent resident]), gender, field of study (academic
major), length of stay at PSU, planned length of stay in
U.S., age, academic level, and other information, such as
sources of financial support for college education, living
arrangements, grade point average (GPA), reason for
selecting PSU, problems while in school, and hours spent in
studying.
The researcher expected that many of these variables
would be found to have an impact on levels of needsatisfaction, indicating areas for further study and,
potentially, for changes in institutional policy or
services.

It seemed likely that this demographic data would

bring trends in student needs into focus:

for example, the

data might suggest that foreign students who live on-campus
have a greater or lesser need for tutoring services than
those who live off-campus.
The second set of data addressed student evaluations of
campus instruction, academic support and student services.
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This set of data assessed u.s. and international student
needs, with respondents assigning a value to each need
regarding instruction, academic support and student
services, and registering their level of satisfaction with
how each need is being met at PSU.
After obtaining permission from Human subject Review
Committee, a random sample of international and u.s.
students was selected from the records of the Office of
Institutional Research and Planning at Portland state
University.
The second component of this study, the focus group
study, invited students to assist the researcher in
interpreting the meaning of the results of the first design,
guided by the propositions stated earlier.

The focus groups

were made up of a sample of international and u.s. students
chosen to ensure that any patterns or areas of interest were
thoroughly addressed and explained.
Two research instruments, one a questionnaire and
another focus group interview, were used in this study.

The

first part of the questionnaire included 26 questions
concerning demographic and background information.

The

second part of the instrument, adapted from Daigle's (1989)
Student Needs and Priorities Survey, was designed to allow
respondents to assess how well their needs for instruction,
academic support and student services were being met, and to
rank them according to importance.

Daigle's (1981, 1989)
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questionnaire has been tested and found valid and reliable
and has been proven to work well in gathering desired
information for the purpose of evaluating three broad areas
of educational assessment--faculty and instructional
quality, academic support, and student services.

Each of

the items in column A (degree of importance of needs) has
four possible answers that respondents are asked to rank on
a scale of:

1--very unimportant, 2--somewhat unimportant,

3--somewhat important, and 4--very important.

Items in

column B (satisfaction of needs) also have four possible
answers that respondents may rank on a scale of:

1--very

unsatisfied, 2--somewhat unsatisfied, 3--somewhat satisfied,
and 4--very satisfied.
A four-point Likert scale from "very unimportant" to
"very important," and "very unsatisfied" to "very satisfied"
was used.

"The option for including an "undecided," or

neutral, position was eliminated to avoid a potential
minimal variation of responses.

When a neutral position is

an option, the research tends to assess the respondents'
knowledge" (Masciocchi, 1990).

This study was consciously

designed to obtain a definite opinion from respondents.
A general evaluation of instruction, academic support
and student services, as well as an open-ended question,
were included at the end of the questionnaire.
Although Daigle's (1989) questionnaire has proven to
have worked well and has been tested for its validity and
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reliability in the past surveys at 18 different California
state University and college campuses in 1981 and 1989, the
instrument was still pilot-tested.

The purpose of

administering the pilot test of the questionnaire was to
find out whether or not the questionnaire was capable of
gathering data that would answer the research questions of
the study and whether the questionnaire items conveyed the
meaning intended by the researcher.

As part of the pilot

test, interviews were conducted personally by the researcher
to find out whether the questionnaire was clearly understood
by the respondent and to find out specifically which items
were hard to understand and in need of change.
The researcher sought the assistance of English as
Second Language (ESL) instructors for the distribution of
questionnaires for pilot testing among international
students in Level 1 to Level 4 (these levels categorize the
degree of proficiency in the English language, Level 1 being
the least proficient).

out of 20 questionnaires

distributed, 14 were returned.

Comments and critiques were

compiled, resulting in revisions in its content and form.
Revisions were again made based on feedback from the
researcher's adviser and other faculty members.

The

questionnaire was then finalized and approved by my
dissertation committee members.
The final questionnaire was conceived after
consultation with students and student personnel
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professional~,

a review of various types of evaluation and

assessment

q~est~onnaires~

applicable

l~ter4ture.

regarding

th~ir

concerns of

and an exhaustive review of

students and staff were interviewed

Qpinions on the problems, needs and other

~tud~nts.

The information gathered was then

incorporated intQ a new instrument, also based in part on
(19~9)

Daigle's
most

~uestionnaire,

which was found to be the

appropr~atelexistinglinstrument.
fol~owi~g

The

importance and satisfaction-level

questionnair~ it~ms,

with few modifications, were adapted
I

from the "Stl,ldent;. Needs amd Priorities Survey" (SNAPS)
198~)

(Daigle,

campuses in

c~nducted

~9891

were used with

Qn California State University

(see Table 2).

The selected items below

p~rmissionlfrom Dr.

Stephen Daigle of the

Office of

th~ Ch~ncellor, :California

letter in

ap~end~x).

for the
1989.

surv~ys

In

determine

State university (see

Daigle initiated and is responsible

qonducted at csu in 1981, 1984, 1987 and

th~ SN~PS,

the mptions for the respondents to

th~ sa~,isfaction

of their needs are "excellent,"

"good," "faiJ;," "poor" and "very poor."
unsatisfied,

II

The options "very

"scbmewhat urilsatisfied," "somewhat satisfied,"

and "very satisfied" werelused in this study because the
writer

think~

itlmore

app~opriate

for this research.

Items

followed by (*) were added, primarily because of the
significance of these items as observed by this writer.

(*) signs weJ;e

d~leted

in:the actual questionnaire.

The
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Table 2
[Need] Service Quality Items and
Open-Ended Questions

INSTRUCfION
Instructional quality
Accessibility of the faculty
Fairness of faculty treatment of students in
general
Fairness of testing and grading
Intellectual stimulation from faculty
Content of courses
Class size
_
Other: please specify"'
ACADEMIC SUPPORT
Library collections
Library service
Lab facilities
Computer facilities
Academic advising services on campus
Pre-college advising
Pre-transfer advising
Catalog (Bulletin) and Schedule of Classes
Variety of courses offered
Availability of courses to finish degree on time'"
Tutoringlbasic skills services
Convenience of class scheduling
_
Other: Please specify"'

STUDENT SERVICES
Campus housing
Recreation programs/activities
Student organizations'"
Religious services'"
Child care
Parking
Student health service
Psychological counseling
Financial aid office
Job search services'"
Campus food services
Intercollegiate athletic programs
Career guidance from faculty
Career guidance from Career Planning Office
Social and cultural activities
Campus orientation programs
Special student services (e.g., affirmative
action)
_
Other: please specify"'
Please rate PSU in general according to its:'"
Faculty and instructional quality
Academic support services
Student services
Campus experience as a whole

If the university could change two things that would improve the quality of your life as a student at
PSU, what would those be?'"
Is there anything else you would like to say about your stay at Portland State University?'"

Procedures and Analyses
The final copy of the questionnaire, a cover letter
assuring confidentiality, informed consent form and prestamped envelope, were sent to randomly selected
international and

U.s.

students via bulk mail, which was

received by the addressee within approximately 10 days.
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Addresses of students were obtained from the PSU
Institutional Research and Planning Office after having
obtained permission from Human Subject Review committee.
There were three additional mailings to provide
complete follow-up after the original mailing.

The first

follow-up was a postcard reminder, which was sent to
everyone one week after the mailing of the original
questionnaire.

This served as both a "thank you" for those

who have already sent back the completed questionnaire and
as a friendly reminder to those who had not.

The second

follow-up, scheduled for three weeks later, was sent to
those who had not responded, as indicated by records kept by
the researcher.

The second follow-up duplicated the

original mailing except for the cover letter, which informed
the prospective respondent that the questionnaire has not
been received and appealed for its return (Dillman, 1978).
The third and final follow-up occurred seven weeks after the
original mailing.

This final follow-up consisted of phone

calls to students emphasizing the importance of the return
of the questionnaire.
Assessment Survey
The first part of the instrument includes the
background information asked of each respondent.

The second

part is composed of faculty/instructional, academic support,
and student services items.

The respondents were asked to

make a choice under column A as to whether they feel the
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item is "very unimportant," "somewhat unimportant,"
"somewhat important," or "very important."

Under column B,

respondents were asked to make a choice as to how well each
"need" item has been satisfied in their case, choosing from
"very unsatisfied," "somewhat unsatisfied," "somewhat
satisfied," or "very satisfied."

Another set of items was

included that asked respondents to rate PSU on its overall
faculty and instructional quality, academic support
services, student services, and campus experience as a
whole.

There were five possible answers for each item:

"excellent," "good," "fair," "poor," or "very poor."

Open-

ended questions were included in the last part of the
questionnaire so respondents could offer other information
about their stay at Portland state University.
Returned questionnaires were coded and responses were
tabulated and presented as applicable.

Except for items 4,

5, and 15 (length of stay at PSU, age and GPA,
respectively), the percentage of respondents selecting each
response category for each item on the "Background
Information" part of the questionnaire was reported.
Responses to the three open-ended questions were separately
reported, based on a content analysis.

For items 4, 5 and

15, frequency distributions, means and standard deviation
were calculated.

with the exception of item 1, which

indicates citizenship status, these computations were done
twice, once for U.s. students and once for foreign students.
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For each item in question 27, the lsection in which
students rate their needs and

~spess

satisfaction with each of them, the

their level of

per~entage

respondents falling in each

impo~tance ~esponse

calculated.

it~m

percentage of

Also, for each

u.s.

u.s.

of

category was

in question 27, the

respondents falling in each satisfaction

response category was

calculat~d

separately.

This process

was repeated for the internatiqnal students.

Further

calculations were done to find out the "most" and "least"
satisfied groups, "most satisfi.el1" and Iii least satisfied"
items, and "most important" anq
perceived by the respondents.
percentage of
calculated.

u.s.

'I least

important" items as

I11 questJLon 28, the

and foreign student respondents were

The data were computed

Statistics (SYSTAT, 1992)

softwa~e

usi~g

the Systems for

package.

questions 29 and 30 were also reported.

Responses to

I

Focus Group Study
Focus groups made up of a dl!3mographically
representative sample of

inter~ational

and American students

to provide opportunities to furtper research patterns
suggested by the survey results were comducted.
groups provided a forum for

th~

These

researcner to derive further

reasons behind differences in reppondents' level of
satisfaction regarding the faculty and instructional
quality, academic support and

st~dent

support services.
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The focus group interview or group depth interview is a
concept based on the assumption that individuals
who share a problem will be more willing to talk
about it amid the security of others sharing the
problem. It offers a means of obtaining in-depth
information on a specific topic through a
discussion group atmosphere which allows an
insight into the behavior and thinking of
individual group members. Rather than using a
structured question and answer methodology, the
procedure is to encourage a group to discuss
feelings, attitudes, and perception about the
topic being discussed. The focus group interview
is one of the qualitative marketing research
techniques deve~op in the 1950's in relation to
the large sample polling techniques which provided
lots of numbers but little insight into what was
really going on, the "why" behind the numbers.
(Bellenger et ai., 1976, p. 24)
The focus group"

a tool widely used in business

marketing, incorporates the best aspects of the individual
interview with a group discussion format that can help the
interviewer bring important points into relief.
According to other researchers in the field, segments
of the student population shown through traditional survey
instruments and analysis to deviate significantly from the
norm, to skew the overall results or to show a nonstandard
relationship among tpe determinants of quality can be
studied with more

pr~cision

observational studies.

via focus groups or

As one such team put it, "focus

group information can provide in-depth qualitative research
information about aspects of service quality which are
different from student expectations" (Delene & Bunda, 1991,
p. 15).
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For this study, a representative group of focus-group
participants was identified via the questionnaire and were
encouraged to corne by invitation.

It is important to note

that only the researcher had the "key" to matching the
questionnaires to student names:
the actual questionnaires.

only a number appeared on

Further, respondents were

offered the option of eschewing consideration for the focus
group study.

Follow-up phone calls were conducted to ensure

that a representative group was present on the date or dates
of the focus group session.

All proceedings were audio-

taped (with permission from the interviewees) to verify
notes.

The proceedings of the focus group were then

analyzed, and are presented in a separate chapter.

The

discussion below considered who were included in the focus
groups, how many were in the focus groups, facilities and
selection of the location for the focus group sessions,
duration of the focus group sessions, the moderator's guide
and how results were reported.
Two sets of focus groups were formed, based upon
responses to the satisfaction questionnaire and addressing
each of the following broad areas:

faculty and

instructional quality, academic support and student
services.

The researcher selected 10 participants for each

of the two focus groups.

Although there is no generally

accepted guideline as to the ideal number of participants
for a focus group, the most widely recommended number is
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between 8 and 12 members (Greenbaun, 1989; Bellenger et al.,
1976; Taynan & Drayton, 1988).

There are disadvantages if

the group is too small or too large.

The following are the

disadvantages of a focus group fewer than eight persons:
1. The database in which to draw information is
not large enough to provide maximum input.

2. The group dynamics do not work as well with
small numbers of people as they do with larger
numbers (within tolerance limit).
3. Small groups are more likely to communicate to
the respondents that they have been chosen to be
the expert rather than the average consumer who
communicates what he or she personally feels.
(Greenbaun, 1989, p. 38)
The disadvantages of larger focus groups (more than 10)
according to Greenbaun (1989) are:
1. Large groups are more difficult to control
than smaller ones.

2. In large groups, it is often difficult to
stimulate an effective group interaction.
3. with large groups, it is much more difficult
to probe for input from the participants.
(p. 39)
The facility or location of the focus group sessions
~~as

at Portland State University.

This researcher requested

a convenient room to accommodate all participants where a
1:ape recorder could be operated.
E~lectricity,

The tape recorder, run by

was backed up by batteries in case of power

interruptions.
A two-hour duration was set for each of the focus group
sessions.

Payne (cited in Hayes & Tatham, 1989) believed

t:hat "two hours is approximately the outside limit for a
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productive group session (p. 32).

This researcher, acting

as the moderator, followed the following characteristics of
a good moderator suggested by Langer (cited in Hayes &
Tatham, 1989):
(1) genuinely interested in hearing other people's
thoughts and feelings; (2) expressive of their own
feelings; (3) animated and spontaneous; (4) a
sense of humor; (5) emphatic; (6) able to admit
their own biases; (7) insightful about people; (8)
expressing thought clearly; (9) being flexible.
(p. 32)
A four-page Moderator's Guide was prepared and used by
this researcher.

Included were the following, as suggested

by Greenbaun (1989):
(1) A statement of the group objectives - this is
a guide for everyone in the group to understand
the purpose of the group sessions.
(2) Identification of the group composition - this
guide identifies the key criteria for participant
selection.
(3) Introduction instructions. A brief outline
for the moderator with introductory remarks to
make at the beginning of the session. It should
include:

* statement of the purpose of the group, for
the benefit of the participants
* a reminder to point out the taping (audio
and video) of the session
* the rules of the group, including: only one
person may talk at a time; all participants must
speak up; smoking is not allowed; participants
must be honest with responses
* the guidelines for participant
introductions, in term of what type of information
is desired from each participant.
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(4) warm-up topics.
This section indic.ates the
topic areas that th~ moderator should use to begin
the discussion.

(5) general topic d~scussion. This section
outlines the principal areas the moderator wishes
to cover that relat~ to the general concept being
discussed:
in this case~ the quality asse~sment
of the services at Portland state university and
the level of satisfqction of students.
I

I

(6) specific discussion. This section provides
specific questions qnd areas of discussIon: in
order to achieve the objectives of the groUp.
I

(7) running time clock. IA marginal notation on
the guide as to the specific time that should be
allocated to each section.
(8) close. This sectionl should indicat~ the use
of any open-ended discussion that might help to
add insight into the perspectives expressed by the
group members.
(pp. 77-78)
The results of the focuslgroup sessions are the basis
of Chapter V of this thesis.

Chapter V

pres~nts

discussion of the materials included in the
guide, and includes a large number of

a detailed

~oderator's

applic~ble

verbatim

comments excerpted from tpe tapes.
The following were

t~e

preliminary

for selected sample students.

I

These

the research questions anA study
1.

inte~vi~w

questio~s

protocols

were based on

proposition~:

Describe for me the university (PSU)

t~at

you are

presently attending.
2.

Describe for me the quality of

serv~ces

of this

university.
3.

Describe for me the faculty members that teach in

this university.
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4.

Describe for me the instructional quality of this

university.
5.

Describe for me the students that attend this

university.
6.

Describe for me the student services in this

university.
7.

Describe for me the academic support being provided

by this university.
8.

Describe for me the level of satisfaction of

students in this university.
9.

Suggest or recommend ideas to improve the quality

of its services of PSU to its constituents.
10.

Describe for me other concerns you have about this

university.
These written interview protocols were left open-ended
for the interviewees to express other concerns they might
have.

Every effort was made to satisfy data collection

procedures and data analysis as outlined by Greenbaun
(1989), and stewart (1990).
Summary
This research study employed two research designs.

The

first design appraised three broad areas of student
concerns:

faCUlty and instructional quality, academic

support and student services.

The second design described

in-depth the current status and practices concerning these
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students' areas of concern, answered the "why" questions
suggested by the first design and related them to the
propositions posed in this study.
This study provides additional research-based
information in the field of educational evaluation that can
be used by postsecondary education practitioners and others
to evaluate service quality and make policy recommendations
to better meet student needs.

However, the study's design

does not cover every possibility--for example, it is not
possible to assess the personality traits of each
respondent, which could have a strong effect on individual
perception of needs and satisfaction.

The two procedures

used are also limited, in that those students with limited
English proficiency, lower interest in their educational
opportunities and experiences, or simply with less time in
which to answer surveys or attend focus group sessions might
not have returned the survey, might have returned it
partially completed, or might not have given each answer the
high degree of thought needed for an accurate response.
Some focus group participants might, due to accidents of
personality and despite the researcher's best efforts to
facilitate a balanced discussion, have dominated the
proceedings and therefore received undue attention.

others

might have faded into the background when, in fact, their
opinions were of equal validity.

As a study device, focus
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groups are subjective in nature, and even objective,
statistical data can also be misconstrued.
Finally, although the sample of students was as
representative as possible, vagaries of the university's
record-keeping, the

u.s.

postal system and individual

inclination to respond to a mailed survey had the potential
to skew this study's results.

And because the study group

was limited to PSU students, results or trends found may not
be applicable to all students at all institutions.

CHAPTER IV
SURVEY RESULTS
This chapter presents the results of the survey
quest~onn~ire

sent to 450 international and American

under9raduate students at Portland State University in the
sprin9 and summer of 1993.

The results are organized to

answer the five major research questions of this study.
There, are five sections in this chapter.
section

p~esents

The first

the description of the respondents.

The

seconq section discusses the importance of the various
[need] service quality items to international students at
Portl~nd

state University and their current level of

satisfaction in regard to these [need] service quality
items.

The third section discusses the importance of the

vario~s

[need] service quality items to U.S. students at

Portl~nd

state University and their current level of

satisfaction in regard to [need] service quality statements.
The

fourt~

section presents the comparison of the importance

international and U.s. students assign to the [need] service
quality items and their level of satisfaction with these
[need] service quality items at Portland State University.
Section five presents the relationship between perceived
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importance and level of satisfaction for both international
and U.S. students.
Description of Participants
Portland state university accumulates its own data on
student profiles.

However, as its annual fact book reveals,

the University does not ask a number of those questions of
student~

the responses to which might have proved useful to

this st4dy.
instanc~,

In particular, it elicits no "choice data"; for

it does not ask its international students why

they chqse PSU over other u.s. schools, or whether they plan
to stay in the u.s. following their education.
this

re~earch

Such data

might have used to help determine the level

and kinq. of, expectations these students were bringing with
them

in~o

the University's academic and social environment;

in turn, these expectations might have shed light on
sUbsequ~nt

satisfaction these students experienced.

Instead, PSU generally confines its student profiles to the
most

ba~ic

kinds of data--gender, age, and academic status,

for exal'(lple.
Th~re

were 450 questionnaires distributed to

undergrCj.duate students at Portland State university.

Two

hundred twenty-five were sent to international students and
225 to

~erican

interna~ional

students.

Nine questionnaires for

students were returned due to changed or

incorreqt addresses.

A total of 232 completed
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questionnaires were returned, a 53% return rate with 49% for
international students, and 55% for American students (see
Table 3).
Table 3
Distribution and Return Rate
of the Questionnaires

status
International
American

Distributed

Returned

Return Rate

216*
225

106
124**

49%
55%

*excludes the nine people whose questionnaires were returned as
undeliverable
**excludes the two people whose questionnaires did not have responses to
any single item.

Of the 232 respondents, 126 were Americans (55%) and
106 were international students or 49%; 112 were males or
48%, and 117 were females (or 50%), with 3 (1%) not
indicating gender (see Figure 3).
The most chosen major was business administration
(30%), followed by those with a liberal arts or sciences
major (28%), engineering and applied sciences major (17%),
fine and performing arts (5%), education (3%), health and
physical education (2%), urban and public affairs (2%),
social work (.43%), or majors other than the above (10%).
Three percent did not indicate their major (see Figure 4).
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%
57.0
51.3
45.6

39.9
34.2
28.5
22.8
17.1
11.4
5.7
0.0

,l..l;o;~;;w,o.;,......,,;. ............_

Male

Cl

Female

~ American

International

Figure 3.

Gender of respondents.

%
34.0
30.6
27.2
23.8
20.4
17.0
13.6
10.2
6.8
3.4
0.0
Bus.Adm EdJ

~ International

Figure 4.

ErlJ

F-Arts

!-FE

Lib.Arts

fNV

UPA

Other

I§; American

Field of study of respondents.

The average number of years international students had
been in the U.S. was three years, with the average stay at
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psu

two years.

For American students, the average stay at

PSU was also two years.

The average age of international

respondents was 24, while among the
average was 25.

u.s.

students the

The majority of the respondents were

seniors (33%), followed by juniors (31%), freshmen (12%),
sophomores (10%), and others (11%).

Two percent did not

indicate their position at PSU (see Figure 5).

%
40
36

32
28

24
20
16

12
8
4

o

..Lllolo...........,

Freshman

~ International

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

Other

No response

~ American

Figure 5.

Academic level of participants.

Among international students, 85% are single, 2% are
married and live with their spouse, and 12% are married but
not living with their spouse.

Among

u.s.

students, 72% are

single, 21% are married and live with their spouse, and 1%
are married but not living with their spouse.

Five percent
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of American

s~udents

above (see Tal::!le 4).

fell into a category other than those
I

Table 4
Marital status of Participants

Marital

Statu~

Inter'l %

Single
Married (living with spouse)
Married (not living with spouse)
No response
Other

85
02
12
00
01

U. S. %

72
21
01
02
05

The main source of financial support for international
students was family assistance, which was relied on by 72%,
with 16%

self~supporting,

8% on scholarships, 1% with loans,

and 3% receiving their main support from other sources.

For

U.S. students, 37% are self-supporting, 29% rely on family
assistance, 17% have loans, 4% are on scholarships and 11%
derived financial assistance from other sources (see Figure
6) •

Thirty-eight percent of the international students live
by themselves, followed by 32% who live with friends, 18%
who live with their family, and 12% who live in some other
situation.

One percent did not indicate their living

situation.

A full 48% of American students live with their

family; 18% live by themselves; 16% live with friends; and
American students 18%1 live in situations other than the
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above.

Two percent did not respond to the question (see

Table 5).

%
72.0
64.8
57.6
50.4
43.2
36.0
28.8
21.6
14.4

7.2
0.0 .........- - t o
Self-support

~ International

Figure 6.

Family Asst

Loan

Scholarship

Other

No response

~ American

Main source of financial support of respondents.

Of the international students, 42% live in apartments,
32% in dorms and 22% in houses.

On the other hand, American

students 56% lived in houses, 33% in apartments, and 7%
lived in dorms.
The majority of international students, 76%, perceived
their parents as belonging to the middle class.

Ten percent

said their parents were upper class, 10% said their families
were of the lower class, and 4% described their family
situation as fitting some other category.

The majority of

American students, in this case 71%, also perceived their
parents as belonging to the middle class; 17% to the lower
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class; and 6% to the upper class, with 3% describing their
family as something other than the abQve categories.
q~estion.

percent offered no response to this
Most international students got
the choice of 65%.

~:o

ta~e

Twenty percent

Three

I

school by walking,
the bus, 14% arrive

by car and 1% did not respond to the question.

Fifty-one

percent of the international students said they do not own a
car, while 47% said they do own one

schoo~

For American students, going to
of choice for 44%.

Thirty-three

2% gave no response.
by car:was the method

perc~nt

took:the bus, 13%

tr~nsportation

walk, 9% used some other method of
not respond.

a~d

and 1% did

Seventy-five percent of American students said

they own a car, 23% said they do not, and 2% dlid not respond
(see Table 5).
Among international student, 33% said they believe that
their understanding of written

Englis~

is very good, with

38% saying it is good, 23% fair, 3% pqor and 3% not
responding.

Among American students, 92% considered their

understanding of written English to

b~

very well (see Table

6) •

Thirteen percent of the international students said
they spend less than five hours a

wee~

studying, 47% study 5

to 12 hours a week, and 39% spend over 12 houns a week
studying.

For American students, 11% spend less than five

hours studying each week, 52% require five to 112 hours, and
33% study for over 12 hours (see Table. 6).

The average GPA
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for

internatio~al 'students

u.s. students

~arrled

is 3.16 on a four-point scale;

an average GPA of 3.12.
Table 5

Living Sit4at~on, Living Quarters, and Perception of
Economic/Class Background, Automobile Ownership,
and Method of Going to School

Variable
Living situatiqn
By self
with own falT,il~
with friends,
Other

Inter'l %

u.S. %

38
32
18
12

48
18
16
18

Living quarters,
Dorm
House
Apartment
Other
No response

32
22
42
02
02

07
56
33
02
02

Perception of ~conomic/
class background
Wealthy clas,s
Middle class,
Lower class
Other
No response

10
76
10
04
00

06
71
17
03
03

Automobile own~rship
Yes
No
No response

47
51
02

75
23
02

Method of going' to school
By car
By bus
By walking
Other
No response

14
20
65
00
01

44
33
13
09
01

I

,-
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Table 6
Understa~ding

Level for written English/
Average Hours Spent Studying/Week

Inter'l % U.S. %

Variable
Understanding
Very well
Good
Fair
Poor
NR

leve~

for

wr~tten

English

Average hours spen~ studying/week
Less than 5 hours
5-12 hours
over 12 hours
No response
I

33
39
23
03
03

92
03
02
00
02

13
47
39
00

11
52
33
03

International students, who are often prevented by law
from working at off-campus jobs, had less demanding work
schedules.

Eighte~n

percent said they work less than 10

hours per week, 22\ work between 10 and 20 hours, and 7%
work over 20 hours, while 53% do not work at all.

For

American students, 16% said they work less than 10 hours a
week, 29% work between 10 and 20 hours, 38% work over 12
hours per week, anq 17% dOl not work (see Table 7).
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Table 7
Percentage of Respondents' Average Hours
spent Working/Week

Average Hours Spent Working/Wk
Less than 10 hours
10 - 20 hours
Over 20 hours
Do not work

Inter'l % U.S. %
18
22

16
29

7

38

53

17

Twenty-three percent of international students define
themselves religiously as Christian, 34% are BUddhist, 13%
are Moslem, 2% are Jewish, and 29% espouse no religion.
Among American students, 52% are Christian, 1% BUddhist, 4%
Muslim, 3% Jewish, 29% have no religion, and 10% belong to
other religion or did not respond.

When asked if religious

beliefs and/or practices have changed significantly while at
PSU, 88% of international students said they have not, while
8% said some change has occurred while at college.

Ninety-

two percent of American students said their religious
beliefs and/or practices remain unchanged since entering
school, with 6% experiencing change (see Table 8).
Fifty-four percent of international respondents
attended student orientation sessions at PSU; 46% did not.
However, among u.S. students 41% attended and 56% did not.
Twenty-seven percent of international students said they had
attended other U.S. institutions of higher learning; 73% had
not.

Among American students, 62% had attended another
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higher education institution before coming to PSU, with 36%
responding that they had not (see Table 9).
Table 8
Percentage of Respondents' Religion at Home, Changed
Religious Beliefs/Practices at School

variable
*Religion at home
Christian
Buddhist
Moslem
Jewish
other religion/no response
None
Changed Religious beliefs/pract.
at school
No
Yes
No response

Inter'l %

u.S. %

23

52
01
04

34

13
02
00

10

28

29

88
08
04

92

03

06
02

Table 9
Percentage of Respondents Who Attended PSU
Student Orientation and Attended Other
HE Institution in u.S.

Variable
Attended PSU Orientation
Yes
No
No response
Attended other HE institution in u.S.
Yes
No
***

Inter'l %

u.S. %

54

41

46

56

00

02

27

62

73

36
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Only 12% of international students said they plan to
stay in the U.S. permanently.

Sixty percent said they wish

to return to their nation of origin after completing their
studies.

Nineteen percent said they would like stay

permanently in the U.S. but cannot, 11% gave an answer other
than the above, and 1% did not respond (see Table 10).
Table 10
Percentage of Respondents Who Plan to
Stay Permanently in U.S.

Plan to stay Permanently in U.s.
Yes
Yes, but can't
No
Other
No response

Inter'l % U.S. %
12
19

85
00

57

07

11
01

06
02

Thirty-four percent of international students said
their most important reason for selecting the U.S. as a
place to study is to gain specialized skills and knowledge
of their field, followed by 18% who cited the reputation or
prestige of the U.S., 15% seeking to improve their language
skills, 7% who said schooling is part of a plan to stay
permanently in the U.S., 5% who want to learn more about the
U.S., and 2% who want to learn more about the U.S. system of
education.

Fifteen percent gave other reasons, with 3% not

responding (see Figure 7).

As to why they chose PSU as

place of study, 37% of international students responded they
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know one or more people at the school, 27% like the
location, 9% had been to PSU before, 8% said the tuition is
cheaper than that of comparable institutions, 7% said the
university has good facilities, and 5% said PSU provided the
desired degree offerings.

Eight percent offered other

reasons.

£SI
rsl

Reputation of U.S.A.
Plan to stay perm.
~ Leam U.S.A. more
~ Learn Ed.system
Gain skills in field
Improve Eng.
121 Other
ml No response

o
e

Figure 7.

18.2%
7.1%
5.1%
2.0%

34.3%
15.2%
15.2%
3.0%

Reasons international students chose U.S.A.

For U.S. stUdents, location was the persuasive factor
for the majority, cited by 63%, followed by 9% who favor PSU
due to inexpensive tuition, 9% desirable degree offerings,
9% knowing a person here, 4% having been to PSU before, 2%
good facilities, and 2% other reasons.

Two percent did not

respond (see Table 11).
Thirty-nine percent of the international stUdents
learned about Portland State University from friends, 33%
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from family members , 15% from printed

materia~s,

teachers or counselqrs, 4% from educational
from other

sources~

For American students,

family members were the

sou~ce

4%

f~om

ag~ncies,
25~

qnd 5%

indicaued

of information ijbout PSU,

followed by 25% who referred to printed materiijls , 13%
informed by friends, 13% by:teachers or
educational

agencie~,

response (see

Tabl~

counse~ors

, 4% by

13% by other sources, anq 7% no

11).

Talble 11
Percentage of Reqpondents' Reasons Why They Chose PSU,
and How Students Learned about psq

Inter'~

Variable

%

U.S~

Reason students choqe PSU
Been here before
Good facilities I
Location
I
Knows pe~son at IPSU
Reputation
Degree offerings
Tuition is cheaper
Other
No response

09
07
27
37
00
05
08
07
00

09
00
09
09
0:2
0')

How studentp learned about BSU
From family members
I
From fri~nds
From pri;nted mat,erials
From edupationa] agenciesl
From teaphersjcounselors I
Other
No respo;nse

33
39
15
04
04
05
00

13
25
041
13
13
07

Intern~tional

current

pro~lems

04
0:2
63

..

2 .)
~-

'students 'indicated that their biggest

were financial, with 25% experiencing

%
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difficulties.

Twenty-one percent said their greatest

problem was language and communication, followed by cultural
differences with an 8% share, academic difficulty with 7%,
and other difficulties for 7%.

A full 30% of international

student respondents indicated that they do not have any
serious problems at this time.

Financial problems also top

the list for American students, with 44% indicating current
money trouble.

Academic difficulty was the concern

mentioned most often after that, with 10% having
difficulties with coursework.

six percent cited loneliness,

2% language or communication, 1% cultural differences and 9%
other problems, with 25% indicating they do not have any
major problems at this time (see Figure 8).

%
44.0
39.6
35.2
30.8
26.4
22.0

17.6
13.2
8.8
4.4
o.o..l.t;,;;o~~~~

Lang/com

Finance

I] International

Figure 8.

IS!

Cult.diH.

Loneliness Academic

Other

No prob.

American

Current problems of respondents.

No resp.
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Results for Research Question #2
What is the importance of the various [need] service
quality statements to international students at Portland
state University?

What is the current level of satisfaction

of international students in regard to these [need] service
quality statements?
The following section presents the descriptive analysis
of each [need] service quality items for international
students.

The focus is on 27th question with 41 items for

importance and 41 items for satisfaction.

The importance

rating scale included four possible responses, with 1
meaning "very unimportant," 2 meaning "somewhat
unimportant," 3 meaning "somewhat important," and 4 meaning
"very important."

The satisfaction level scale included

five possible responses, with 1 meaning "very unsatisfied,"
2 meaning "somewhat unsatisfied," 3 meaning "somewhat
satisfied," 4 meaning "very satisfied," and 0 meaning "not
applicable."
for each item.

A table is presented to illustrate the results
Each table includes the mean responses.

Instruction
The following [need] service quality items are
considered by majority of international students as "very
important" in the category of instruction (see Table 12):
instructional quality was cited by 75%, fairness of faculty
treatment of students by 75%, fairness of testing and
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grading by 75%, contents of courses by 73%, intellectual
stimulation from faculty by 55%, and accessibility of the
faculty by 55%.

Class size was seen as "somewhat important"

by 43%.
As to level of satisfaction, the following [need]
service quality items under the instruction heading were
said to be "somewhat satisfied":

instructional quality,

according to 61%, fairness of testing and grading for 62%,
intellectual stimulation from faculty for 58%, accessibility
of the faculty for 53%, fairness of faculty treatment of
students for 53%, content of courses for 45%, and class
size, said 41%.
Table 12
Percentage of Importance and satisfaction Responses of
International Students for Instruction
= 106)

eN

Satisfaction

Importance

Instruction

Instructional quality
Accessibility of faculty
Fairn. fac. treat. of stud.
Fairness of test. & grad.
Intellect. stimuI. fr. fac.
Contents of courses
Class size

VU

SU

SI

VI

1
1
1
1
1
1
2

2
5
4
4
5
3
8

19
37
14
18
34
22
43

75
55
75
75
55
73
41

NR

VU

SU

3

5
4
6
6
6
5
7

10
11

0

6
3
6
2
6

19
11

12
15
16

SS

61
53
53
62
58
45
41

VS

15
21
14
18
11
25

26

NR

9
11

8
7
13
10
11

VU = very unimportant/very unsatisfied; SU = somewhat unimportant/somewhat unsatisfied; SI =
somewhat important; VI = very important; SS = somewhat satisfied; VS = very satisfied; NR = no
response/not applicable
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Academic support
tt.~e

In the category of academic support,

follo,wing

items were considered "very important" (see Table 13):
rated availability of courses to finish on
76% convenience of class scheduling, 75%

~ime th~s

77%

highly,

co~puter

facilities, 74% the variety of courses offered, 74% library
collections, 70% library service, 69% acaden,ic advising
services on campus, 69% lab facilities, 60% catalog
(bulletin) and schedule of classes, 50% tutQring/basic
skills services, and 41% pre-transfer
college.

advis~ng

from previous

Judged as "somewhat important" by 32% was pre-

college advising from high school.
As to level of satisfaction, students said they were
"very satisfied" with the following [need] service quality
items:

41% listed library services, 38% library

collections, and 36% catalog (bulletin) and schedule of
classes.

Forty-seven percent said they were "somewhat

satisfied" with lab facilities, 44% with tutoring/basic
skills services, 40% with convenience of claps scheduling,
36% with the variety of courses offered, 36% with the
availability of courses to finish degree on time, 34% with
computer facilities, 33% with academic advising services on
campus, 26% with pre-college advising from

h~gh

schc)ol, and

26% with pre-transfer advising from previous college.
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Table 13
Percentage of Importance and satisfaction Responses
of International Students for Academic
Support (N = 106)

Satisfaction

Importance

Academic Support

vu su

SI

VI

Libmry collection

2
1
1
3
2
8
5
3
0
1
1
1

1
2
4
3
5

23

74 0
70 2
69 5
75 3
69 3
27 22
41 18
60 4
58 7
74 3
77 2
76 4

Libmry service
Lab facilities
Computer facilities
Acad advi. serv. camp.
Pre-eollege adv. fr h.s.
Pre-trans. adv. prev col.
Cat.(bulletin) & sch. class
Tutor./basic skills servo
Variety of cour. offered
Avail. of cour. finish deg.
Convenience class sched.

10

7
3
9
1
2
4

25

22
16
21
32
30
30
27
22

18
15

NR

VU

9
7
6
9
17
18
5
2
6
9
13
13

SU

19
13

16
25

21
8
10
18
20
33
35
27

VS

NR
4
5

36
36

38
41
18
24
17
6
15
36
16
15
7

40

11

SS

30
35
47
34
33
26
26
35
44

13

8
12
52
44

9
14
7
9
9

VU = very unimportant/very unsatisfied; SU = somewhat unimportant/somewhat unsatisfied; SI =
somewhat important; VI = very important; SS = somewhat satisfied; VS = very satisfied; NR = no
response/not applicable

Student Services
In the student services category the following were
considered "very important" (see Table 14):

69% listed the

admissions Office, 65% the registrar's Office, 64% student
health services, 59% career guidance from faCUlty, 58%
campus housing, 58% job search services, 51% career guidance
from career planning office, 51% parking, 46% campus food
services, 42% social and cultural activities, 42% financial
aid Office, 42% recreation programs/activities, 41% special
students services and 33% the intercollegiate athletic
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program.

Considered "somewhat important":

student

organizations, so rated by 44%, the campus orientation
program for 42%, psychological counseling for 33%, and child
care for 28%.

Religious services were considered "somewhat

unimportant," with a 27% rating.
Table 14
Percentage of Importance and Satisfaction Responses
of International Students for
Student Services (N = 106)

Satisfaction

Importance

Student Services

Admission office
Registmr's office
Campus housing
Recrea. prog/activities
Student organizations
Child care
Parking
Student health services
Psycho. counseling
Financial aid office
Religious services
Job search services
Campus food services
Intercolleg. ath. prog.
Career guidance from fac.
Car. guid. fr Car. PI. Off
Social & cult. activities
Campus orient. prog.
Special student services

VU

SU

SI

VI

NR

2
1
3
4
3

0
4
8
9
17
14
9
7
16
6
27
9
8
24
6

28
27
28
41

69
65
58
42
33
27
51
64
30
42
17
58

1
1
4
3
3
17

13

5
1
7
11

20
4
2
7
1
2
2
0
4

10

9
10
12

44

28
24
25
33
22
22
20
34
28
26
25
40

42
32

11

4
14
14
14
8
46 9
33 8
59 8
51 11
42 7
41 7
41 11

VU

SU

19

26
23
12

10

16
8
4
2
17
6
2
10

7
10
25

8
11

11
g

3
4

13

15
6
16
15
4
7
8
14
16
16
16
18
16
12
8

SS

VS

31
37
36
47
50
24
23
39
33
28
28
34

16
19
16
15
14
3
9
22
14
8
8
9

25

11

33
36
30
38

11

44

32

8
5
13

16
8

NR

8
11

20
17
17

65
35
18
47
47
49
33
23
32
28
36
25
25

48

VU = very unimportant/very unsatisfied; SU = somewhat unimporuUlt/somewhat lUlsatisfied; SI =
somewhat important; VI = very important; SS = somewhat satisfied; VS = very satisfied; NR = no
response/not applicable
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When rating student services, 50% of international
students said they were "somewhat satisfied" with student
organizations, recreation programs/activities were so rated
by 47%, campus orientation programs by 44%, student health
services by 39%, social and cultural activities by 39%,
registrar's office by 37%, campus housing by 36%, career
guidance from faculty by 36%, job search services by 34%,
intercollegiate athletic programs by 33%, psychological
counseling by 33%, special student services by 32%,
admissions office by 31%, career guidance from career
planning office by 30%, financial aid office by 28%,
religious services by 28%, campus food services by 25%--with
25% responding that they are "very unsatisfied," child care
by 24%, and parking by 23%.
Results for Research Question #3
What is the importance of the various [need] service
quality statements to American students at Portland state
University?

What is the current level of satisfaction of

American students in regards to these [need] service quality
statements?
Instruction
The following [need] service quality items were
considered by the majority of American students as "very
important" in the category of instruction (see Table 15):
instructional quality (85%), fairness of testing and grading
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(82%), fairness of faculty treatment of students (74%),
content of courses (74%), intellectual stimulation from
faculty (65%) and accessibility of the faculty (45%).

Class

size was judged as somewhat important (43%).
As to their level of satisfaction the following [need]
service quality items under Instruction were ranked by
American students as lIsomewhat satisfied ll :

Instructional

quality (61%), content of courses (61%), intellectual
stimulation from faculty (53%), accessibility of the faculty
(51%), fairness of faculty treatment of students (48%),
fairness of testing and grading (44%) and class size (33%).
Table 15
Percentage of Importance and satisfaction Responses of
American Students for Instruction (N = 124)

Satisfaction

Importance

Instruction

Instructional quality
Accessibility of faculty
Fairness of fac. treat.of stud.
Fairness of testing & grading
Intellectual stimulation fro fac.
Contents of courses
Class size

VU

2
2
2
2
2
2
6

SU

SI

VI

NR

VU

SU

0

8
44
4
12
25
19
43

85
45
74
82
65
74
33

1
3
4
5
5
5
4

2
5
4
4
4
3
5

10

6
6
0

3
1
15

13

9
11

12
11

17

SS

VS

61 22
51 28
48 34
44 36
53 22
61 19
33 29

NR

5
3
5
5
9
6
16

VU = very unimportant/very unsatisfied; SU = somewhat unimportant/somewhat unsatisfied; SI =
somewhat important; VI = very important; SS = somewhat satisfied; VS = very satisfied; NR = no
response/not applicable
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Academic Support
In the category of

~camemic

support, the following

items were considered very important (see Table 16):
availability of courses peeded to finish degree on time
(77%), variety of

course~

class scheduling (67%),

offered (68%), convenience of

~cademic

advising services on campus

(64%), catalog (bulletin) amd schedule of classes (63%),
library collections (55%), library services (46%), computer
facilities (45%),

pre-co~lege

(3~%)J

(37%), lab facilities

advising from high school

pre-transfer advising from

previous college (32%) apd ttutoring/basic skills services
(30%) .
Under the academic

~upport

category, the majority of

American students said t\1ey Iwere "very satisfied" with
regards to the following [need] service qualities:
(bulletin) and schedule
collections (41%), and
they were "somewhat
convenience of class
offered (41%),

~f

classes (47%), library

l~brary

sati~fied"

services (25%),
and pre-transfer

services (40%).

(32%), variety of courses

courses to finish degree on

fac~liuies

(28%), tutoring/basic skills

pre-coll~ge ladvising
advisin~

They said

with lab facilities (40%),

sch~duling

availabil~tYlof

time (30%), computer

Catalog

from high school (21%)

frlom previous college (19%).

Students said their need for academic advising services on
campus was "somewhat unsq.tisfied" (26%)."
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Table 16
Percentage of Importance and satisfaction Responses
of Ameri.. can Students for Academic
Support (li = 124)

Satisfaction

Importance

Academic Support

VU

SU

Libmry collection

6
2
5
6
6

5
4
19
12
5

11
10

13
10

3

4
22
2
3
2

Libmry service
Lab facilities
Computer facilities
Acad advi.serv. on campus
Pre-eollege adv. fr high school
Pre-transfer adv. fro prey coli.
Catalog (bulletin) & sched.class
Tutoringlbasic skills services
Variety of courses offered
Avail. of courses to finish deg.
Convenience class scheduling

11

2
2
3

SI

VI

32

55 2
46 4
33 7
45 7
64 5
37 14
32 24
63 6
30 10
68 5
77 5
67 6

44

36
29
21
25

24
24
27
23
13

21

NR

VU SU

4
7
2
5
26
16
10
1
4
11

16
15

9
9
7
20
26
15
14
9
9
22
28
21

SS

35
37
40
28
24
21
19
35
25

41
30
32

VS

NR

41
40
7
18
15
9
9
47
17
22
17
26

11

7
44

29
11

39
48
8
45
4
9
6

VU = very unimportant/very unsatisfied; SU = somewhat unimportant/somewhat unsatisfied; SI =
somewhat important; VI = very impprtant; SS = somewhat satisfied; VS = very satisfied; NR = no
response/not applicable
I

Student Services
In the student

s~rvices

category, the following were

considered "very impo+"tant" (see Table 17):

Registrar's

office (53%), career 9uidance from faculty (53%), parking
(52%), financial aid 9ffice

~51%),

student health services

(43%), job search services (43%) and career guidance from
career planning

offic~

(41%)~

Considered "somewhat

important" were the MlmissioJ1ls office (41%), campus food
services (40%), student orgarlizations (33%), social and
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cultural activities (32%), campus orientation program (28%)
and psychological counseling (27%).

Recreation

programs/activities were considered "somewhat unimportant"
(34%).

Considered very unimportant were religious services

(40%), child care (38%), the intercollegiate athletic
program (33%), campus housing (32%) and special student
services (25%).
Student services which American students considered
themselves to be "somewhat satisfied" with were the
Registrar's office 46%), Admissions office (46%), campus
food services (39%), student health services (37%), social
and cultural activities (37%), career guidance from faculty
(36%), job search services (36%), student organizations
(35%), recreation programs/activities (33%), campus
orientation programs (30%), parking (28%), special student
services (28%), psychological counseling (27%), career
guidance from the Career Planning office (27%), Financial
Aid office (26%), intercollegiate athletic programs (23%),
campus housing (13%, although for a 67% majority this item
did not apply), religious services (12%) and child care
(11%. )
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Table 17
Percentage of Importance and ~atisfaction Responses
of American students for Student
Services Cli = 124)

Satisfaction

Importance

Student Services

VU

SU

SI

Vl

NR

VU

SU

Admission office

3
4
32
19
17
38
13

3
6
20
34
33
16
13

41
32
21

3~

4
5

10

13

19
40

19
10
21

9
6
2
0
3
3
16
2
2

15

5~

10

3

11

16
24

Registrar's office
Campus housing
Recreation prog.lactiv.
Student organizations
Child care
Parking
Student health serv.
Psychological counsel.
Financial aid office
Religious services
Job search services
Campus food services
Intercolleg. ath. prog.
Career guidance fro fae.
Car. guid. Career PI. Of
Social & cultural activ.
Campus orientation prog.
Special student services

10

33
4
6
13
13
25

10

12
27
25

21

25

33
12
4
23
27
16
16
27
40

20
27
27
32
28
17

14 13
1~ 9
11 6
21 13
5~,
8
4~

25

10
10

7
7
7
4~
27 6
la 6
53 6
41 14
la

21
21

10
10

16

10

6
8
74
48
45
80
32
31
62
29
75
41
16
52
19

9

44

13

37
47
52

4

11

13

28
37
27
27
12
36
39
23
36
27
37
30
28

5
4
4

8
13
9

11

24
27
5
9
7
2

13
33
35

10
10

10

5
6

46

6

10

10

NR

46

6
9

1~

VS

13

8
2
19
3
6
22
8
26

1~

SS

11

22
7
15
5
11

12
11

6
7

VU = very unimportant/very unsatisfied; SU = somewhat unimportant/somewhat unsatisfied; SI =
somewhat important; VI = very important; SS = somewha,t satisfied; VS = very satisfied; NR = no
response/not applicable

Results for Research Question #4
Do U.S. and international studen·ts at Portland State
University differ in the

importanc~

[need] service quality statements?
international students differ in

tlfley assign to the
Do U.S. and

t~eif

level of satisfaction
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with the [need] service quality at Portland state
University?
There were eighteen needs items on the questionnaires
that showed significant differences when they were rated for
importance and four needs items when they were rated for
satisfaction by American and international students.

Two

were in the instruction category, five fell under the
category of in academic support (library collections,
library services, lab facilities, computer facilities and
tutoring), thirteen were in the student services category
under importance (Admissions office, housing, recreation
programs/activities, student organizations, child care,
student health services, psychological counseling, religious
services, campus food services, intercollegiate athletic
programs, social and cultural activities, campus orientation
programs and special student services), two under
satisfaction (admissions office and campus food services.)
These differences were also significant when the no
response/not applicable responses were excluded.
Distribution of responses and chi-square analyses for
significant chi-squares are presented in Tables 18-39.
Tables 40-42 present a summary of the probability associated
with all chi-square computation.
International and American students did not differ
significantly in the importance that they assigned to the
items in the Instruction category.

However, on the two
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items they did differ significantly in their level of
satisfaction, with international students expressing less
satisfactions in regard to the fairness of faculty treatment
of students and fairness of testing and grading (see Tables
18-19).

In the area of academic support, International and
American students differed significantly in the importance
that they assigned to five items, but they did not differ
significantly in their level of satisfaction.

International

students placed greater importance than did American
students on the library collections and services, laboratory
facilities, computer facilities, and tutoring (see Tables
20-24).
In the area of student services, International and
American students differed in the importance that they
assigned to 13 items; they differed in expressed level of
satisfaction on two items.

International students placed

greater importance to and express less satisfaction in than
did American students to Admission office and campus food
services (see Tables 25-28).

In comparison with American

students, International students placed greater importance
on Campus Housing, Recreational Programs/activities, student
organizations, Child Care, student Health Services,
Psychological Counseling; Religious Services,
Intercollegiate Athletic Programs, Social and Cultural
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Activities, Campus Orientation Programs, and Special Student
services (see Tables 29-39).
Table 18
Distribution of Responses and Chi-Square Analyses of
Significance Between American and International
Students Pertaining to Satisfaction of Fairness
of Faculty Treatment of Students

Status

A

0

%

f
%

f
Total

%

f

4.84
6
7.55
8
4.78
14

4.03
5
6.60
7
1.30
12

2

3

4

Total

Chi-S

Qf

I!

8.87
11
18.87
20
5.22
31

48.39
60
52.83
56
13.48
116

33.87
42
14.15
15
50.43
57

53.91
124
46.09
106
24.78
230

14.981

5

.010

A = American students; I = international students; 0 = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 = somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhat satisfied; 4 = very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; Qf = degrees of freedom; ~ = probability

Table 19
Distribution of Responses and Chi-Square Analyses of
Significance Between American and International
Students Pertaining to satisfaction of
Fairness of Testing and Grading

Status

A

0

%

f
%

f
Total

%

f

4.84
6
6.61
7
5.65
13

4.03
5
6.60
7
5.22
12

2

3

4

Total

Chi-S

Qf

I!

11.29
14
11.32
12
11.30
26

44.35
55
57.55
61
50.43
116

35.48
44
17.92
19
27.39
63

53.91
124
46.09
106
100
230

11.471

5

.043

A = American students; I = international students; 0 = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 = somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhat satisfied; 4 = very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; Qf = degrees of freedom; ~ = probability
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Table

20

Distribution of Responses and Chi-Square Analyses of
Significance Between American and International
Students Pertaining to Importance of
Library Collections

Status

A

0

%

f
%

f
Total

%

f

2.42
3
0.94
1
1.74
4

2

5.65
7
1.89
2
3.91
9

4.84
6
0.94
1
3.04
7

3

4

Total

Chi-S

Qf

I!

32.26

54.84
68
73.58
78
63.48
146

100.00
124
100.00
106
100.00
230

9.852

2

0.007

40

22.64
24
27.83
64

A = American students; I = international students; 0 = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 = somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhat satisfied; 4 = very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; Qf = degrees of freedom; n = probability
NOTE: The no response category was deleted and the 1 and 2 categories were combined because of
low expected frequencies.

Table 21
Distribution of Responses and Chi-Square Analyses of
significance Between American and International
Students Pertaining to Importance of
Library Services

Status

A

0

%

f
%

f
Total

%
f

2.42
3
1.89
2
2.17
5

2.42
3
0.94
1
1.74
4

2

3

4

Total

Chi-S

Qf

I!

4.03
5
1.89
2
3.04
7

44.35
55
25.47
27
35.65
82

46.77
58
69.81
74
57.39
132

53.91
124
46.09
106
100.00
230

12.560

2

0.002

A = American students; I = international students; 0 = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 = somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhat satisfied; 4 = very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; Qf = degrees of freedom; n = probability
NOTE: The no response category was deleted and the 1 and 2 categories were combined because of
low expected frequencies.
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Table 22
Distribution of Responses and Chi-Square Analyses of
significance Between American and International
Students Pertaining to Importance of
Laboratory Facilities

Status

A

0

%

f
%

f
Total

%

7.26
9
4.72
5
6.09

f

4.84
6
0.94
1
3.04
14

2

3

4

Total

19.35
24
3.77
4
12.17
7

35.48
44
21.70
23
29.13
28

33.06
41
68.87
73
49.57
67

53.91
124
46.09
106
100.00
114

Chi-S

33.360

df

12

4

0.000

230

A = American students; I = international students; 0 = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 = somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhat satisfied; 4 = very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; M = degrees of freedom; 12 = probability

Table 23
Distribution of Responses and Chi-square Analyses of
Significance Between American and International
Students Pertaining to Importance of
Computer Facilities

Status

A

0

%

f
%

f
Total

%

f

5.65
7
2.83
3
4.35
10

6.45
8
2.83
3
4.78
11

2

3

4

Total

Chi-S

M

12

12.10
15
.83
3
7.83
18

29.84
37
16.04
17
23.48
54

45.97
57
75.47
80
59.57
137

53.91
124
46.09
106
100.00
230

21.867

4

0.000

A = American students; I = international students; 0 = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 = somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhat satisfied; 4 = very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; M = degrees of freedom; 12 = probability
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Table 24
Distribution of Responses and Chi-square Analyses of
Significance Between American and International
students Pertaining to Importance of
Tutoring Facilities

Slatus

A

0

%

f
%

f
Tolal

%

f

8.06
10
6.60
7
7.39
17

11.29
14
0.00
0
6.09
14

2

3

4

Total

22.58
28
8.49
9
16.09
37

27.42
34
27.36
2
27.39
63

30.65
38
57.55
9
43.04
99

53.91
124
46.09
61
100.00
230

Chi-S

28.794

Qf

l!

4

0.000

106

A = American students; I = international students; 0 = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 = somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhat satisfied; 4 = very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; Qf = degrees of freedom; l! = probability

Table 25
Distribution of Responses and Chi-Square Analyses of
Significance Between American and International
Students Pertaining to Importance of
Admissions Office

Slatus

A

0

%

f
%

f
Total

%
4

2.42
3
0.94
1
1.74
6

3.23
4
1.89
2
2.61
17

2

3

4

Tolal

Chi-S

Qf

13.71
17
0.00
0
7.39
82

41.94
52
28.30
0
35.65
121

38.71
48
68.87
73
52.61
230

53.91
124

25.760

2

l!

.000

46.09
106
100.00

A = American students; I = international students; 0 = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 = somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhat satisfied; 4 = very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; Qf = degrees of freedom; l! = probability
NOTE: The no response category was deleted and the 1 and 2 categories were combined because of
low expected frequencies.
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Table 26
Distribution of Responses and Chi-Square Analyses of
Significance Between American and International
Students Pertaining to satisfaction of
Admission Office

Status

A

0

%

f
%

f
Total

%

f

1.68
2
3.92
4
2.71
6

9.24
11
19.61
20
14.03
31

2

3

4

Total

Chi-S

Qf

l!

15.97
19
27.45
28
21.27
47

47.90
57
2.35
33
40.72
90

25.21
30
16.67
17
21.27
47

53.85
119
46.15
102
100.00
221

13.773

4

.008

A = American students; I = international students; 0 = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 = somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhat satisfied; 4 = very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; Qf = degrees of freedom; l! = probability
NOTE: The no response category was deleted because of low expected frequencies.

Table 27
Distribution of Responses and Chi-Square Analyses of
Significance Between American and International
Students Pertaining to Importance of
Campus Housing

Status

A

0

%

f
%

f
Total

%

f

11.29
14
3.77
4
7.83
18

32.26
40
2.83
3
18.70
43

2

3

4

Total

Chi-S

Qf

l!

20.16
25
7.55
8
14.35
33

21.77
27
28.30
30
24.78
57

14.52
18
57.55
61
34.35
79

53.91
124

68.726

4

.000

46.09
106
100.00
230

A = American students; I = international students; 0 = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 = somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhat satisfied; 4 = very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; Qf = degrees of freedom; l! = probability
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Table 28
Distribution of Responses and Chi-Square Analyses of
significance Between American and International
Students Pertaining to Importance of
Recreation Programs/Activities

Status

A

0

%

f
%

f
Total

%

f

7.26
9
3.77
4
5.65
13

19.35
24
3.77
4
12.17
28

2

3

4

Total

Chi-S

M

12

34.68
43
9.43
10
23.04
53

25.81
32
40.57
43
32.61
75

12.90
16
42.45
45
26.52
61

53.91
124
46.09
106
100.00
230

51.060

4

0.000

A = American students; I = international students; 0 = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 = somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhat satisfied; 4 = very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; M = degrees of freedom; 12 = probability

Table 29
Distribution of Responses and Chi-Square Analyses of
Significance Between American and International
Students Pertaining to Importance of
Student Organizations

Status

A

0

%

f
%

f
Total

%

f

4.84
6
2.83
3
3.91
9

17.74
22
2.83
3
10.87
25

2

3

4

Total

33.06
41
16.98
18
25.65
59

33.06
41
44.34
47
38.26
88

11.29
14
33.02
35
21.30
49

53.91
124

Chi-S

32.606

M

12

4

.000

46.09
106
100.00
230

A = American students; I = international students; 0 = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 = somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhat satisfied; 4 = very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; M = degrees of freedom; 12 = probability
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Table 30
Distribution of Responses and Chi-square Analyses of
Significance Between American and International
Students Pertaining to Importance
of Child Care

Status

A

0

%

f
%

f
Total

%

12.10
15
16.98
18
14.35

f

38.71
48
13.21
14
26.96
33

2

3

4

Total

16.13
20
14.15
15
15.22
62

12.10
15
28.30
30
19.57
35

20.97
26
27.36
29
23.91
45

53.91
124
46.09
106
100.00
55

Chi-S

23.531

M

12

4

.000

230

A = American students; I = international students; 0 = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 = somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhat satisfied; 4 = very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; M = degrees of freedom; 12 = probability

Table 31
Distribution of Responses and Chi-Square Analyses of
Significance Between American and International
Students Pertaining to Importance of
Student Health Services

Status

A

0

%

8.87

f

11

%

3.77
4
6.52
15

f
Total

%

f

10.48
13
0.94
1
6.09
14

2

3

4

Total

13.71
17
6.60
7
10.43
24

23.39
29
24.53
26
23.91
55

43.55
54
64.15
68
53.04
122

53.91
124
46.09
106
100.00
230

Chi-S

18.192

M

12

4

.001

A = American students; I = international students; 0 = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 = somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhat satisfied; 4 = very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; M = degrees of freedom; 12 = probability
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Table 32
Distribution of Responses and Chi-Square Analyses of
Significance Between American and International
Students Pertaining to Importance of
Psychological Counseling

Status

A

0

%

f
%

f
Total

%

f

8.06
10
14.15
15
10.87
25

19.35
24
6.60
7
13.48
31

2

3

4

Total

19.35
24
16.04
17
17.83
41

27.42
34
33.02
35
30.00
69

25.81
32
30.19
32
27.83
64

53.91
124

Chi-S

10.186

4f

I!

4

.037

46.09
106
100
230

A = American students; I = international students; 0 = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 = somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhat satisfied; 4 = very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; 4f = degrees of freedom; n = probability

Table 33
Distribution of Responses and Chi-Square Analyses of
Significance Between American and International
Students Pertaining to Importance of
Religious Services

Status

A

0

%

f
%

f
Total

%

f

5.65
7
14.15
15
9.57
22

41.13
19.81
21
31.30
72

2

3

4

Total

Chi-S

4f

20.97
51
7.36
29
3.91
55

16.13
26
21.70
23
18.70
43

16.13
20
16.98
18
16.52
38

53.91
20

14.568
124

4

.006

46.09
106
100.00
230

A = American students; I = international students; 0 = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 = somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhat satisfied; 4 = very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; 4f = degrees of freedom; n = probability
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Tabl~

34

Distribution of Responses ~nd Chi-Square Analyses of
Significance Between American ancl International
Students Pertainin~ to Importance of
Campus Foo4 Services

Status

A

0

%

f
%

f
Total

%

f

4.03
5
9.43
10
6.52
15

11.29
14
1.89
2
6.96
16

2

3

4

Total

16.13
20
8.49
9
12.61
29

41.13
51
33.96
36
37.83
87

2'7.42
34
415.23
49
315.09
8;3

53.91

Chi-S

18.843

M

I!

4

.001

12~~

46.09
106
100.00
230

A = American students; I = international students; (I = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 = somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhl'/t satisfied; 4 =:= very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; M = degrees of freedom; 12 = probability

Tabl~

35

Distribution of Responses ~nd Chi-Square Analyses of
Significance Between Ame~ican ancl International
Students Pertaining to Satisfaction of
Campus Foo4 Services

Status

A

0

%

f
%

f
Total

%

f

11.86
14
11.83
11
11.85
25

11.86
14
29.03
27
19.43
41

2

3

4

Total

22.88
27
18.28
17
20.85
44

40.68
48
27.96
26
35.07
74

1:2.71
1;5
1:2.90
1;~

55.92
118
44.08
93

17·80
2'7

211

Chi-S

10.818

M

12

4

0.029

A = American students; I = international students; (I = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 = somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhl'/t satisfied; 4 =:= very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; M = degrees of freedom; 12 = probability
NOTE: The no response category was deleted becaul'e of low expected frequencies.
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Table 36
Distribution of Responses and Chi-Square Analyses of
Significance Between American and International
Students Pertaining to Importance of
Intercollegiate Athletic Programs

Status

A

0

%

f
%

f
Total

%

f

4.03
5
8.49
9
6.09
14

33.06
6.60
7
20.87
48

2

3

4

Total

Chi-S

Q.f

1!

24.19
41
23.58
25
23.91
55

20.16
30
23.30
0
23.91
55

18.55
25
33.02

53.91
23
46.09
35
100.00
230

27.377
124

4

.000

25.22
58

106

A = American students; I = international students; 0 = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 = somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhat satisfied; 4 = very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; Q.f = degrees of freedom; 1! = probability

Table 37
Distribution of Responses and Chi-square Analyses of
Significance Between American and International
Students Pertaining to Importance of
Social and Cultural Activities

Status

A

0

%

f
%

f
Total

%

f

8.06
10
6.60
7
7.39
17

13.71
17
1.89
2
8.26
19

2

3

4

Total

27.42
34
9.43
10
19.13
44

32.26
40
39.62
42
35.65
82

18.55
23
42.45
45
29.57
68

53.91
124
46.09
106
100.00
230

Chi-S

31.413

Q.f

1!

4

.000

A = American students; I = international students; 0 = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 = somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhat satisfied; 4 = very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; Q.f = degrees of freedom; 1! = probability
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Table 38
Dist~ibutiorn of
s~gnificance

Responses and Chi-Square Analyses of
Between American and International
Students Pertaining to Importance of
Campus Orientation Program

Status

A

0

%

f
%

f
Total

%

f

12.10
15
6.60
0
9.57
22

12.90
16
0..00
11
6..96
16

2

3

4

Total

25.00
31
10.38
45
18.26
42

28.23
35
42.45
43
34.78
80

21.77
27
40.57
106
30.43
70

53.91
124

Chi-S

32.128

ill"

1!

4

.000

46.09
100.00
230

A = Americai, students; I = international student<;; 0 = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 ;= somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhat satisfied; 4 = very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; ill" = 4egrees of fre.edom; 1! = probability

Table 39
Distribution of Responses and Chi-Square Analyses of
significance Between American and International
Studlents Pertaining to Importance of
Special Student Services

Status

A

0

%

f
%

f
Total

%

f

14.52
18
11.32
12
13.04
30

25.00
31l
3.77
4
15.22
35

2

3

4

Total

Chi-S

ill"

1!

21.77
27
12.26
13
17.39
40

16.94
21
32.08
34
23.91
55

21.77
27
40.57
43
30.43
70

53.91
124

32.448

4

.000

46.09
i06
100.00
230

A = Americari students; I ;= international students; 0 = no response/not applicable; 1 = very
unsatisfied; 2 :;= somewhat unsatisfied; 3 = somewhat satisfied; 4 = very satisfied; Chi-S = chisquare; ill" = ~egrees of freedom; 1! = probability
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Table 40
Summary of the Probability Associated with All Chi-squares
of Importance and Satisfaction of International
and American Students for Instruction

Instruction

IQ

Instructional Quality
Accessibility of the faculty
Fairness of faculty treatment of students
Fairness of testing and grading
Intellectual stimulation from faculty
Contents of courses
Class size
IQ - Importance questionnaire; SQ
Questionnaire; *= significant

.069
.633
.706
.150
.384
.712
.154

SQ
.542
.783
.010*
.043*
.266
.292
.688

Satisfaction

Table 41
Summary of the Probability Associated with All Chi-squares
of Importance and Satisfaction of International
and American Students for Academic Support

Academic Support

IQ

Library collections
Library services
Lab facilities
Computer facilities
Academic advising services on campus
Pre-college advising from high school
Pre-transfer advising from prevo college
Catalog (bulletin) & schedule of classes
Tutoring/basic skills services
Variety of courses offered
Availability of courses to finish degree
on time
Convenience of class scheduling
IQ - Importance questionnaire; SQ
Questionnaire; *= Significant

SQ

.007*
.002*
.000*
.000*
.687
.181
.208
.865
.000*
.885

.090
.875
.224
.856
.282
.194
.197
.115
.312
.191

.653
.355

.087
.080

satisfaction
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Table 42
Summary of the Probability Associated with All Chi-squares
of Importance and satisfaction of International and
American Students for Student Services

Registrar's office
Campus housing
Recreation programs/activities
Student organizations
Child care
Parking
Student health services
Psychological counseling
Financial aid office (not consider. amount)
Religious services
Job search services
Campus food services
Intercollegiate athletic programs
Career guidance from faculty
Career guidance fro Career Plan Office
Social and cultural activities
Campus orientation programs
Special student services
IQ = Importance questionnaire; SQ
Questionnaire; *= Significant

SQ

IQ

Student Service

.337
.000*
.000*
.000*
.000*
.061
.001*
.037*
.091
.006*
.080
.001*
.000*
.261

.067
.516
.098
.906

.490

.336
.476

.000*
.000*
.000*

.464
.720
.417
.731
.065
.766
.154
.029*
.748

.460
.146
.942

= Satisfaction

Results for Research Question #5
For each service quality statement, what is the
relationship between the perceived import3nce and level of
satisfaction for U.S. students?

For each service quality

statement, what is the relationship between the perceived
importance and level of satisfaction for international
students?
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For all need composite?, importance scores were found
to be significantly higher than satisfaction scores.
data on the difference

betw~en

The

importance and satisfaction

scores are found in Tables 43 to 45.
For every need composite students indicated a level of
satisfaction lower than that of importance except for
thirteen items that had sigpificantly higher satisfaction
scores, which implied that lunerican students were satisfied
with these needs to more thpn the extent to which they
regarded them as important.

These items were "lab

facilities," "tutoring/basic s:kills services," "campus
housing," "recreation progrpms/activities," "student
organizations," "child care," rstudent health services,"
"psychological counseling," "r,eligious services,"
"intercollegiate athletic p;rograms," social and cultural
activities," "campus orientption programs," and "special
students services."
For international studl9nts, when the individual need
items were examined there wl9rel only three items that had
significantly higher satisfpction scores.

These items were

"child care," "psychological counseling" and "religious
services."
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Table 43
Difference of Importance and satisfaction Scores
Between American and International
Students for Instruction
American

Instruction

98
92
92
99
95
98
79

Instructional quality
Accessibility of faculty
Fairness of fac. treatment of students
Fairness of testing & grading
Intellectual stimulation from faculty
Contents of courses
Class size
I = importance; S = satisfaction;

S

D

87
82
87
84
82
85
74

11

10
05
15
13
13

05

International

97
94
94
95
94
96
89

S

D

83
83

14

72

22
14
15
18
14

81
79
78
75

11

D = difference
Table 44

Difference of Importance and satisfaction Scores
Between American and International Students
for Academic Support
American

Academic Support

89
94
74
81
90
62

Libmry collection
Libmry service
Lab facilities
Computer facilities
Acad advising servo on campus
Pre-eollege advising fr high school
Pre-transfer advising fr.prev coli.
Catalog (bulletin) & sched.class
Tutoringfbasic skills services
Variety of courses offered
Avail. of courses to finish degree
Convenience of class scheduling
I = importance; S = satisfaction;

71

92
63
96
94
95

D = difference

International

S

D

S

D

85
83
83
65

97
97
09+ 95
16 95
46 93
14 76
22 86
03 95
14+ 91
30 98
42 97
33 95

70
80
75
63
57
69
73

27
17
20
32
36
07

71

18
20

44

48
55
89
71

66
52
62

04
11

71
54
57
55

13

44

40
40
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Table 45
Difference of Importance and satisfaction Scores
Between American and International Students
for Student Services
International

American

Student Services

Admission office
Registrar's office
Campus housing
Recreation programs/activities
Student organizations
Child care
Parking
Student health services
Psychological counseling
Financial aid office
Job search services
Campus food services
Intercollegiate ath. programs
Career guidance from faculty
Career guidance fr Career PI.Office
Social & cultural activities
Campus orientation programs
Special student services
I

= importance;

S

83
89
41
42
47
38
72

74
58
79
85
72
40

85
80
55
57
45

S

D

75
79
69
81
76
64
67
84
88
60
80
60
71
57
64
80
67
73

08
10
28+
39+
29+
26+
05
10+
30+
19
05
12
31+
28
16
25+
10+
28+

99
95
89
86
80
67
84
92
73
80
86
89
67
93
86
88
89
82

S

D

51
63
64
75

48
32
25

77

03
09+
34
17
17+
07
22
43
01
31
32
19
09
05

76
50
75
90
73
64
46

66
62
54
69
80
77

11

= satisfaction; D = difference

For every need composite for which students indicated a
level of satisfaction lower than that of importance, the
disparity indicated that needs were not being met at a level
approaching their importance.

This researcher regarded this

gap between importance and satisfaction of needs to be a
potential or actual source of frustration among stUdents,
especially where the gap is great and high importance was
placed.

The following composites were the needs least met,

with the widest gaps between the importance and satisfaction
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scores for each of the three broad areas of concern (see
Table 46).
Table 46
Needs Least Met

American students
Instruction
1. Fairness of testing and gmding
2. Intellectual stimulation from faculty
3. Content of courses
4. Instructional quality
5. Accessibility of faculty

International Students

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Fairness of faculty treatment of stud.
Content of courses
Intellectual stimulation from faculty
Fairness of testing and grading
Instructional quality
Class size

Academic Support
1. Academic advising services on campus
2. Availability of courses to finish degree
3. Convenience of class scheduling
4. Variety of courses offered
5. Pre-transfer advising from previous -;allege

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Variety of courses offered
Availability of courses to finish deg.
Convenience of class scheduling
Acad. advising services on campus
Libmry collection

Student Services
1. Career guidance from faculty
2. Financial aid office
3. Career guidance from Career Planning Office
4. Campus food services
5. Registmr's office

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Admission office
Campus food services
Parking
Career guid. fro Career Plan Office
Registmr's office

The need for "academic advising services on campus" was
the least met of all for American students.

This item

ranked the eleventh highest in importance and the lowest in
satisfaction.

The highest ranked in importance was

"fairness of testing and grading."

The second widest gap

exhibited was "availability of courses to finish degree,"
followed by "convenience of class scheduling," "variety of
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courses offered" and "pre-transfer advising from previous
college."
For international students, the least-met need was
"admission office" which ranked the highest in importance
and jUdged lowest in satisfaction.

The second least met was

"variety of courses offered," followed by "campus food
services," "availability of courses to finish degree,"
"convenience of class scheduling" and "academic advising
services on campus."
The following five composites had the narrowest gap
among American students between importance and satisfaction
scores (listed in ascending order):
1.

Catalog (Bulletin) & Schedule of Classes

2.

Library collection

3.

Parking

4.

Job search services

5.

Class size

The following composite items had exceeded the
importance over satisfaction scores (listed in ascending
order):
1-

Recreation programs/activities

2.

Religious services

3.

Intercollegiate athletic programs

4.

Student organizations

5.

Psychological counseling
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For international students, the following composite
items haq the narrowest gap between importance and
satisfac~ion

scores (listed in ascending order):

1.

Intercollegiate athletic program

2.

Student organizations

3.

special student services

4.

Financial aid office

5.

Pre-college advising from high school

The only three composite items where satisfaction
scores

e~ceeded

the importance scores for international

students were (listed in ascending order):
1.

Religious services

2.

Psychological counseling

3.

Child care

Que~tion 28.

of the survey questionnaire asked students

to rate FSU in general according to its faculty and
instruct~onal

and

stud~nt

quality, academic support, student services,

experience as a whole.

Participants rated each

of these areas on a five-point scale:
fair, goqd, and :excellent.

very poor, poor,

A plurality of the international

students rated as fair each of the following:
instruct~onal

faculty and

quality (47%); academic support (58%); student

services (50%), land student experience as a whole (47%).

A

plurality of the American students also rated as fair
academic support (43%), student services (48%), and student
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plurality rated faculty and instructional quality as good
(44%) •

Conclusion
It is evident from the similarity of international and
American students' ratings of various PSU services that in
many ways both groups of students have very similar needs.
Academic concerns come first for both groups, and although
some measures of academic quality take on different a
different level of importance for one group or another,
their "top 5" are markedly alike.

The same can be said of

academic support services, although American students were
more likely to have concerns about effecting smooth college
transfers.
It is in the area of non-academic student services that
the greatest disparities appear to exist, both in terms of
ranking items by importance and in the level of satisfaction
with these services.

That Admissions Office services were a

particular sore point with the international student
population comes as no surprise to any administrator who has
worked with this group, for example, as admissions errors
can cause visa and financial problems out of proportion with
the consequences of similar mistakes for American students.

CHAPTER V
RESULTS OF THE FOCUS GROUP
INTERVIEWS
Focus group interviews were conducted primarily to
validate, in a less formal and--in lawyerly--less "leading"
way, the results of the survey, particularly regarding areas
of student dissatisfaction at PSU.

It was of special

interest whether the focus group interviews would indicate
the same relative agreement and disparity between American
and international student levels of (dis)satisfaction in
those categories of instruction, academic support, and
students services that the surveys tested.

This chapter

presents in detail the protocol used and the results of the
focus group interviews.
Protocol of the Focus
Group Interviews
Two focus groups were conducted for this study.

One

group was composed of American students; the other group was
composed of international students.

The selection of the

members of the focus group was based on their responses to
the survey questionnaire, with the intention of obtaining a
group of participants likely to have dissatisfactions they
might wish to give voice to in a more specific way than the
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survey questionnaire allowed.

Thus focus group participants

were chosen in the basis of the high degree of
dissatisfaction their survey responses indicated.

However,

these did not always turn out to be the most highly
dissatisfied from the survey, because when a number of those
declined to participate in the focus groups, they were
replaced by the seemingly most dissatisfied of the remaining
survey respondents.

Both interviews were conducted on the

Portland state university campus in September 1993.

Each

participant signed a consent letter before the interview
took place.

Both interviews were tape-recorded with the

consent of all the participants.

The tape-recorded

materials were transcribed into written form for use.
Interviewees
There were eight u.S. students in the first group, four
males and four females.

For international students, there

were six males, as the four female international students
invited did not show up.

Their reasons are not known by

this researcher, although one of the female international
students indicated when invited that she was unlikely to
attend an evening meeting unaccompanied.

Another indicated

that she needed a ride to attend, and may not have obtained
one.

It is also possible that one or more of the female

international "no-shows" were resisting contradicting the
more modest, uncomplaining and relatively non-vocal role
that their cultures impose upon females--a role that to
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their

eyes focus group participation might seem to be

asking or requiring them to discard or turn inside-out.

It

is possible that future researchers could compensate for
potential cultural or personal conflicts that may have
prevented female students from taking part in this study.
Both groups of students included individuals engaged in
various levels and fields of study.

The interview procedure

for each of the groups lasted approximately 1.5 hours.
In the following summary, findings are discussed in
greater detail and illustrated with typical quotes from
focus group participants.
Summary of Findings in the Focus Group
Interviews: American Students
The interview went smoothly.
to be enthusiastic.
ended at 8:30 p.m.

Each participant seemed

The interview started at 7:10 p.m. and
The meeting was held in a classroom in

the School of Education building.

The table was placed in

the middle of the room, and was properly sized for the eight
participants and the moderator.

Two microphones were placed

carefully to catch each speaker's words.
The moderator explained the purpose of the focus group
meeting.

He encouraged all participants to take an active

part in the proceedings and to express their feelings,
attitudes, perceptions and other thoughts as honestly as
possible.

He assured all participants that their comments

would be held in strict confidence as they signed the letter
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of consent of participation.

Participants included students

majoring in mechanical engineering, marketing, art, history,
accounting, music and theater arts.
The moderator started by asking the participants to
introduce themselves individually.
was the group's first focus.

Instructional Quality

The group members generally

agreed that the majority of professors are really great,
except for a few with whom lack of preparation for the class
is a major concern.
Instruction
Class preparation by teaching staff is an issue that a
majority of the participants are concerned about.
There are so many times that professors walk
into the class and aren't prepared. They don't
even know what they are lecturing on that day.
They ask [us] to bring in the books and start from
there • • . they just don't really seem to take
some time out of class to prepare, and that's what
I am disappointed in.
My complaint is with a couple of the math
professors I've had. I just got done taking one
active class during the summer. It was algebra
and that teacher in particular asked [us to work
from] a book--and he didn't know what was in that
book. I was really disappointed with that class,
so I kept on questioning it in my mind. In
engineering courses I've had good and bad, but
mostly lots of good, professors here.
I know in engineering, the professors have
outside research that they do on the side with the
corporations in their area. That's their first
priority, second priority is research projects for
the graduate students that they are working with,
and third priority is teaching us--but if they
have no time to prepare a lesson or lecture and
they come in • • . I am making a lot of
generalizations. I guess most of my professors
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are really good, but I've had one or two tQat
aren't.
I am glad that they do have ties with the
corporate [world], you know, and they are getting
experience outside, because it makes the c~ass
more interesting to know how things work in the
real world rather than just [textbook examples.]
And I don't expect real structure, just at least
for them to know where to start, rather th~n
asking the students "what were ,,,e talking ~bout
last time?" Sometimes I hear that and think,
"gee, you know, he is here and doesn't know what
we are going to talk about."
Generally, I've been pretty satisfied with the
quality of instructors here. I have probl~ms with
some TAs who teach labs. They think that it's the
only class you have and occupies most of your
time. I did a lab last summer session whioh was 1
hour credit, but I spent 25 hours a week working
on it.
One participant who had the opportunity to

atte~d

another university for a two-year exchange program
commented:
I started here at PSU and [then] I went for al
two-year exchange program at the University of :
Massachusetts in Boston. Well, one thing I would
say is that when I was in Boston, the professor~
were really educated. They went to Harvard and:
all the great schools back east, and so I thinkl
"these are great professors!" And I came back
here [afterwards], and the comparison was very
good. The professors I had here are just as we~l
educated, and they'd been to fine schools • . •
that would be a good mark for the professors here
that I have had contact with.
1

I

1

The majority of the participants seemed to agree that
the university in general should cater more to nontraditional students:
The biggest concern I have about the univ~rsity
is I think it's trying hard to be a traditional
out-in-the-middle-of-nowhere college that caters
to the traditional four-year college student ofl
I
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university, and it's n01: going to ~Ilork that way.
This is an urban univerf;i1!:y, and mc;)st of the
students that we have here are non traditional
students. I think the focus sh,ouleti be on them
rather than the one-third of tQe students who fi~
the traditional college-student profile.
I

It seems like the busin~ss schools do work well
with nontraditional students, [at least] in my
experience, because I work at various jobs on and.
off. During the last year whenever I had proble~s
and had to work, I've always been able to
reschedule. Everybody's been very~ very flexible
and understanding, at least in thelbusiness
school. It seems like everybody, [even some]
professors, they all work too, and they all seem
to understand. If I can't make it:to the exam
because I had to work, thlay say "when can you mak.e
it?" so I found it very accommoda1:ing. I have
really taken the time out of classes outside of
the school of business. I don't know how the
other departments are.
I
I
Professors seem to be available fot advising outside;
the classroom, according to most of the:participants.
My experience is that my professors are always
available, and lots of them sit inltheir office
for hours and no one eVE!r talks to them. I think
they are available, but a:lot of people don't go
out of their way.
other classes I'd taken~ they al~ays made their
office really clean and tried to be available and
let the students know. I think bec~ause this is a
commuter campus most peclple wor.k, and a lot of
people are bUsy and they don't spemd all day
around there for the class, they just go home.
But professors are trying to be available.
I

Fairness is always an impq:>rtant iSfime when it comes 11:0
grading, assistance and support from teaching staff, and
general attitude toward students.
students, fairness issues ar

For international

someti~eslpart

of a larger

problem of perceived bias baced on race) nationality
citizenship status.

o~
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As far as fairness, I have found only one
instructor I felt was unfair, and that I put a lot
of effort in my papers and I couldn't get half on
the grades. And one guy who wrote a major paper
the morning that it was due did far better than I
did . . . It was one experience where I felt that
I was cheated and that the instructor made a
vendetta against me.
Participants were asked for any suggestions to improve
the quality of instruction, or to correct at least some of
the problems students perceive regarding instructional
quality.

Instructor evaluations, which students complete

each semester at PSU, were a subject that came quickly into
the discussion.
I know that they fill out the teachers'
evaluations at the end of every term, and I've
always done that.
I don't know what they do with
those . . . That is really a good idea to do that,
and then if they see a recurring problem with
certain professors, they should address those
problems. But it seems this one math professor I
had two years ago is still the same now.
It seems
like it's the same recurring problems, and they
don't address those problems. I know I put in an
evaluation back then about some of the concerns I
have with this particular professor. I wonder if
those get addressed. Somehow there should be a
way to departmentalize and to check on it after
they've given the professors a talk, and to check
back and have somebody sit through class period or
something. Even that would change the professors.
Get a "spy" in each class. Ask a couple of
students to come to the meeting and talk and
basically follow up on the feedback.
There's one professor in the physics department
who has been a problem every single year, and
every time he teaches the same class. Everybody
complains about him, and he has no idea why twothirds of his class is missing for three weeks
each term:
it's because he has a boring class.
Everybody explains it on their evaluation forms
and nothing ever gets done about it. Perhaps if
that's true, it requires that the Dean's pressure
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should not only be on the professors, but on the
departments.
There should be something that can be done.
Maybe something needs to be instituted [within]
the tenure system. Some kind of feedback.
I took political science this summer, and this
instructor was retired and he was like a "loose
cannon" [type]. He didn't assign any text of any
kind, and everything was strictly subjective. His
questions ranged through everything. He based a
lot of his little lessons on questions like "what
did you get out of George Bernard Shaw?"
Academic Support Services
Academic support services, like the library and
computer facilities drew mixed feedback from the
participants.
I think we have a pretty good library, and I
like the computers and their services.
I've used better library and computer systems
than I have here. Here, it is very basic, very
slow, and very tedious.
The downtown library is much better than PSU's.
It is easier to find the information there than at
this one. In PSU, I can barely get the things
when I know what I am doing. It is not very
"smart" at all, and it's very slow--it's very,
very old. I work at the library so • • • you have
to have very, very much nailed exactly on the head
what you are looking for, or else you are not
going to find it.
Participants understood the problem quite well:
funding.
I hear they are pretty discontented with the
system that is in the library. It's got to be
updated, there's no question about it. It's
something that's batted around back and forth,
that I know of from the library administration.
The biggest concern they have is the cost of
running it--they don't even have the expenses
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covered to keep the foqrth floor open anymore, so
I don't think they are goilng to be too concerned
about putting in a new system.
I think a lot of ins~.ruc'tors are so concerned
about whether or not t~ey are going to keep their
jobs within the next t~reel years, that's where
their focus goes to anq it strays away from their
actual job of teaching.
One participant aired

~is

frustrations about the

computer facilities:
A friend of mine who is 'majoring in computer
science said that they have big macro computers.
He said that his desktop has more power than this
thing, and he is not kidding, it is absolutely
ridiculous and antiquated beyond usefulness. If
you are working with something you have to wait 30
seconds to a minute before the character comes up
to the screen
I guess it's fUll, they won't
let people on it because it is so full, I heard
people say it takes half an hour to compile
things, that it's very busy.
I went to PCC, and t~eir computer room is all a
bunch of microcomputers that are connected.
Basically, their local area networks are all tied
into the same thing, and one could access it
together when processing from your own
microcomputer, and it works great. PCC is a
junior college, for God's sake, and their computer
systems are 50 thousand t~mes better than Portland
state's. It is ridiculous. Here in PSU we have
10-to-15-year-old "monster bits."
Comments about the library, computers were not all
negative, but understaffing did. come in for criticism.
One good thing about the, PSU library's computer
systems [is that] you can call in from home.
It seems to me that we n~ed to have more workstudy positions available at the library, because
as an evening student, I work and there's never
anyone at the desk on any of the floors to ask for
help, and every time I need help, there's no one
there--[everything is] closed.
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I think their library people [and] sometimes all
of the academic support people, they are pretty
bureaucratic. I talk with my roommate a lot about
the academic support system, and he had a problem
with just wanting to go in and check out a book at
the beginning of the term. He had been away
studying in spain in an exchange program for a
year, so he did not a have a sticker from last
term. He had a letter showing he was studying
abroad, but they would not check that book out to
him because he did not have that sticker and had
to prove that basically he was more or less
attending PSU, but not here in Portland.
There's a lot of red tape
The students understood how and why understaffing
happens.

It is a matter of funding that affects other

aspects of the university, including how many classes can be
offered.

Because some classes are rarely offered, students

expressed their frustrations.
My main problem is getting classes. I am glad you
can call in now because [otherwise] you have to
wait long lines. My high school had better ways
to register for classes. I am taking like 200
level classes right now because I want to start
early, but I can't get into it, because everyone
is taking those and I couldn't get into. I've
gone to classes and the teacher says, "it's full,
but if you have to graduate this year I can do
it," and that's for a 200 level class and for that
[students] are waiting for years.
There's a big, big college in utah and they have
three pages [of listings] just about Writing 101,
but here they have half a page. There are some
classes that I am trying to get into, there's like
one after one--there is no way you can have one
class offered for everybody. It's gotten lots
worse with the economics classes, and there are a
lot less sections of everything.
Things are actually getting worse with some of
the general classes and the entry-level classes in
a lot of departments, for example, Biology 101,
because of the funding. They had to cut some
faculty, which means they had to condense Biology
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101. They just had three sections of it, and they
condensed that into just one section, and it is
now being held in Lincoln Hall 175, which is
nevertheless a performing arts facility. First of
all it means that you can't write anything and
they can't hang lights--this isn't the only class
where they're doing it. I think there's a couple
more introductory classes [like that now].
They're doing this because they are getting rid of
the faculty and they can pack in as many people as
possible at one time, during which no one will be
able to ask questions, because they are going to
have 150 to 200 persons in the class. It's going
to be one professor that has no idea what is going
on with the class, does not know who is in his
class. Probably one TA (Teaching Assistant) that
is probably just confused, and that is not a good
sign.
Is there any way the university can do to alleviate
this problem of funding?

students have some suggestions.

Well, I want to be able to recognize the
problem. I mean, [classes must] run in a certain
time. I have a class that I have to take to
graduate, and I have to take prerequisites for it.
So now they have to double up my final term here
with prerequisites for the class. It was only
offered one time, and this term I could not take
it and another class.
Not all students are having problems with getting into
class.
I've never had any problem getting another
class, because even if you don't get in it, you
can go for the first two times at least, if you
hang tough, three times. I can't remember the
last time that I've been turned away from class,
because there are so many people who give up or
drop out, or the people [who decide] by the second
class that this is not a class for them.
I've never had a problem getting into class.
There has only been one class that I have not
gotten into during that first trial period. And
with the business school too: up until this term
I wasn't in the School of Business. I couldn't
pre-register and I still got in. There is only
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one class that I have not be able to get into, and
I could hijve been "wait-listed" on that.
student support services
When it Cijme to the all-important Student Services and
Financial Aid qffices. students had a lot to say about
bureaucratic

r~d

tape and unwillingness to give information.

The finqncial aid office [workers] are probably
the peopl~ who hurt me the most. They must be
bureaucra~ic people, and they are unwilling to
give info:r;'mationto students. For example, I
wanted to know ho'w much my award would be affected
if I reduqed my credit hours. I must stand there
at the wi~dow maneuvering around to get the answer
that I wa~ted, and I was about to give up and say,
"well, thi.. s is all that they are going to give
me." I wquldn't have gotten the answer that
really is important to me, and that would mean
some dras~:ic changes to my financial aid. The
other thi~g is the attendance form we have to fill
out for f~nancial aid.
of;Finding on the Focus Group
Ipterview: International Students

Su~nary

Like the

~erican

students' focus group, the interview

for international students went smoothly.
seemed to be enthusias·tic as well.
7:15 p.m. and

~nded

at 8:25 p.m.

Each participant

The interview started at
The meeting was held in a

classroom in tqe School of Education building.
was placed in

~he

The table

middle of the room, and was properly sized

for the six participants and the moderator.

Two microphones

were placed carefully to catch each speaker's words.
Only six Il'/ale par'ticipants showed up, although every
effort was

mad~

to incQude six female international
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students.

The moderator explained the purpose of the fQcus

group meeting.

~n

He encouraged each participant to take

active part in the proceedings and to express his or her
feelings, attitudes, perceptions and other thoughts as
honestly as possible.

He assured each participant that

their comments would be held in strict confidence as they
signed the letter of consent of participation.

Participants

were comprised of students majoring in engineering,
business, computer science, and liberal arts.
The moderator started by asking the participants to
introduce themselves individually.
concerns.

Students expressed their

Some students were worried about their ability to

finish their degree in a timely fashion at

psu.

cutbacks in

class offerings can mean drastic setbacks to international

I

students, who sometimes are given only so much time to be in
this country on a student visa, and may have to leave if
government or family resources cannot support an extra
quarter or year.
I am not satisfied at PSU.
It is very difficult
because the classes are getting fewer and fewer
and some of the requirements for my degree have
closed or canceled. I can't finish it.
I only
took 101. I can't take the 102 or 103 classes,
which are a requirement to graduate.
Most international students decide to put out the
effort to finish their studies here, however, despite
setbacks.

e~trCi
th~

Their reasons include financial, educational pndl

cultural concerns.

To do so can mean running a

frustrat~ng,
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gauntlet of bureaucracy, with the added difficulty of
language and cultural barriers.
I need to (finish my study at PSU) because I
have already started. If I transfer to another
school, maybe some of my credit hours will be
gone.
To get a job in Japan, I have to graduate before
I am 25 years old. I am 23, so I have 2 more
years. Also, [parents] know that [students] are
having fun.
So if you spend too much time in
college, whether you really had too much fun or
not, it depends on your parents:
[if they feel
you are] sucking up their money without working,
and then spend too much time for the fun, it means
that these guys have been wasting their time.
I just want to graduate fast.
If I stay in the
University two more years, maybe next year the
tuition will be $1300 per term [Note: that was a
1994 prediction. In actuality, 1994 tuition was
set at close to $2,000 per term for international
students]. I cannot supply it, and we have to pay
a minimum of $100 for Applied Engineering courses.
I am a senior and a transfer student from
Indiana University. I transferred last fall so I
will be here for one more year.
I regret coming
here. When I decided to transfer, I looked at the
PSU application form.
It sounded like a nice
idea, so I came here. When I arrived, I was upset
at the inefficiency of the [admission] office. It
took four to five months before I found out that I
was accepted. I came here three times to check on
my admission.
I went to the admission office a
lot of times because I was doing a transfer credit
evaluation. It took more than one year.
I went
there, they said "come back after a month." I
went back after a month, they said "we lost your
file, you must go to . . . " There are no certain
rUles that we can follow.
I think it all depends
on who you talk to and what you say. If you speak
loud, or are impolite, then they will work faster.
That's my experience.
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Instruction
Here are some of what the international students have
to say about instructional quality.
It depends. The evaluation forms that they have
for professors are not working. why? I had a
couple of classes where the teachers were so bad,
incredibly bad. Everybody turned in their forms.
When you turn it in, nothing happens to this guy.
He will stay for the next couple of years. What's
the use of the evaluation then?
The evaluation forms are distributed and
collected at the end of the class.
I don't hear
any results from those.
There's got to be a way to see how the
evaluations are working. The students should be
able to see how each professor is going to be
evaluated by the other students. The professor
should be aware about that.
Suggestions were offered to alleviate the problem of
evaluation.
We have a school newspaper. We could put down
the five best professors of this department or
something. There should be a competition so the
students can see it.
The Biology Dept., they are only working for
their own stuff. They don't give a damn about
their lectures. They come to lecture late just
because they are lacking research. They won't
prepare for your class. You pay the same tuition
even if you have a bad professor.
Everybody complains all the time, but nothing
happens. It is all habit. There are professors
who have been teaching for a long time, the reason
is that they did research. They pUblished books,
therefore they have power and have control of the
department, they won't be kicked out. They could
say that this person has a very good reputation.
Students can choose the classes by if a professor
is known to the students to be good, the other
students will choose this guy.
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If I were a professor, instead of buying a new
book for students, I would compare the new edition
and the old one, just add the new addition,
instead of changing to a whole new book.
It is so
expensive. You spend $200+.
If you change
professors for the same class, you will have to
bUy another book. Nobody will bUy your old book
which you used only once. Why is it that the PSU
bookstore doesn't want to sell books three days
before school starts? There are the three days
that they are buying bac]{ the books. By the time
they buy them back and re-shelve them in the
bookstore and make them available, it is already
the third day of school and some professors
already want you to start reading.
I assume that
PSU is cooperating with the PSU bookstore.
If
that's the case, then they should be able to buy
these books back all summer. Why can't they do
that?
Participants were asked about the attitude of
instructors towards international students.
I don't feel much discrimination.
social sciences classes.

I like the

Sciences classes had narrow-minded professors.
They don't care if you had surgery, personal
problems.
I know one professor has racial discrimination.
He gave one student 0 points because, he said,
"Your grammar is incorrect."
[This was computer
science], not a grammar class.
I talked to this
instructor several times and I can tell.
Students Support Services
Lack of adequate support services can be a very
difficult problem for international students, who are
unlikely to know about other local resources for research or
computer work.
I am not satisfied with the academic computer
science program. There are [only] two
microcomputer labs. They hire less experienced
people for assistants.
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The lab is too small for the number of students
and the system breaks down too often--at least six
times this summer they shut down the place.
The place is too small too. The number of
computers we have is really small and most of the
classes require that we type on computers.
First I was so polite, "OK, OK--whatever you say
. . . " Later, I spoke louder. I am also not
satisfied with the library resources. with my
major, I really couldn't find new books, new
information. Most of the books are old. I really
had a hard time finding the right information. I
don't like my department because I don't think
they provide the newest technology. They
emphasize the old system, voice information, while
now Windows is so popular and if you look you
couldn't find the cost. The network I think is
very important in the future.
I don't think they
provide [what we need].
It seems to me I couldn't
learn what I want. What I am trying to do is save
my money.
International students rankle at the extra costs they
incur at PSU, as well as the higher tuition they must pay,
regardless of actual resources.

Many feel that these high

costs do not bring them as many benefits as they expect,
especially when compared to college fees in Europe or
Canada.
American students here are also facing these
problems somewhat. For example, if [an
international student] pays $100 extra for each
credit as an engineering student, then an American
student pays $30.
In the textbooks at the end of the chapter, they
say "read more materials." They don't have them
at PSU. You go to Powell's Bookstore or a
technical library, you'll find them there. These
books are available and they mention it in the
library, but you don't find them there. So they
are charging us, and a lot of things we need
[aren't available.]
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Concern~ng:school, it's [German] law that they
will [not] charge you extra: everybody pays the
same tuit,ion.! For example, when I was there in
1985, I p~idl16 marks for a semester, which was 17
weeks longer!than here, and that will cover your
health inpurance also. The 16 marks you pay
actually ~s nor services, paper. sixteen marks is
$45 [today's rate]. That gives you a lot. Since
I started at:PSU I've worked as a student. When
you work [in Germany] there is no tax taken out of
your payc~eck, but here they take out tax.

To me t~e cafeteria is a money-making business
[at PSU] , but: in Germany when you go to the
cafeteria you go by this food cart every time you
get food, and there is another window over there
where you can get extra, but that extra is free.
There is ~ standard-size meal for one person, but
if one pe~son eats more than another, he doesn't
have to spend more money, just go that other
window an~ get extra food. That is what I call
student s~rv1ce. They care. They know students
have limited!resources. They know that the school
years are miserable and a hard life and if you
don't get a job, it is the same way. This is not
an easy w~y ~o live. That's how their system
works.
I wish it was like that here. Probably
the best we can do is hope that this sales tax
passes, b~t unfortunately people are ignorant
about thi p outside. They don't know that this
sales tax doesn't include your food.
If you don't
bUy a lux~ric>us car, furniture, brand new, you
don't hav~ to pay sales tax. Me, if I bUy milk
and bread and some food, I don't have to pay sales
tax, I hope it passes.
Academic Support Services
Students

~esponded

to questions about the library,

tutoring and other student services, and talked about their
strategies for

ge~ting

the most out the school.

I wish the library was open 24 hours.
I work
until 2:30 AM and I need a place to study.
I don't have any. You can read a book with
someone. We!have books in the library to read.
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Get together, elept six people, have some
authority.
If I go by: myself to some office and
they don't bUy what I ~as saying, then they can
come back and talk to you and that's my probleI\1
and nobody is taking care of it. Because the
staff thinks that international students are nqt
very daring persons, [they are] not going to tqlk;
to the president, npt going to write something inl
the paper, school Of outside, and other
pUblications. They trlaat you like this, but iff WE~
have an organization, we are going to fight
against American st~dents. That gives ourselv~s
some kind of strength. I
People aren't very supportive [of the curren~:
international studept organization]. We have to
make an election. ~ere they do it for AmericaD
I
students. We have 9ne for school for American and
non-American students. I I don't see internatioDal:
students come and dt~ elections.
There is a progra~. II've been running this
office. The student g0vernment in this campus is:
an "inside job" act\lally. You know what's going
on, you have a huge pr0ject and you know your
brother, sister, et~.-+you have connections, on a:
friendly basis. Th~y just put it in the paper
instead of doing an election. Actually, the
people voting for Y9U are your friends.
That'~
what's going on at ~Su~
I

There is not much participation. Fifteen days
before it starts, "~)K, Ithis day we are going tq
get together. Thes~ are previous members, new
people who are volunteers, or who are being
nominated." We talk about this.
If it is
published in the Va~guard, people will come.
We need more partici~ation from our staff.
There is a big perc~nt~ge of international
students at PSU.
I
Has the Office of International Students,
originally instituted to address many of these
been a factor in helping international students
problems?

whic~

was

conc~rns,
wit~

their

The answers t9 this question were mixed, as Iwere
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feelings about the relevance of student government in
general.
since I came here, I haven't been there.
Traditionally, we have problems with this
office. We have a lot of international students
on this campus, [but) we have only two permanent
staff in this office, so they are pretty busy.
All the papers, stupid papers, they have to deal
with for students, and also graduate and doctorate
programs, exchange studies and all this stuff,
everything that has to do with visa status, they
come to this office. There are only two people
working, they don't get paid too well, and they're
frustrated. If students go up there for help,
they don't move that fast. It's a tense
situation. One time the Pakistani students felt
discriminated against, so they signed papers and
sent them to the President of the University,
saying they would like to see something happen in
this [ISS) office.
The problem was they don't give you the same
services as the other students get. A student
went to get a piece of paper signed so that he
could go home, they gave him a 30-minute lecture
about his class record, "you didn't do well in
this class • • • " But all I want is your signature
right here, that's your job, and then I can go
home for the summer vacation, that's all I need,
but they • . • they can keep you as long as they
want, if they are in a bad mood. That's been
happening. This [staff member), I personally like
him, but he could be worse to some. Because most
students believe that he has authority to kick you
out from school. Students feel that they have all
the records, they hold your visa status, etc., in
their office, that they might be able to kick you
out from the school, which is not correct. If
they do that, that's illegal. Especially, Asian
students think that way.
That's what happened to one of my friends. He
has a lot of problems. He is taking advantage
sometimes. They don't know him, he went there,
they gave him a hard time. They told him, if he
is not happy, leave.
We told this office a couple of times, "that's
your job. That's your job to do this service, if
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you have difficulty glvlng this service to the
students without making the students feel bad
about coming to the office, then get out and we
can hire somebody else because we are the ones
paying your salary, from our tuition. We don't
have to pay the tuition if we get this bad
service." We argued about this.
It is more of an attitude problem [with certain
workers in ISS].
It is not only because he is a bad person, it is
about the school system, a highly stressful
situation. Why do 800 international students pay
out-of-state tuition as long as they are in the
United States and are getting minimal service,
compared to the American students? At least they
should have 4 to 5 full-time paid officers to help
us, then we could have a much better time.
If one
person gets sick, then go to another person who
also knows what he is doing.
If this person gets
sick, you can go to someone else.
[Mrs. curtis]
is one who knows about status and stuff, she is
the only one who knows what's going on about it.
She is actually the advisor of the place. She
knows more about ISS stuff but she doesn't have
much authority in the university. She gets sick
so often, she had a heart operation, so she has to
go home. What can you do about it? We don't have
anybody else to take care of it. It's pathetic.
They are understaffed.
If there was more staff,
we could minimize their stress.
[PSU should] pay more attention to the
international students. They should hire more
people to deal with us. Because the international
students on campus are benefits to the school,
tuition-wise and cultural-wise. It is interesting
when there are discussions among themselves, the
professors like that.
They actually try to recruit students, because
of Measure 5. You can apply at PSU once a year.
You can come to PSU, full term, one year right
now. If you apply for the ESL class, you can come
in anytime, so one of the cheating [methods] is to
apply at PSU as an ESL student, and once you come
to the united States, and pass it, you can get
into the regular classes. otherwise, you have to
wait for one year to get to PSU. That's another
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problem that the PSU has--the paperwork is too
slow.
The student government is a different issue.
It
is still through the Greek system. More minority
groups have joined. This year for some reason the
election didn't go too well and most of the people
chosen for the student government are through the
Greek system, they've never been involved in
student activities before so they don't know
what's going on. Nothing has happened so far.
The student government is getting worse right
now.
How do they deal with those in the front offices, like
the Admissions' Office, when international students have
contact with people in the various student services and
academic departments?

Some staffers got positive marks for

helpfulness, others did not.
[Some are] pretty good, but you must be pushy to
get help.
[Like saying,] "Get your supervisor
right now, otherwise I will write a letter to the
president's office because I don't like your
service." I don't think we should have to go this
far to get help.
Registrars, OK.

cashiers, OK.

[This year the] staff has been cut and financial
aid cut, but not much. There are the same number
of students.
They cut the most important people. They kept
the ones who have the big title but don't do
anything. That's the major problem of the school.
Doing nothing.
[For example, one individual was]
just dealing with student government and he was
getting so much money, $60,000 a year? I think
this person still works the exactly the same as
the person who is getting [one-third his salary].
In the audio-visual department, I don't know why
the head of the department is even there.
I don't
exactly know what he is doing, everything in audio
visual is done by Larry Sawyer. If I will get day
off or work more hours, overtime, I talk to Mr.

Sawyer. What does [the head of the department]
do? He never talks to people. Unless he is doing
some technical things over there, doing the design
part, assembly part, nothing like that. He has a
computer over there. He leaves at 3:30. He comes
in at 9 o!clock.
He probably gets paid two times what Larry
makes. Probably 100 times of what I make.
I
think it wouldn't make any difference [if he
wasn't there].
Several students had specific comments,
impressions or suggestions regarding the student
services offices and procedures. About
admissions, for instance.
International students have to fill out I-20
forms before they can start. When I was in Japan
I tried to call the Admissions Office. It takes
only three minutes to type and sign your name.
First you have to go to Admissions, check all
your records, your financial status. Actually, it
doesn't take that long, they just look at it, and
if it is satisfactory they send [the I-20 form] to
the ISS office, type it out, sign it, then send it
to your place. Once it gets to the ISS office, it
is pretty fast. The place where it takes a long
time is Admissions.
I guess it takes a couple of
months to open it. May be cutting the paper like
this way • . • I don't know, I think it is too
long but that's what's going on.
It is probably important to look at that one
too. An interview with one of the staff members
about how really long it takes for the Admissions
Office to process forms and then from the ISS how
long it takes.
They just cut the person who has been dealing
with international status, and that's why they
accept only once a year.
It takes a special task
to look at the following transcripts from the old
high school. In Germany, they go to high school
for four years, so therefore they can transfer one
year's credit [as entry-level college credit].
Most Asian schools are exactly the same. The
Eastern European system is a little different. So
they have to look at them carefully, whether they
can trust them or not. They ask for your GPA,
recommendation letters, how much money you have in
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a bank. If they are really calling back to the
country or sending letters ba,ck to the school for
signatures and waiting for references, I would say
it takes a long time, but :r d,on' t think they have
done that. If they just lpok at the paper, if
they think they are believ~ble, I think they just
issue the stuff. I don't ~now why we have to wait
half a year to get the 1-20 form.
It took me quite a while, a year probably from
the time I started. I hav~ a connection here, my
host family, she always fo~lows my 1-20 here
because I cannot make a lopg distance call all the
time and it costs a lot of money. I wrote letters
to my host family and she followed it up here.
On-campus work experience

ts

of great importance to

international students, as most are not legally allowed to
hold off-campus jobs.

Several

~tudents

complained that the

jobs that might provide career-+elated experience rarely go
to international students.
The university hires work-study students because
they cost less for the sch~oll They don't hire
international students althou9h they have skills,
especially computer scienc~ and engineering.
I don't know, for some r~ason most international
students are in computer engineering, still they
don't get a job.
In the food service depa~tment it is very
noticeable that there are ~ lot of international
students working.
Yeah. Like in aUdiovisu~l, there is only one
American student and all o~:hers are international
students. Americans don't neEad money, they pay
less tuition, parents are here, they have funds,
trusts, have providers, li~e families, friends,
other resources.
I

I think one other reason9 is, there are not many
American students who appl~ed:in this position,
that's why most of them ar~ international
students. Another observatio~ of mine:
international students wor~ harder. In the
chemistry department, I sc~ap~d the lab things.
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[My American co-workers] don't really work hard,
they just talk, they just think of how they can
cheat, they just come late and then leave, and
they put dbwn the same amount of time. I didn't
want to say anything but I think they are
obligated to do their job as much as they can and
do the pest they can. Actually, [this makes some
campus emp~oyers] like to hire the international
students, although sometimes we have difficulty in
communicatd.on.
Suggestions were offered.
You h~ve all the rights, you can complain to the
President,: you can complain to the student
services or to the department heads, but as I
said, tpe more organized you are, the more you are
stronge~. I Hopefully, with this study, [PSU] will
be able tOI look at it and see what the students
are sayingl. So it is up to them. [This study] is
for the~r benefit. They should have at least have
support inl some ways and normally, when there is a
study going, they are supplemented with
fellowspips, just to study a particular thing.
So, in thel long run they are saving money for this
study. Th.li.s study should list the "most
unsatis;fied" items and the "most satisfied" ones
so the pdministration can look at it and do
something about it.
Comment~

about other services included talking about

the difficulties international students experience in
finding

hous~ngl

in a new country where they may not know

anyone.
About housing: when you apply for school, you
should pe guaranteed a place to stay for at least
two months~
I app~ied for housing.
I didn't have a place to
stay th~ first couple of days so I had to find a
host fa~ily, and then they let me stay for the
first cpuple of months while I am looking for an
apartment. They need proof that you are a
student. They put your name on the computer
waiting list. The PSS [?] should be mentioned by
PSU as p help for housing service.
I
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If you wish to have a place on campus, if ypu
say "yes," you can mail it back with all the
applications. [Unfortunately,] they sent me ~y I20, but not the form for a place to stay.
I thanked the international students as well

~s

the

American students for their active participation and honest
opinions.

I told them that I hope that this study will be

able to help students by letting the administration know
about their frustrations while attending Portland $tate
University, providing them with the information thlFlY need to
improve the university's services.
Conclusion
Although the interviewees did not address all the
issues from the questionnaire, the focus group

int~rviews

generated remarks from American and international

~tudents

at PSU that tend to corroborate the concerns withiM, and the
agreements and disparities between, their respective groups
from the survey.

Therefore, the comments in the

interviewees' own words help enrich a portrait of
thoughts and feelings in relation to the
it credibility.

~tudent

universit~,

In effect, the interviews

lending

complem~ntlthe

survey results by more directly suggesting that
representative sample of students' "own minds"

wa~

in a

ratt~erl

than,

simply, how students reacted to what was in this
researcher's mind.

The generally high degree of

relationships between the survey and interview

res~lts,

then, place the university on firmer ground from wnicfu they
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(~n

can, if they so desire, ponder and
deem appropriate) act upon these

whatever ways

th~y

I

res~lts~

The insightful comments of the

~nternational focus~

group participants reveal a great

de~l

experience at PSU and, I believe,

in~icate

about their
many areas in

which even minor changes would improve the university's
standing in their eyes.

th~t

The idea

their suggestions and

complaints would be heard by the

adm~nistration

have a positive effect for these

stu~ents.

comments conveyed the simple idea
understood the problems and
their stay in the

th~t

challeng~s

U.S., they would

service-delivery systems that more

~e

seemed to

Most of their

if administrators
tney face during
able to tailor

c~osely

meet their needs.

CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter discusses and analyzes the survey results
and the focus group interview data and interprets these
results with reference to related literature.

The

discussion is organized to focus on the research questions.
The conclusion offers some recommendations based:on the
findings of the study, which are targeted to assist
administrators and personnel of the institution. :
Responses to Open-Ended Survey Questio~s
Compared with Survey Results
I

Comments made by survey participants in response to the
open-ended questions generally support the survey
questionnaire results.

Four representative areas, of

special concern to international students, may be used to
demonstrate this:

"Fairness of Faculty T;reatment: of

Students," "Tutoring/Basic Skills ServicejS," "Admissions
Office," and "Campus Housing."

The first of these examples

relates to "Instructional Quality," the sl9cond, t:o "Academic
Support," and the third and fourth to "St1J,dent Services."
This study, in its survey phase, has

foun~

international
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students expressing a substantial degree of dissatisfaction
in each of these four areas.
"Faculty fairness" is important to international
students, who may feel that the disadvantage of studying in
a second language in a foreign country is compounded if
instructors are insensitive to this situation or are even
biased against them on racial, ethnic or related grounds.
It may even be true that for some international students
being treated "fairly" is code for their desire to be
treated "unequally"--that is, with greater tact and,
academically, with greater leniency than American students.
Regardless, international students perceive this issue as
real and pressing.
Indeed, both the survey questionnaire and the open
ended question results bear this out.

In the survey,

international as well as American students overwhelmingly
ranked as important--that is to say, "somewhat important" or
"very important"--faculty fairness.

(The difference between

the American and international students is negligible:
and 94%, respectively.)

92%

However, the American participants

were far more convinced of being treated fairly than were
their international counterparts.

Whereas the satisfaction

score for the American students--indicating their being
either "somewhat satisfied" or "very satisfied"--was 87%,
for the international students it was 72%; in turn, this
meant a gap or "difference" of 22 percentage points between
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the importance and satisfaction

t~at

students--more than four times
for American students.

~cores
~5

for international
percentage points)

similarly, the open-ended question

part of the questionnaire

genera~ed ~rom

international

students five comments about the need for greater faculty
fairness, but only one such comment from American students.
"Some instructors are not fair," is a typically unambiguous
comment in this regard from an international student.
International students see "tutoring/basic skills
services" as a means to narrowing the academic gap between
themselves and their American counterparts, who enjoy the
"home court advantage" of learning and studying in their own
language in their own country.

Not surprisingly, therefore,

such services draw in the survey questionnaire as a much
higher importance score (91%)

fro~

than from American students (63%).

international students
Indeed, the gap is wider

yeti for American students the satisfaction score is 14

percentage points higher than the importance score, while
for international students the satisfaction score is 20
percentage points lower than the importance score--a
difference of 34 percentage

point~.

open-ended questions drew three

~orrespondingly,

r~sponses

the

from international

students that these services should ble improved or enhanced,
but no such comment from American students.

"Tutoring

services should be offered more fpr international students,"
remarked one of the international students.
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The perceived inefficiency and lack 9f organization of
the Admissions Office seemed to compound

~nd:frustrate

international students even more than ther da American
students.

The importance score of

"Admis~ion
83~,

high for both groups of participants:

Office" is

Eor American

students; but a whopping 99% for international students.
Although for both groups of students the

~atisfaction

Ame~ican

fall below the importance scores, the

scores

students' 8

percentage-point difference pales beside the international
I

A~ai~,

students' 51 percentage-point average.
ended question responses support the
results.

surv~y

fou~

International students made

the open-

questionnaire

cdmments

suggesting the Admissions Office be improved, while only one
American student made such a comment.
It is not surprising, surely, that at a :largely
community-based urban university "campus ijousing" should be
v~sinors

a more pressing issue for international
the local students in attendance.
reflect this:

for international and

importance scores are 89% and 41%,
difference.

The

than for

qu~stfonnaire

Amer~cari

results

students, the

respectiv~ly--a

huge

This gap widens further into a 53 percentage

point gap in the difference scores of

bot~ g~oups

students, even though their satisfaction
69%--are not so far apart.

of

~co~es--64%

and
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Focus Group Responses Compared
with Survey Responses
The focus group interviews generated responses which
support the responses from both aspects--questionnaire and
open-ended questions--of the survey.

The four areas of

concern just examined again demonstrate this.

In the case

of faculty fairness, only one American student mentioned the
issue--and only to say how "fair" PSU professors are.

One

of the international participants, however, cites "racial
discrimination" in one professor; another participant refers
to "narrow-minded" science professors.

similarly, no

American interviewee expressed any need for better tutoring
services at PSU, but two international interviewees did.
While the American interviewees saved all their ire for the
Financial Aid Office, the international interviewees found
tremendous need for improvement in the Admissions Office as
well.

Finally the issue of Campus Housing proved an

exception:

neither the American nor the international focus

group participants mentioned it.

In general, however, the

survey questionnaire responses, the survey open-ended
question responses, and the focus group interview responses
all reflected one another.
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Discussion
The following discussion is focused on the five
research questions, and based on the results of the
questionnaire and the focus group interviews.
Question 1:

What is the demographic profile of

students at Portland state University?
The student-body samples used reflect in all but one
respect the general characteristics of the total population
of the university, this one deviation being that business
administration, not liberal arts, was the most popular major
of the participating students.

Otherwise, the student-body

samples coincided with the university profile:

female

students were in the majority and the average age of the
students in the sample was 25 years old for

Americans and

24 years old for international respondents.

This last

characteristic is due to PSU being a commuter institution,
where the majority of the students are working for a living
at the same time as trying to finish a degree, getting a
second degree, or returning to postsecondary education after
a long absence from school.
As expected, the majority of the American students are
self-supporting for their college education, whereas
international students rely mostly on money sent by their
families from their horne countries.

In this way,

international students more closely resemble the
"traditional" college student of years gone by:

they
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generally cannot work off-campus, and they are more likely
to use the university's food and housing services.

They are

also less likely to use services aimed at non-traditional
students, such as child care or special re-entry programs
for returning students, displaced workers and the like.
The understanding level for written English is not a
problem for most

international students.

However,

financial burden is still the major concern, just as it is
for American students.

There is one important difference:

more than half of the international students are not working
at all; while the majority of Americans work more than 20
hours a week.
Location is the most important factor in why American
respondents chose Portland state University; for
international students, however, it is because they knew
someone at the university, which is the same way they
learned about Portland state University.
Question 2: What is the importance of the various
[need] service quality statements to international students
at Portland state University? What is the current level of
satisfaction of international students in reqard to these
[need] service quality statements?
In every category of needs identified and examined via
the questionnaire and focus groups, some needs were not
satisfied to a degree that met the level of students'
expectations.

Nevertheless, students reported some degree
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of satisfaction regarding most needs.

with respect to

academic support, for instance, at least 50% of the
participating international students described themselves as
being at least "somewhat satisfied" in 1 of the 12 items,
and in two of the remaining three--pre-college advising from
high school and pre-transfer advising from previous college
--the percentage of "no responses" were unusually high (52%
and 44%, respectively), a reflection of the fact that these
items did not impinge on them as visitors from other
countries.
Among the categories of needs listed under Instruction:
instructional quality, intellectual stimulation from
faculty, fairness of testing and grading, fairness of
faculty treatment of students, accessibility of faculty and
contents of courses were best met, with more than 50% of
respondents declaring that they were "somewhat satisfied"
with the university's offerings in these areas.

Students

said their needs regarding class size were the least-met,
with 41% responding "somewhat satisfied."
Under Academic Support, library service needs were best
met, with the largest of the respondents (41%) very
satisfied," and another 35% "somewhat satisfied," for a
combined score of 76%--all those at least "somewhat
satisfied."

Library service needs were followed by library

collection, with 38% "very satisfied," and a total of 68%
who \"ere at least "somewhat satisfied."

More than half of
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the respondents (65%) were at least "somewhat satisfied"
with PSU laboratory facilities, although less than one-third
of this (18%) described themselves as "very satisfied."
Close behind, 60% were at least "somewhat satisfied" with
the tutoring/basic skills services PSU makes available-although, again, a relatively small number (16%) were "very
satisfied."

At least half the students also were at least

"somewhat satisfied" regarding the course catalog (71%),
computer facilities (58%), variety of courses offered (51%),
convenience of class scheduling (51%), and academic advising
on campus (50%).
Under the needs category of Student Services, students
declared themselves "somewhat satisfied" with student
organizations (50%), recreation programs/activities (47%),
campus orientation programs (44%), student health services
(39%), social and cultural activities (38%), Registrar's
office (37%), career guidance from faculty (36%), campus
housing (36%), job services (34%), intercollegiate athletic
programs (33%), psychological counseling (33%), special
student services (32%), Admissions office (31%), and career
guidance from Career Planning office (30%).

Least satisfied

categories under were "somewhat satisfied" include:
financial aid office (28%),

religious services (28%),

campus food services (25%), child care (24%), and parking
(23%).

Even though most needs were satisfied to a certain

extent rather than entirely unsatisfied, it is clear that
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satisfa~tion

this partial

did not meet the level of

students' expectations, as shown by the comments elicited in
the focus group interviews.
Question 3.

What is the importance of the various

(need] service quality statements to u.s. students at
Portland state University?
satisfaction

What is the current level of

of u.s: students in regard to these (need]
stat~ments?

service quality

This study, as well as other studies undertaken at
ca~puses

different

(particularly Daigle's 1981, 1989

California state University system survey), has shown that
the level of student
variables.

~t

PSU,

~satisfaction

u.s.

depends on several

students said the most important

variables in their educational experience are instructional
quality,

fai~ness

of ,testing and grading, fairness of

faculty treatment of Istudents, course content, intellectual
stimUlation, and faculty accessibility.
of U.S.

stud~nts

At most, only 60%

said they were somewhat satisfied with how

well the university's offerings in these "most important"
service area$ met their expectations of quality.
expressed le$ser

deg~ees

They

of satisfaction with many items

jUdged to be of high limportance--and in no case did the
majority express a hi9h degree of satisfaction.
In the Academic Support category, availability of
required courses, variety of courses offered, convenient
class schedu+ing, on-campus academic advising,
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catalog/schedule of classes, library collections,

li~rary

services, computer facilities, lab facilities, pre-cqllE!ge
advising from high school, pre-transfer advising

fro~

previous college and tutoring/basic skills services
called most important.

~ere

Less than half of the responqents

said they were "very satisfied" with any of these ser'vices,
although over half expressed some degree of

satisfac~ion.

Notably, more than a quarter of u.s. students said tqein
need for academic advising services was very unsatisfied and
also more than a quarter said somewhat unsatisfied.
In Student Services, the registrar's office,

st~dent

health services, career guidance from faculty, parking,
financial aid office, job search services and career
guidance from career planning office were judged most
important.

u.S. students expressed a surprisingly low

degree of satisfaction with student services, with fewer
than

half saying they were even "somewhat satisfied" with

the services listed, and many expressing a great deal of
dissatisfaction.
Question 4.

Do U.S. and international students

~t

Portland State University differ in the importance the-v

i

I

assign to the [need] service quality statements? Do U.S. and
international students differ in their level of satisfaction
with the [need] service quality at Portland state
University?
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International students jUdged instructional quality,
fairness of faculty treatment of students, fairness of
testing and grading, course content, intellectual
stimulation and faculty accessibility to be the most
important instructional service offerings at PSU.

As this

list shows, these choices are identical to those of the

us.

students, although the percentage of students jUdging each
item to be "most important" differed by up to 10%.

These

differences, while not huge, may be significant enough to
necessitate some differentiation in how service offerings
are structured and presented to these two groups of students
by policy makers.
In general, it is clear that all PSU students share a
high degree of concern about the quality for the classroom
educational experience at this university, and that they
measure that quality in very similar ways.

[In the academic

support category, availability of required courses, variety
of courses offered, convenient class scheduling, on-campus
academic advising, catalog/schedule of classes, library
collections, library services, computer facilities, lab
facilities, pre-college advising from high school, pretransfer advising from previous college and tutoring/basic
skills services were called most important.

Less than half

of the respondents said they were "very satisfied" with any
of these services, although over half expressed some degree
of satisfaction.

Notably, a quarter of

us. students said
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fo~~

their need

ac,ademic advising services was somewhat

unsatisfied.]
In the

A~ademic

cour~es,

required

Support category, availability of

convenient class scheduling, computer

facilities, vqriety of courses offered, library collections,
servi~e,

library

on-campus academic advising services, lab

facilities, cqtalog/schedule of classes, tutoring/basic
skills

servic~s

and pre-transfer advising from previous

college were judged to be most important.
Internat~onal

about the
psu.

deg~ee

Nearly

services,

to which these needs are being satisfied at

t~alfl

lib~ary

classes; for
satisfied,"

~:he

w~th

students were less than totally positive

were "very satisfied" with library
collections and the catalog/schedule of

lother items less than half were "somewhat
the remainder expressing varying degrees of

dissatisfactiqn. : Although u.S. and international students
were not

diss~milar

in the importance they assigned to

various serviq,es,1 international students found computer
facilities to be significantly more important, and pretransfer

coun~eling

from high school less so.

Among Stqdent Services, the admissions office,
Registrar's

o~fice,

student health services, career guidance

from faculty, campus housing, job search services, career
guidance from career planning office, parking, food
services,

soc~al

and cultural activities, financial aid

office, recreqtion programs/activities, special students
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services and the intercollegiate athletic program were
deemed "most important" by international respondents.

There

are some significant differences in the importance given
each area between u.s. and international students:

as noted

earlier, the international student population in many ways
more closely resembles the "traditional" student population
of the

1950s and 1960s.

International students are more

likely to live, eat and work on campus, and to expect their
social and recreational needs to be met in the context of
university programs as well.
These student services also were the target of gripes
from international students, with half or less declaring
themselves "somewhat satisfied," and campus food services
coming under particular criticism, with a quarter responding
that they were "very unsatisfied."

such a strong statement

by a significant portion of this population bears further
examination:

is it price, quality, type, amount or variety

of foods offered, or scheduling of meals, that elicited such
negative opinions?

Food service is one area in which

applying customer-satisfaction research should improve the
perception of quality, particularly since it is an area in
which the university directly competes with for-profit
businesses.
Question 5:

For each service quality statement, what

is the relationship between the perceived importance and
level of satisfaction for u.s. students? For each service
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statement, what is the relationship between the perceived
importance and level of satisfaction for international
students?
As shown in Tables 43-45, there are a number of
categories in which considerable differences were found
between needs given high priority by students and the level
of satisfaction of those needs.

Among the areas in which

international students perceived a particularly low degree
of satisfaction of important needs were fairness of faculty
treatment of students, computer facilities, the admissions
office and campus food services.

Both groups of students

were extremely disappointed in the areas of academic
advising services on campus, with

u.s.

students being less

satisfied; and with the availability of courses to finish
their degree.
Some items indicated a positive relationship between
importance and satisfaction.

In many cases, however, this

researcher feels this may be misleading:

it appears that

students were more likely to give a service they are not
familiar with or do not use a positive rating.

For example,

international students probably are more likely to use PSU
food service than are

u.s.

students because they tend to

u.s.

live on or close to campus in campus housing, while
students can go home to eat or often are better able
financially to eat out at

area restaurants.

u.s.

students

tend to rate food services favorably, while international
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students tended to be more dissatisfied.

This "I don't know

so it must be OK" effect can also be observed in relation to
psychological services, child care, religious services,
campus housing and several other areas.

Future instruments

could be designed to compensate for this assumed factor;
focus group studies should also be able to determine if it
is in fact in play.
significantly negative scores are also open to
interpretation.

For example, international students from

some countries may have different expectations of
professors, and when these are not met they express
dissatisfaction.

This type of issue can best be addressed

in the focus-group interview process, with the knowledge
gained perhaps applied to creating materials for
international students that provide them with a different
base for their expectations.

If a student has never been

graded on a curve, for example, such grading could be
interpreted as "unfair."
Question 6:

What are the perceived reasons for

dissatisfaction concerning the service guality of U.s. and
international students? What suggestions do these students
have for improving the quality of services?
When these issues were explored in the focus groups,
the students were extremely articulate in expressing
coherent reasons for their discontent.

Although reasons for

any subjective feeling always have an element of the
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personal within them, patterns emerged

~hat

professionals

can certainly learn from as they design or redesign
university programs.
In the current financial climate,
that both

u.s.

and international

~t

studen~s

is no surprise
feel a :great deal

of pressure over any issue that costs tQem money.1

Student

fees, tuition, food and housing costs are only the easiest
of these to see.

The main reason that students express a

high degree of dissatisfaction when they cannot get into
classes required to complete their major program 'is that
staying in school for extra semesters or years is a
financial burden.

For international students, this burden

can mean expensive visa problems as well.

Many of the needs

items that received negative evaluations from students can
in some way be tied to the lack of satisfaction of that need
having a direct impact on the students' pocketbook.
cultural conflicts are also present.

Diffe~ing

expectations about the educational experience, college life
and support services can be addressed through
programs or revising expectations, but
be identical for

u.s.

t~is

re~ising

process will not

and international students.

Many

international students have experienced college life in
Japan, Europe, or European-style systems in the nations of
Africa or Latin America, where students enjoy a higher
social status, receive many special privileges and discounts
on campus and in the larger community, and participate
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heavily in campus activities that can be very different from
those found on an American campus.

Orienting students can

help them understand these differences and narrow the gap
between expectations and reality--and foreign universities
may have found ways to enhance the university experience
that American colleges can emulate.
Both groups of students presented themselves as
serious, academically oriented and sincere about wanting to
get the best education their time and money could buy.
Policy makers can use this enthusiasm to their advantage by
including students in the decision-making process, either by
eliciting their opinions through surveys and other research
instruments, or by involving them directly through some
more-formal mechanism.
From the results of this study certain themes and
broader patterns can be discerned or extrapolated.

These

often take the form of outlining divergent portraits of the
two groups of PSU students under consideration, American and
international.

By extension, this divergence suggests

certain generalizations about one group vis-a-vis the other,
at PSU or elsewhere.

As with any such broad

characterizations or generalizations, a researcher should
retain a margin of skepticism; but they do suggest, however
roughly, directions in which the data seem to be moving.
One such theme is the greater intrinsic importance that
international students seem to place on higher education.
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Historically, such education in the

u.s.

presumably helps

enact the promise of equal opportunity for those born into a
social or sociological disadvantage; education in general,
and higher education in particular, help make the
land of opportunity."

u.s.

"the

Nevertheless, this rich historical

association seems to have lost some of its potency and
momentousness for American students, whose criticisms of
aspects of the university experience tend to be based more
often than in the case of their international counterparts
on personal prerogatives rather than on the depth of their
learning experience or the projected
specific career goals.

fulfillment of

In short, international students

more often seem to be "at work" in school, while American
students more often seem to be "passing through."

Perhaps

where American students want "better" and "fairer" teachers
because they want the time they spend in class to be better
occupied, international students want "better!' and "fairer"
teachers--and express themselves with greater concern on the
matter--because they feel the absence of such instructors
jeopardizes their goals.

Whereas American students tend to

look to the moment, international students more often look
to the future.

They may feel their college experience is

more directly connected to the "future" than do their
American counterparts.
It is not surprising that American students, "at home"
--relatively speaking--and in their own culture, should
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conceive of their college
rite of passage than do

~ducation

more of as a cultural

in~ernational

students, who may be

more concerned with the "e4ucation" itself.
international students,
assumes to a greater

th~n,

degre~

their hopes and anxieties.

For

the educational experience

the aspect of a repository of
Inl the international student

focus group, one Japanese student expressed worry about
completing his education in time to be employable back home
because past his 25th birtQday would be too late.

In an

extreme (and perhaps exaggerated) way, this student may have
been expressing an intensity of concern about the university
experience that he shares withlother international
students--a sense of being "under the clock."

In a quite a

literal way, international students must worry about the
expiration of their student visas, while many American
students can "string out" their higher education to their
hearts' content.

In an even more profound way, however,

international students find their American education to be a
more "pressurized" experience t.han do their American
counterparts.

Accurately

o~

nQt, they feel that much more

is "riding on" their succespful completion of their
education.

Both groups of ptuCients may feel "family

pressure" to succeed (and iTt tl1le case of American students,
lithe family" is closer at

h~nd);

but international students

are additionally burdened withlthe sense of their
representing their nations, and in any case they feel
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obliged to justify their decision to leave home in order to
get an American education.

This sharpens the point of their

need to extract as much from that experience as possible.
American students are under a comparable obligation only in
those relatively rare instances where great family
sacrifices have been made so that they may get a college
education.
It is not impossible that this "pressurized" sense
shared by international students even leads them to
overstate the case of their concerns about and
dissatisfactions with PSU.

Every shortcoming they confront

may become magnified into a potential obstacle to achieving
their goal of a successfully completed and beneficial
education.

Unlike their American counterparts, they are as

much "under the gun" as "under the clock."
Because international students tend to be more
efficiently organized than their American counterparts in
their effort to achieve their more urgent and more focused
goals, they may expect greater efficiency, organization and
purpose from the university's instructional, support and
administrative staffs.

They believe themselves to be so

much "at work" at school they find it particularly hard to
understand why those literally "at work" there seem so
unwilling to do what presumably they are supposed to do.
Whereas American students may confront the same casual
attitude they see (or prefer not to see) in themselves, the
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relatively "unlaid back" international students want staff
members and others in authority at the University to reflect
their own conscientiousness.

Therefore, where American

students may feel annoyed with certain kinds of inattention
and unresponsiveness, international students may feel
violated.

They may feel they are making such a concerted

effort to do their best that those working at the
University, with whom they must interact, should make more
of an effort to do their best.
Cultural differences also play a significant role.
"Hard work" may be a part of American sociocultural
mythology, but the reality may be somewhat different,
especially in the West (and even more especially, the closer
one gets to California), where even bank clerks dress in
jeans, and where people (as they themselves so cleverly put
it) "work to live, not live to work."

There is a very

casual attitude toward work in Portland, Oregon, that PSU
inevitably reflects; and this runs counter to the high
priority placed on hard work and industriousness by some
(though not all) foreign cultures, particularly eastern and
southeastern Asian cUltures, from which a majority of PSU's
international students come.

Many international students

see PSU staff as individuals unwilling to take the time or
make the effort to do their jobs.
Furthermore, these foreign cultures often attach a
mythology of their own to this "hard work" and
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"industriousness" that they so highly prize.

As a result,

international students may be even more inclined than
American students (especially given the additional time they
must commit to their studies just to cope with English) to
find in their own commitment and conscientiousness an
entitlement to academic success.

Again, this sense of

entitlement intersects with their dramatic sense of what the
absence of such success might mean for them.

Americans

mythologize terrific failure as part of the spectacular
success stories they love; they love to see failure as
spurring success.

Most non-western cultures have no such

comparable notion or myth.

They see failure as failure, not

as a bump in the road to triumph; they see it as a dead-end
in itself, and associate it with irretrievably lost
opportunity and a ruined life.

Hence, these individuals

bring to their life experiences, including their education,
this sense of definitiveness.

It colors everything.

International students are apt to expect more from
professors in the classroom setting than do their American
counterparts.

u.s.

education gives students a far more

active role than international students are used to.
Whereas international students have been accustomed to the
role of being relatively passive recipients of a carefully
planned presentation of material they are required to learn,
American students are more familiar with the

informal

"class discussions" \vhich occupy much American class time
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and in which students are encouraged to participate
actively--something international students may be
additionally prone to avoid because of self-consciousness
over language problems.

As a result, whereas American

students might find worthwhile a class meeting that gives
them an opportunity to "speak out,"

international students

may see such situation as an evasion of pedagogical
responsibility on the professor's part.

"Learning" seems to

mean something different to Americans, who bring even to the
educational setting their fervor for individualistic
expression.

International students may be frustrated by

what appear to them to be "teachers not teaching" but
turning over their responsibilities to the students.
International students, then, may feel more reliant on
teachers for their education; and when teachers lead class
discussions, these students may feel more frustrated and
dissatisfied than their American counterparts, who are more
familiar with these often unfocused and often tangential
exchanges.

Add to this one more thing:

professors almost

invariably speak better, clearer and more grammatical
English than do their American students, whose contributions
to class discussions, as a result, more burdensomely tax an
international student's comprehension of what is being said.
In conclusion, inside the classroom and out,
international students are more apt than their American
counterparts to feel "on the edge," resulting in a more
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problematic reception of the whole educational experience at
PSU.
Conclusions and Recommendations
This study was intended primarily for a policy-making
audience; and accordingly, the questions it raises and the
conclusions drawn have significant pOlicy implications.

It

also provides important comparisons to other surveys.
The basic question addressed is whether PSU's
institutional pOlicies and practices are in line with
students' needs and expectations.

It is clear that in many

areas they are not, while in others room for improvement
remains.
The general findings of this study provide information
that will be useful to those who wish to link institutional
policies more closely with student goals, interests and
needs, thus increasing congruencies between the
administration and students' needs in general.
The second set of questions, which address more
specifically the needs and satisfaction of students, helps
to assess the administrative performance of the institution.
For instance, is the institution doing a good job in mGeting
the ever-changing needs of international and American
students?

An ongoing assessment process can help

administrators to address the all-important issues of
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recruitment and retention, which hinge squarely on the level
of student satisfaction.
It is evident from the survey results and comments
collected in the focus-group interview process that both

u.s.

and international students have strong opinions about

the quality of their educational experience at
to make these opinions known.

psu

and wish

If this desire to address the

issues that affect their on-campus lives can be harnessed,
students themselves could be a powerful force in the ongoing
attempt to reinvent higher education.

The changing student

demographics of the 1980s and 1990s, coupled with financial
pressures, have put many educational institutions in the
uncomfortable position of trying to balance between
traditional services and offerings, continuing their
commitment to faculty research programs and new alliances
with the business community, and restructuring themselves to
meet the needs of the new majority that is often still
called the "non-traditional" student.

An ongoing process of

assessment, suggestion and experimentation could help make
this period of transition easier to navigate.
Because of the disparity between needs and their
satisfaction that the instruments used in this research
uncovered among both

u.s.

and international students,

administrators would be wise to look at these categories of
students separately as well as at the student body as a
whole.

There may be other categories of students that
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should be broken out for needs-assessment purposes (student
parents, married students, part-time students, undergraduate
and graduate students, etc.) in order to more closely tailor
programs to meet their needs.

Within larger institutions,

disparities may be found--and addressed--at the departmental
level.

As institutions increasingly rely on international

as well as part-time

u.s.

students, for revenue, addressing

the different needs of these groups will become ever more
essential.
As the results gained from the focus group sessions
show, the methodologies used by business to improve customer
satisfaction may hold great potential for academic
institutions that wish to improve student satisfaction.
There are essentially two reasons why universities need to
pursue a business model of customer satisfaction.

One, is

that such a model assists students in developing the
business mentality or mindset that will in fact best serve
the vast majority of them, who will be looking to the
business world for employment in the business world.

Those

who are satisfied students today, for example, will take
from that experience a better appreciation of what it means
to satisfy customers and clients.

In effect, their

experience as customers of higher education will better
sensitize them toward their own business customers later on.
Moreover, businesses, knowing that schools are inculcating
students with just this sensitivity, will place greater
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confidence: in those schools and, as a result, will
themselves: better support those schools.

The other reason

why universities need to pursue a model of customer
satisfaction is an extension of this.

Once students know

that this is the deliberate aim of a university, to the
degree that those students will desire to find employment in
the business community they will also select just such a
university:to educate them and thus best make them
"employ,ment ready."

Therefore, it will accrue to the

benefit ofla given school, in increased enrollments and
increas~d

funds either privately or legislatively accorded

it, that it develops a reputation as being "business
friendIY"-~as
student~

being but a step in the process by which

become better, and more attractively, employable.

Su~ely,

swallow.

this will be no easy pill for a university to

Such a perspective must do battle with encrusted

notions of: ivory-tower elitism and intellectualism.
Neverth~less,

the salvation of higher education in America

resides inljust such a pragmatic approach--as indeed the
salvatipn of everything American is equally pragmatically
determined~

This researcher recommends continuing to explore and
use
more

too~s

developed by business to make delivery systems

fl~xible

and effect the needed change.

Students may be

even mo;re motivated than mere "consumers" to be part of this
process and more than willing to assume the central position
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in the re-creation of educational institutions that they
should occupy.
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Portbnd SlJ.lt Univcnily
SCIIOOL OF EDUCATION
p.O.Dox 751. Portland, Or. 97207
Dear Cellow studenl,
IlUn conducting. research .Iw.ly 10 asscss Ihe lUkquacy oC the services oC Portland Stale Unive11iity Cor inlermtional .nd d<,>me<lic
.Iudtnts. 1 would like 10 Cind out more .boul your O«d& &0 IIlal Portland Slate Unive11iity can tnIke necessary adju.stmenls to rflake study
hue rrore pleasant to students.
Your name Wi\.5 drawn in a random sample of all students at PSU. In oruer t)lJ,( Ole reaults accwately represent the atudent bofJy, il is 'Vcry
inportantlh.t each quesliOlUlaire be compleled and r<tumed. You will need less lIun 30 mInules to complete litis qUC6tionnaire. Please relom
lI,e questiolUlaire on or beCore May 15,1993.
Your respollses will remain con~)lelely conCidential. 111e questionnaire Ius all irknlifiealioll number that will uubl< me to cjleck your
name orc the lIuiling list when lI,e quesliOlUIaire is r<tomed. Only lI,e researcher wililuve the key IIlal tnItcll<S the lIun«r 10 ypur name. If
you are inlerested in receiving s sunulmy oC Ihe resuUs, ple.se c1lCck the box Collowing Ihe number Cowld ill the upper.righlllar,d comer 011
page 1 oC Ihe '1ucsliOluuire, and it will be n"iled 10 you arter Ihe complelion oC IIlis research. Some respondents lmy be asked 1,0 participale
ill a Cocus group .e..ion aboul PSU .Iud,nl needs. Partieipalion is complelely volw,lary. if you do Dlll wish 10 be contacted, plepe check
here:
If you have questions regaruing thilt Iiwvey. plt.1sc don't hesitate to ,",Tite or call. I can be rcached at 2S4·H472. My faculty ~dvisor, Prof.
Joan II. Slrouse, ean be reached at 725-1606 iC you have .ddilio,ul questions. 1hi. questionnaire lw met approval oC Ihe lIum;u1 Subject
Researh Conunillce alI'SU.Its phone # i. 725·3417. Ulank you very IIllch Cor your participation and cooperalion in UUssur/ey.

0

AlCOll£O I'ioquinlo, Jr.
Eduealional L:.dership Doctor.1 Program

INFORMW CONSENT

I.
of l'ort);UHJ StOlte

. hereby agreec:: to serve as a subject in tile re.$c.Jrch project on Ule 3SSc.ssll~nt of tile adequacy of th~ u:rviccs
Ullivc~ity for illtcrnatiofwl and uom:stic students being conuucted by Alfonso Pioquinto, Jr.

I wluen;tam) the &lully involves Nl·c:d.'i and SJtL:ifaction ali pc:rcciveo by !itud~nlS at PSU.l Wlderslillid OlJI
will (c'-Illire approximately 10 IIlUIUleS or JeM of my lime, wllcss I choose to participJte further.

involvell~1I1

with

th~

project

It Ius bc:,,'11 expbilll'ti to me tILat Ule purp~Jsc: (If the study is to uclcrlllillC kvc:ls ofnc:c:d... and sathJaclion of stutlclllS at PortlJ.lld State

Universit y.

I JIlay not receive allY direct benefit from participation in lhis Iitudy, but nr; participation u'lJy help to incre.ue knowledge. whic\'! may
benefit others in the fulwe.
AIConso l'ioqu"IIO Ius oreered 10 answer allY 'juestiolls Inuy luve aboul II" .Iudy. II",.. been ....urcd Ihd.1I IJd"orn",tlonl gl .. will
be k"pt cUllndentlwl Wild Ihwllh~ Idellilly or ull rcspondeu13 wlll unwin wnonymow..
1 wldmland tlut 1 alll Cree 10 wiil,drJw Crollll'.u1icipJtion inlhi, ,lUlly at any Ii"" williout jeopardizing Illy course grade ur my 1·e1ation.
ship wilh I'ortl;uld State University.

I !Lave rc.;ltl and wi(il'n.:tam) thc forq:,oillg illforllUIItiIl.

If ),ou expaicflce prob1c1l1i IIl.lt arc Ule result of yow pJIticip.llion Ul Ulis study, pleJSc contact the Cluir of the IIUlmll Subject l,tcsc.aIch

Commillce. Office of Grolflts and COlilracts, 30.\ Crall.:r IIJII, POrll.uld Slate University, 725.3417.
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No· _ _

Background Information
I. I'!e..., ind1cate if you are a

14. How well do you Wld<r.land weillen English?
01 very weU
02 good
OJ fair

I

01 \l.S. citizen or perm:lnent ruidcnl

02 (oreign .lUdenl, cownlIy
2. Your sex (gender)
01 inale

_

01 poor

15. Your prutnl G.P.A. _ _
I

02 felTllle

3. Your field of .tudy

16. 1I0w ITllny hollIS (average) per week do you .pend .tudying?
011e.. UIJJ1 5 hollIS Q! 5·12h".
03 over 12hl'l.

I

01 Business Administration
02 Educalion
I
03 \'inginming & Applied Seien«a
~ \"ine & Performing A1ts
05 lfcaW. & Phy.ical Ed:ucalion
Q6 l:-ib,:,"1 Arts .I< Sciences
07 Social Work
OS ~rban & l'ublic Affa,,"
09 plhers••pecify-.-L-

17. How nnny hollIS (average) a week do you work if you are
currenUy enl'Ioyed7
0Ile.. IIIJJ1IO~.

021().20hl'l

01 Clui.tian
03 Moslem
05 None

02 Duddi.1
~]ewish

Q6 Other. specify

_

19. lI.ve your religious beliefs andlorpracticea changed sigrtificanUy

4. How loog you've been:
4.1 ~ Ihe U.S.
4.2,AtPSU

-YeJrI

since cornins to PSU
Dina

_month.s

02 yea

_yca" _manU"
Uyes, \0 whal?

5. Your age ~t your last birthday
_,-ycars

_

I

20. Did you allend lI,e Student Orientation .1 Portland St.le Univer·
sily?
01 yes
02 no

6. Your ac><lemic level
01 ~"slllnan

02 sophomore

OJ

Q.t senior

jWlior

spccify_---'-

21. Did you allend olher U.S. higher educalion in.5litutioIU before
allendu,g P.S.U.?
01 yes
02no

_

7. Your l1urjlalst"tus
Ol,ingle
02 marriro (spouse nOI wilh you)
03 nl.lrTied (.pouse will\you)
~ plher. spe.cify,_ _~'_ _

22. Do you plan to &lay pernunenlly in U,e Uniled Stalea?
01 yes. I plan to
02 no
03 yea. but I C<Ul'
~ oU,er'

g. Your nLlip source of financial ,support for college education (select
UIC ~U!ce Ihal provide. you with Ihe l11O<1t support)
01 ~If supporting
,
02 fantily assi<tance
03 10311
~~hol.l"hip

05 other. plcase specify,:

_

9. While all~nding PSU, are you living
01 by yoU!self7
03 wilhyourfantily7

_

23. Which of U,e following is UIC moot inl'Ortanl "35on why you
.electro Ihe U.S as UIC place 10 study. aleck one Ol~y. (okip if you
are NOT a foreign studClU)
01 repulation or prestige of Ihe Uniled Slales
02 plan of .taying permanenlly in UIC U.S.
03 learn nwe sboutthc United Slatea
Q.I learn more about UIC U.S. oystem of education
05 gain specialized skills and knOWledge of lICf field
06 improving my English language skills
07 Other rease.... specify
_

' 0 2 with friCllds?
~olber.specify

10. Your Iiying '1wrt<l'l
I
01 dorm (.tullenl hoasu'g)
'
03,al'mmCllI

_

02 house

04 olher, specify

11. Your rcfCl'ptioll of your parcn"s stalus
01 wealthy
I
02 lowercl"'"

c1""

03 II\jtldlccl~s.a

03 over20hrs.

IS. What is your religion at home?

I

05o~,er.

O

I

25. How did you learn abouIl'ortland Slale University7 aICck OIIC.

04 olhcr.sl')l,:cify _ _

12. 1I0w do you go 10 5Ohoo17
01 pyc;()'
03 by bas

02 walk
~ 01 her, .peeify

13. Do you ,0"11 a car?
01 yes

02na

24. Why did you chOO6C Portland State Univmity Ule place
10 study. aICck only one.
01 I've beell IICre before
02 1 know a per"'" here
03 good facUilica
~ repulalion
05 localion
Q6 dcr,rec orferings
07 tuilion is chooper
08 others••pecuy
_

01 fromfantily members
03 from friends
05 educalional agencies
_

02 from printed materials
~ from teachClslcowlSClol'I
Q6 olher••pecify
_

26. Wlul is Ule biggeal problem yau~e luving now? Check one
01 I'mnolluvu,g any prablen..
02 fiJlJJlciai problem6
03 Ia.llgwge or collullunicalion
~ 100ICIinua
05 cultural differenc..
Q6 acadentic
07 olher, spe.cify_~
difficulty
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

INSIKUCIlON
InstNctior",1 quality
Acussibility or the raculty
Fairness or raculty lrC<llment or sludenls in general
Fairness or testing and grading
Inlellectual stimulalion rrom raculty

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Content of courses
Cl;J&s size
01 her, please spc:ciry

ACADEMIC SUPPORT
libraI)' coUeclions
libraI)' service
Lab racililiea

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Con"utcr facilities
Academic advising services all campus
I~e.college

advising Crommy high swool

l'rc·transrcr advising (rom my conuIlWlity college
Catalug (Dulletin) and Schedule 0/ C[,uUI

Tutoringlb.1.Sic skills servicu
Variety or coun;es orCered
Availability oC courses to finish degree on time

Convenience of class scheduling
Other, pl=e speciCy

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

SruDENT SERVICES

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

AJmissioll oHicc
Registrar's orrice
CJIIl{lll'i

housing

RecreJtion progrJIIl;/a~livilics

Student organuJlions
Child care
Parking

Student health services
Psychological cowlSeling
Financial aid o[rice (not considering Ole armwll)

Religious scrvicts
Job sc.udl S(cvices

Campus (uc.xJ services
Intercollegiate aUtlctic progfilfUi
Career guidance Cram Cacully
Career guiilince Cram Career PlarUling Orrice
Social arld culloral activities

Campus orientation progr.ur~
Special student services (e.g. aHinnative aClion)
Olher, pic=: spec iCy

2M. Plea.')( rate PSlJ in general accordillg to its:
1 • very poor

2· poor

3· rair

4· good

5 • excellenl

Faculty and iJL<lrucliOl",1 qu.tlity
Academic Support
Student Services

StuUclit cAlxrkncc

a.'i

a whole

29. If tile wlivcrsily could ell.Ulgc two (hings Ihal would impruvc Illl.: qUJ,lily of your lifc as a Sludc.-fll al PSU, whal would those be'!
30. Is lhere anythiJlg cis<: you would li!;e lo ...y about yOU! stay at Pall land State Ulliv""ily7

5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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Focus Group lParticipation
in Assessment of the Adequacy of the Services of an Urban University
for International and U.S. Students: A Comparative Study
Informed Consent Form
September' 21, 1993
I
, agree to take part in this research project on "Assessment of the Adequacy of the Servjces of an Urban University for International and U.S. Students: A Comparative Study" at PortlfjJld State University.
I understand that the study involves a focus group interview session, during which I wiIl participate
in a discussion of the quality services fit Portland State University.
I understand that because of this study, I will have tiC> corne to Portland State University during a
week night and take time away from Qther activities to participate in the group discussion.
Alfonso Pioquinto, Jr. has told me tha~ the purpose of this study is to collect and analyze student
impressions, experiences, and degree ~)f satisfaction:s about services at PSU and that this information
will be used as part of the university's on-going effd-rt to fmd out more about its students and how
best to serve their needs.
I may not receive any direct benefit fr~)m taking pat lin this study. But, the study may help to increase
knowledge that will help others in the future.
Alfonso Pioquinto, Jr. has agreed to ar,swer any questions I may have about the study and what I am
expected to do.
He promised that all tht information I give will be kept confidential to the extent permitted by law,
and that the names of all persons included in the stul::ly will remain confidential.
I understand that I do not have to parti~ipate in this study, and that my willingness or unwillingness
to participate will not affect my relationship with PoriIand State University, as a student or an employee.
I have read and understood the above information and agree to take part in the study.
Date:

Signature:

If you have concerns or questions abotlt this study, please contact the Chair of the Human Subjects

Research Review Committee, Office of Research and Sponsored Pro~ts, 105 Neuberger Hall,
Portland State University, 503n25-34p.

APPENDIX B
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omCE OF THE CHANCELLOR

mnnONl:

• m.OAI;

October 31, 1991

Alfonso pioquinto, Jr.
4537 NE 82nd Avenue
Portland, OR 97220
Dear Mr. Pioquinto:
Thank you for your letter of October 22, 1991. You may use
any of the items from the Student Needs and Priority Survey
for your research. The only request that the CSU would make
is that you acknowledge the source of the item either in the
text of your final report and/or appropriate footnotes.
You may find that the book bY'Arnold Groveman, ~ ~
Universities useful, as well as the ~ University in
America, by Maurice Berube. An article by Kinnick and Ricks
in the Fall 1990 issue of Research 2nd ~ Education
helpful as well.
Good luck with your studies.
Sincerely,

$~,-oCi2u~£

Stephen L. Daigl~~-
Senior Research Associate
Academic Affairs

SLD:dh

403 GOLDEN SHORE, LONG BEACH, CA

~m

..m 5

INfORMATION: (113) 590-55"
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OFFICE OF GRANTS AND CONTRACTS

DATE:

March 10, 1993

TO:

Alfonso Pioquinto
4537 NE 82nd Ave
Portland, OR. 97220

FROM:

Martha Balshem, Chair, HSRRC 92-93·

RE:

The revised copy of your research questionnaire

fI\M~ (l).l\b

/1

Thank you for sending us a revised copy of the questionnaire for your study entitled: "An
Assessment of the Adequacy of the Services of an Urban Public University for International
and Domestic Students: A Comparative Study" .
The Committee is satisfied that your provisions for protecting the rights and welfare of all
subjects participating in the research are adequate.

APPENDIX C
COMMENTS FROM OPEN-ENDED
QUESTIONS
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COMMENTS
(from open-ended questions)
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
(Instructional Quality)
Teaching assistants are helpfUl.
to all students.
(Singapore)

Writing Lab is beneficial

Fair treatment for students, more classes.

(Japan)

[Improve) the students' behavior and the teachers' behavior.
(Jordan)
Hiring more qualified faCUlty members. Looks like the
faCUlty isn't interested in quality of education.
(Permanent resident)
sometimes I feel [PSU is) not fair to international students
and residents. Also, we can't work off-campus.
(Japan)
Better teaching staff/Less financial pressure on students.
The big thing I missed being at PSU is not feeling the
"campus" life. It's so much like city life.
(Bangladesh)
I transferred from a private school to PSU because of the
variety of courses offered but I was disappointed with too
many students in one class! Please raise tuition rates like
private school and make class size smaller. It's important
for the quality of education.
"Education" should not be
cheap.
Attitude of Instructors
Increase instructor (except professor) quality: TAs hired
for lower-level classes have been incapable of performing
their jobs.
Choose better instructors.
Improve the quality of instructors--change to a new way of
teaching each term.
Please ask PSU's instructors to smile more often (all of
them) .
Choose good instructors.

(Japan)

Take student complaints into consideration, treat students
equally. PSU is a good university, but some instructors are
not fair, therefore degrading the reputation of the school
in general.
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Instructors should understand
the foreign students!

mo~e

about the difficulties of

Improve faculty quality
[Improve] ISS (International Stuqenb Services) - [do
something about] the unkindness, and their ineffective work.
I hate to go there, but sometime~ I Ihave to.
(Korea)
Instructional quality and fairne~s of testing and grading
[could be improved]. Instructor~ in my department are not
very helpful in giving encourage~enb and guidance to
students, such as career advising. ISome of them just want
to get paid. They missed the whqle ,purpose of teaching,
they should not teach in school. Hire more history
professors.
Faculty should take time to talk to IUS, [so should]
advisers. PSU should encourage job Isearch/placement.
enjoyed every minute of it! (Mal~ysia)

I

AMERICAN STUDENTS
(Instructional Quality)

Better faculty treatment of
classrooms.
Smaller classes, somehow
involved in college.

stud~nts,

convinc~

more time to spend in

students to become more

1) Clarify academic requirements.
2) Hire teachers who want to teach, not those who just want
to do research!!! This school co~ld be good, but I graduate
with a bitter taste in my mouth. The administration is to
blame for running students in circles about degree
requirements, financial aid, academic and career advising,
etc., and having questionable priorities.
[Change] the type of testing (exams) and senior audit.
Overall it was a good experience for me.
I

Some of the teachers are "out of control," in that they pick
favorites.
In a writing class I took, the teacher had
already decided my grade before I handed in my portfolio. I
enjoyed Portland State, since it's very liberal and I feel I
can do what I want.
1) Somehow draw the focus [away] from the grade-earning
emphasis. This detracts from the quality of learning.
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2) Increase use of the essay in pll classes as this will be
primary way of working when leav~ng the Iuniversity within
my major or department (anthropo~ogy).
Go back to straight A-F grading, not + t
Make professors treat students a~ grown-up, experienced
adults, no matter what age they pre. Some SBA professors
seem like they are simply there for the Ipaycheck alone.
The majority of the instructors ~re liberal and convey their
personal (misguided) ideas much too often during class time.
More instructors in the departmept.
More instructors for smaller
student relations.

cla~ses,

better instructor-

I've had some wonderful instructprs and :a few not so great.
Restructuring of instructor

eval~ation

Usystem].

Better instructors.
I will comment that I have also ~et and Ibeen involved with a
number of very supportive and knpwledgeable instructors and
employees.
Overall, I enjoyed PSU and like

~y

instnuctors.

The instructional quality and support to me as a student is
exemplary. If all departments at PSU were of this caliber,
the university would be top-notc~, even lin the face of large
bUdget cuts.
Drop athletics and get more inst+uctors.1
Younger faculty.
Do away with tenure.
There should be some sort of dep~rtment Ireview of teacher
ability. Maybe sit in on classe~. Some teachers are unable
to express thoughts clearly.
Faculty is very bad.
Professors need to be able to say, "if ~ou can't keep up in
this class, I will talk to you o~tside of class, or maybe
you need to take another class." Instead, they waste time
and bring the whole class down.
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
(Academic Support)
[Improve] lab facilities, especially electrical engineering
lab.
24-hour library and computer lab service. No more bUdget
cuts. There is little communication between international
students and native people or students. It is very
important to understand each other, different culture and
society. (Japan)
Rationalize admissions and registration. Improve Arabic
language section. I have enjoyed meeting and studying with
the Middle East Studies faculty a lot. (Sweden)
[Improve] availability of classes.
(Malaysia)

It is OK for now.

Please do something with the Admission office! They are so
slow and rude, so is the ISS office!! There's a big
difference between different majors [for] students. Some
departments are very bad, but some are good. Generally,
faculty in the Linguistics department is excellent, but SP
department is terrible! (Japan)
1) Extend open hours of the library.
2) Increase amount 'of recreation activities. I have very
little feeling of belonging to PS~. I think there should be
something done to unite the whole coilege closer together.
(Hong Kong)
Academic Advising Services/Administration
[We need an] academic international student advisor (Oman)
1) Understanding challenges faced by international students,
students
2) Sensitivity classes for teachers. There is some bias
among many teachers in things like expectations, values
(labs) and grading!!! (Saudi Arabia)

~~erican

Have more classes available.

(Malaysia)

1) More variety of classes.
1) Offer classes at different times.
The fact that the tuition increases every year is not a
pleasant event for the student. (Greece)
Open the main gym more often, open the library longer.
like my dorm (West Hall). (Indonesia)

I
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Library collections should be completed more. Tutoring
services should be offered more for international students.
(Japan)
Longer library hours.

(Japan)

Library should be open for a longer time, even in summer.
Compare [it to the] library of other universities in Oregon?
1) Try to make the calendar (bulletin) more readable,
especially on degree requirements.
2) Have more people working in registration windows.
The PSU faculty is extremely knowledgeable and people are
friendly.
(Hong Kong)
If the library becomes open for 24 hours, it might be
better.
(Japan)
More student activity and tutoring, library and computer
room should be opened 24 hours.
(Japan)
[Increased] availability of courses.
Offer a variety of courses and more convenient class
scheduling.
More experienced teachers and good lab assistants. In my
field (Electrical Engineering) practical work is very
important. Although we have labs with every EE course, I am
not gaining anything from it. Right now I feel that passing
the course is more important than to learn something from
the departments' perspective.
Academic advice/availability of courses. If I wasn't so far
into my education here I would leave! The system as a whole
for transferring classes from different schools is pathetic!
I think we need more courses in each department and a wider
variety of courses.
[Improve] variety of courses, services and convenience of
class scheduling.
1) Academic advising.
2) Tutoring, especially for international students.
[Improve] academic advising on campus.

(Thailand)

1) Offer more classes ([especially in] Engineering).
2) Lower tuition.
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I like the school. However, PSU should restart its Persian
studies [program], which was stopped in 1979.
(Permanent
resident) •
AMERICAN STUDENTS
(Academic Support)
Simplify paperwork (not classwork): forms, applications,
etc. Better student and academic advising. As a student I
often feel that behind-the-scenes people (not faculty)
forget that we are the reason they are there and that old
procedures do not always work in the students' best
interest. I often feel like there are many different
agendas that each office and department are working toward
but not necessarily to the same end goal. Observation--the
old stereotypes about state workers hold very true to a
number of employees at PSU:
"that's not my department," "I
cannot do that," "Proper procedures are . . . " and so on.
Greater variety of classes.
Not offer grades for Juniors/Seniors, but evaluations. A
different computer system at the library. I have found the
faculty quite accessible and supportive!
Offer more classes in Arts and Letters and Ethnic Studies.
I think they need to offer more help in choosing a career
and helping you to take the classes necessary for a degree
in that field.
I do not feel as if the school has helped me
get through any faster or easier. The thing that has helped
me the most has been talking to people who have already been
through it.
Reduce class sizes, have more lines available for
registration. Paying more for less has made life miserable.
1) Better and easier advising.
2) Help foster social ties among students.
Smaller classes to encourage more working together, thus
increasing interest and knowledge.
Parking is not fun, too expensive.
[Improve] academic advising, need to teach and match
teacher's assistants more closely, especially Math TAs.
Academic advising [needs to improve] in accessibility and
willingness to support its students; willingness to aid
students in goals toward graduating. While I think most of
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'the professors are from fair to good, I believe they would
:be better with more support from the management.
lMore teachers with smaller class sizes and more student
housing of better quality. Try and make it a more socially
interactive campus, [it's] too much a commuter campus.
IMore classes offered, especially those in a sequence.
'renure should be abolished. Most of my bad teachers had
'tenure. My professors in my major (Business Administration)
'were very knowledgeable and helpful.
[Improve] student advising, and [add] earlier and later
library hours. Most classes are too easy, not enough work
required.
IBetter academic advising/smaller classes.
impersonal.

It is very

More diversity of courses.
Good school, would hate to see it disappear from use.
l~eeds

more money for more variety, options, of courses.

Offer more courses during the day, so that schedules are not
150 difficult to figure out.
Offer classes more often,
instead of just once a year as many courses are.
lBetter advising (not just affirming my course choices).
up-to-date library books. I am concerned about the
quality of my education. If I am not being paranoid, I
l~ould like to know what to expect from PSU's financial
c:::utbacks.
]~ore

[Improve] availability of courses.
I[Lengthen] library's open time.
l~ore

individual academic support, more student services,
counseling when needed.

Clarify admissions requirements--cut out excess programs
unrelated to study. I don't enjoy trying to interpret the
PSU handbook/catalog.
night classes, especially upper division. Terrific
"on-line" class registration system and parking permit
system.

l~ore

standardize work required for classes and grading policies.
Cut athletic program and put that money in education.
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Remove admissions director and increase number of employees
in Registrar's office. I think the upper administration is
a farce. The choice of Provost after so many good and
better-qualified candidates is a prime example of PSU's
resistance to change. Grow up PSU!
Make it a requirement to see an advisor every term.
Classes fill up too fast.
Teach students to ~ead, write and use computers for the 21st
Century. Overall, I feel that PSU is adequate for my needs,
but for some students with less direction I think PSU could
improve its efficiency in teaching the above subjects!
A more open academic advising services and more class times
available.
Advising system, notification through mail of student
services. I'm just glad it's almost over.
I can't think of anything except long lines. As an incoming
freshman, I was overwhelmed at the class choices. No one
actually helps you, you have to know what to take.
Better academic advising services ([more] accessible)
[Improve] academic support/advising
A little more flexibility in ways'of finishing my degree
program.
University requirement, grades removed, more professional
advising.
1) Make it easier to find out needed information
2) More classes offered at various at various times,
[improve] services.
More creative classes, i.e., photography, intro to painting,
sculpting.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
(Student Services)
More campus life and make study more enjoyable (Hong Kong)
Parking, class offerings, have more modem services at the
computer service.
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[Improve] Admission,
in some departments.

administ~:"atiIDn.

Professors are great

(Taiwan)

More organized in Admission

of!ice~

(France)

More extra-curricular activiti~s, Icreativity in teaching.
am] very happy.
I think we sh9Uldi all have a better
attitude about the school as a whole.
(Hong Kong)

[I

Admissions office and Admissions office people and systems.
All in all it's a good university.. (Japan)
Improve the Admissions service staff's efficiency, provide
more accessibility to faciliti~s. • PSU does not really give
me a sense of school.
[Improve] housing, student services.

(Taiwan)

[Better] campus food services.
I am glad for the formation of a multicultural center.
I am sad about the cafeteria fqod and its services.
Improve housing and food

But

servi~es.1

Campus food services [need

imp~ovement].

[Improve] food service.
Food service, times.
I couldn't see anything about PSU and
I don't need to find that kind of t.hing about PSU because I
want to finish my study as fas~ aSlpossible.
(Korea)
[Improve] food.
bad.
(Japan)

Classrooms

th~t d~n't

have windows are too

[Improve] cafeteria (menu) and quality of food.

(Japan)

AMERICAN STUD.ENTS
(Student ~ervices)
Creative computer use.
I like the phone registration.
Overall I'm enjoying my experi~ncelat PSU.
Have admissions, financial aid and registrar communicate
more with each other. If a st4dent: is unsure about a major
it's hard to find an advisor.
I

I

More classes with variety, sol4tio~ to parking problem.
Cooperate with students insteaq of 'fighting against them.
Fix the money situation. This school is annoyingly cheap.
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It's over
program.

for now.

I may endure a PSU graduate

Make services known so I don't have to search for them,
i.e., child care.
1) More awareness that services are offered.
2) One week prior to final exam have no assignments due.
For a school that has so much potential to network with
other students (since many students work) there is not much
cohesiveness in student organizations. The layout of the
campus is divisive and doesn't promote blend of different
students to be together.
Get more organized (i.e., financial aid, registrar).
Parking - more available, more areas to sit and study, eat
or meet friends, etc.
Create more parking, reorganize baseball program.
Offer financial aid as PSU, somewhat like the U of W gives
its students.
[Improve] parking.
It's too bad things are changing now - after I am finished
(Summer 93). But I am out before the big Measure 5 cuts.
Those poor new students!
The financial aid office should get its act together and
profs should have more office hours.
More staff-student interaction.
1) Allow more living organization (try to get rid of
commuter school attitude).
2) [Would like to see] the support staff acting as though
they care about the students (service oriented)
I found myself very young compared to the average students.
This leaves different priorities and interests, which causes
social inequality. I know school is for education, but I
believe part of education is learning how to feel socially
ept.
1) Better support from advisors
2) Better cafeteria food.
It is very impersonal.
More extensive career planning, a larger breadth of class
scheduling.
[Improve] registration process.
Faculty [should] have longer office hours and the career
center [should] more actively help students get a job after
graduation. I had a child my junior year in school - there
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is no childcare, not even for an hour, for babies and
toddlers.
1) Provide one place to go find out graduation
requirements.
2) Drop athletics and get more instructors.
Overall I am very happy with the academic side (History
major) but I am very resentful that part of my tuition goes
to student groups I do not support.
I have enjoyed it very much thus far.
More attendance at PSU's functions and dances, etc. It was
good overall, but maybe there;s a need for more of a
"college life" instead of a commuter school. It's hard to
get involved when no one attends games or dances as a
school.
Make sure no one cheats on the exams.
are very expensive.

Campus food services

Healthier, better food.
Religious services should be religious, not political.
More cheaper parking, less requirements.
[PSU] really needs to take a look at the requirements,
especially with concern to graduation. Not everyone is good
at math, and that shouldn't prevent someone from graduation.
Parking is a joke - $108 per term is bad!
The school's extremely slow with paperwork, Nobody can ever
answer academic questions, you're always just sent somewhere
else.
Clarify who counselors are. Financial aid at PSU is a total
mess, cannot count on anything. Again, I have at least two
or three problems per semester with financial aid at PSU. I
have had my forms lost at the PSU financial aid office. In
the spring of '93 it cost me my financial aid for the term.
Cut back on incidental fees and unnecessary student
organizations, as above, and lobby for a sales tax to fund
state schools.
[Shorter] registration lines.
Cheaper parking and more social events.
to leave, I would.

If I could afford
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New registration lines.
Less money spent on special student

groups~

The amount of advising could be much l:;lett:e+. Many times
students do not get any advising at a~l. i
i
2) Many students do not know about ha~f of the college's
organizations. student activities ar~ nat promoted.
[Improve] student union, social

facili.tie~s,

[PSU should] have better training for inte~national students
for jobs on campus--better communications ~kills.
I

[Improve] the advising system and the admi~sion pnocess for
the School of Education. Overall, I am v.'e1;~y satisfied with
my education. Thank you!
Better quality of job training for student jobs (CWSP).
Better orientation for international students so they can
understand English.
Drop health requirement.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
(Others)
.
Lower the international tuition.

(China)

1) Reduce tuition.
2) Improve the teaching quality.

Fairly good.

(China)

[Lower] tuition and [improve] academic support. I strongly
would like PSU to reconsider about non~residents' tuition.
(Japan)
Increase student awareness of PSU's general expenses, how
much and where the expenses come from. S'tudents can
participate in PSU cost-cutting due to Measure 5.
(Hong
Kong)
I

Raising of tuition, parking [are]
1) [Lower] tuition fee.
2) Extended library opening hours.

prob~lem:s.

(Japan)

(H9ngl Kong)

1) Deduct the tuition fees 35-1 [??]. At least to offer
better services. I sometimes think th~t 1the school is
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materialistic, example: $5 [charge] for a transcript, the
high prices of the bookstore. : (Jordan)
If I had another choice of a state university in Portland
I'd transfer to it.
PSU gives a change to foreigners to study here.

(Thailand)

More funding/more student part~cipation and departmental
support. I think this is not a very suitable place for many
foreign students. I tpink it lacks interest in them for the
most part except for tpeir monsy.
(Brazil)
Lower the tuition fees, and [p~ovide] more middle-class
housing and apartments. Impro~e your quality. I want to
graduate as soon as po~sible. I(Indonesia)
Lower tuition fees and make it :easier for Freshmen to get a
class. So far so good! (Indonesia)
First, tuition is kill~ng me as a foreign student! Second,
I wish I did not have to wait a whole year to take certain
classes. The internat~onal student services has been doing
an excellent job. (Ni~eria)
I know we internationa~ students don't pay tax, so that
tuition is high. Howeyer, it's too high. I'm sure there
are lots of people who can't help giving up on graduating
because of tuition. M~ybe it will happen to me the year
after next. Some peop~e may be wealthy, but not all the
people. (Japan)
More funding, more fun~ing, more funding.
disappointing.
(Norwav)

Very

Lower the tuition.
1) Lower the internati0nal student tuition.
2) Change the international student advisor.
[Lower] tuition.
I hope they do not

(Pakistan)

(Japqn)
inc~ease

tuition in near future.

(Korea)

Cut the tuition fee fo~ international students and decrease
some requirements. Ad~issions office doesn't give clear
guidance or explanatio~ to the new student. (Indonesia)
International students' fee should be cheaper than it is.
Lower tuition for inte~nationallstudents. BUdget cuts harm
the quality of educatiqn. (Germany)
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[Better] organization and less change throughout the school
year, I think. There is a lot of good at the institution
but sometimes the frustration of dealing with the bad
aspects makes things too difficult to deal with.
(Bolivia)
More money for art department, less tuition. It seems to be
a realistic cross-section of the Portland student
population. I enjoy the diversity.
More availability in certain areas. PSU [needs] a tuition
freeze. I met a lot of people who are fighting their way
through school as an individual to improve themselves.
Quicker processing of tuition payments and send receipts
ASAP.
Restore the cut programs.
AMERICAN STUDENTS
(Others)
Help the undergraduate students in choosing classes and rule
out that mandatory 18 credits from three categories!
I've had a good experience so far, [but] it's not what I
expected "college life" to be like--but that is because it's
a commuter school. Unlike others, I have college life and
my outside life as well.
Since I've been here a short period, I can't judge, but I
don't feel the college is kept [up] enough.
Lower tuition.
[Improve?] The Vanguard, extra counseling for careers.
+/- grading system removed, redirect money from athletics
and student organizations to academics to compensate for
Measure 5 losses.
Reverse Measure 5, lower tuition, less expensive textbooks.
[Increase] student loan amounts, tuition decrease, lowering
textbook amounts.
Less money to special-interest organizations.
Provide a balanced political forum rather than a polarized
liberal atmosphere.
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M~asure 5 ~s a farce.
~y does the legislature
unnecessar~ly cut schoola, police and fire departments
they know uhe people wan~ them to cut limousines,

when

administrat:ors, fancy offices and all those social programs?
stop the bickering betwe~n faculty and administration.
Repeal Measure 5. The honor program is great! So is the
"Wei, Bitte" German program!
Lower costs, but [that's] wishful thinking.
here very long, but so far I am satisfied.
Cheaper parking, tuition.

I have not been

stop releasing my class list and grades to my father
the term.

th~oughout

Switch to a semester system.
cliques.

Ban Greek and football

Tuition prices continue to rise.
Lower tuition.
I pave fountl PSU to be ve~y satisfactory, and I enjoyed my
here--no major probl~ms ~o far.

ti~e

Ch~aper

tuition.

It's been a wonderful
fo:rget!

exp~rience.

It's one I'll never

I

Lower tuitibn.
ar~ not loans.

High amoupt of student financial aid that

